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In today’s complex and volatile world the consequences of relying on fraudulent and counterfeit
Hadith to legitimise extremist behaviour, issue violent fatwas, and justify blatant abuse,
particularly of women, is not only far too easy but in fact dangerous. Israr Khan addresses the
sensitive topic of Hadith authentication, focusing on the criteria adopted by classical scholars to
maintain that concentration on the continuity and accuracy of the chain of narrators, rather than
the textual content ofHadith, has led to particularHadith being included which either contradict
other Hadith directly, project the Prophet (SAAS) in an uncharacteristic light, or do not reflect
and/or conflict with the teachings of the Qur’an. The study traces in careful detail the historical
development of the oral and written traditions, as well as the many targeted attempts at
fabrication that took place, critiquing inmethodical detail certain Hadith which have come to be
widely accepted as “authentic.” The prominent collections we have today, were made possible
by the development of the science of Hadith criticism, and Muslim scholars deserve deep
appreciation for their painstaking work, as well as their invaluable contribution towards
preserving the Hadith literature to the best of their ability. However, insists the author, the
process is ongoing, and the closed door policy which currently surroundsHadith authentication
needs tobe carefully reexamined.
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Usage of the Word “Tradition” to Denote Hadith and Sunnah
Readers will note that the author has often used the word “tradition/s” 
in lieu of the more familiar Arabic terms, Hadith and Sunnah. General 
readers may feel confused over this usage but this is a convention that has 
been adopted by both Muslim scholars of Hadith as well as Orientalists.
Further, the International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), considered
a pioneer in introducing many religious disciplines, including Hadith
Studies, into English, commonly employs the term to signify Hadith and
Sunnah. English dictionaries in addition define the term “tradition” simi-
larly in this context for example, “(in Islam) a saying or act ascribed to the
Prophet but not recorded in the Koran. See hadith” (The New Oxford
Dictionary of English, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998). Finally some
English-Arabic dictionaries define “tradition” as al-HadÏth al-SharÏf (e.g.
Munir Ba¢albaki, Al-Mawrid, Beirut: D¥r al-¢Ilm li al-Mal¥yÏn, 1998). 



Of knowledge, we have none, save what 

You have taught us. (The Qur’an 2:32)

The International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) presents this
scholarly work on the topic of Authentication of Hadith: Redefining
the Criteria to cast new light on the issue of Hadith fabrication.

Israr Khan addresses the sensitive topic of Hadith authentication,
focusing on the criteria adopted by compilers of the major collections to
argue that concentration on the continuity and accuracy of the chain of
narrators, rather than the textual content of Hadith, has led to certain
a^¥dÏth being included which either contradict other a^¥dÏth directly,
project the Prophet (ßAAS)* in an uncharacteristic light, or do not
reflect and/or conflict with the teachings of the Qur’an. Furthermore,
he maintains, given the great mass of traditions which circulated soon
after the Prophet passed away, it would be unwise to ignore the fact that
many contained targeted forgeries. These not only intended to corrupt
the essential message of the Faith but also to bolster political, sectarian,
economic, and even theological support. Political as well as religious
differences, motivated largely by rivalry towards the fledgling Faith, led
to a sustained and well-known campaign of disinformation using the
vehicle of Hadith. 

Although the misuse and abuse of Hadith is nothing new, in today’s
complex and volatile world the consequences of relying on fraudulent
and counterfeit Hadith to legitimise extremist behavior, justify blatant
abuse, particularly of women, and issue disturbing fatwas calling for
violent acts, is not only far too easy but in fact very dangerous. In addi-
tion, given the widespread anti-Islamic sentiment currently dominating
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mainstream discourse, it is imperative that the issue of fabricated
a^¥dÏth, extensively publicised and ruthlessly exploited to support the
thesis of Islamic violence and backwardness, is addressed. It is conse-
quently the responsibility of Muslim scholars well versed in the Islamic
sciences, to root out with honesty and courage those a^¥dÏth which
have clearly been fabricated, and which not only invite spurious inter-
pretation but also perpetuate ignorance betraying both the Qur’an and
the Prophet. 

Any serious study of the content and scope of these traditions must
necessarily start at the beginning, in this instance after the death of the
Prophet Muhammad. The author traces in precise and careful detail the
historical development of the oral and written traditions, as well as the
many targeted attempts at fabrication that took place, critiquing in
methodical detail certain a^¥dÏthwhich have come to be widely accep-
ted as “authentic.” In any matter of dispute concerning the Hadith, the
Qur’an must be the final arbiter. As such, notes the author, any hadith
which seems to go against the Qur’an must be examined carefully and
accurately, and if no interpretation to resolve the contradiction found,
it is to be rejected. Further, as Muhammad was the Last Prophet sent to
all mankind, interpretations of both the Qur’an and Hadith are not to
be fixated in time, but rather to be carefully examined and reinterpreted
to give practical guidance meeting the requirements and challenges of a
new age, that is taking into account the time-space factor. It is here that
the science of maq¥|id al-shari¢ah, or the higher intents and purposes
of Islamic law, comes into its own as the heart and philosophy of
Islamic Law.

So, to answer the difficult question of whether there is any real
need for research into Hadith authentication we must realistically, and
in the footsteps of Islam’s best scholastic tradition, answer yes. The
pursuit of greater accuracy is in no way meant to undermine Muslim
confidence in Hadith. Far from it. It is from Hadith, maintains the
author, that the life of the Prophet Muhammad has been taken from
memory and brought to life, the great forms of Islamic worship and
prayer codified, and the foundations of the Sunnah laid. Moreover,
the prominent collections we have today, were made possible by the
development of the science of Hadith criticism, and Muslim scholars
deserve deep appreciation not only for their painstaking work, but
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also their invaluable contribution towards preserving the Hadith 
literature to the best of their ability. However, insists the author, the
process is ongoing, and the closed door policy which currently seems
to surround Hadith authentication needs careful and systematic reex-
amination. It is in this vein that he attempts in Authentication of
Hadith to redefine the criteria used to check traditions, and to then
apply this criteria to certain selected a^¥dÏth recorded. His work has
added a valuable and useful contemporary and scholarly dimension
to the study of Hadith literature.

This study has been published to widen discourse, invite scholars to
respond, and hopefully pave the way for further research. Doubtless
readers may agree with some of the issues raised, and also disagree with
others, but it is hoped that for the most part both general and specialised
readers will benefit from the perspective offered and the overall issues
examined in the book.

Since its establishment in 1981, the IIIT has continued to serve as
a major center to facilitate sincere and serious scholarly efforts, based
on Islamic vision, values and principles. Its programs of research, and
seminars and conferences, during the last twenty-eight years, have
resulted in the publication of more than four hundred titles in both
English, Arabic and other major languages. 

We would like to express our thanks to the editorial and produc-
tion team at the IIIT London Office and all those who were directly
or indirectly involved in the completion of this work. We would also
like to express our thanks to the author, who, throughout the various
stages of production, cooperated closely with the editorial team. 

IIIT London Office
Muharram 1431 ah, January 2010
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The Status and Importance of Hadith in Islam

Islam’s system of belief, thought, life activities, social order,economic rules, political regulations, cultural bounds, moral princi-
ples, educational norms, intellectual codes, and religious laws are all
governed by the Qur’an and the Hadith. The Qur’an represents the
precisely revealed words of Allah (SWT)* and the Hadith constitute the
practical and methodological dimensions of the Qur’anic commands
and instructions. 

The Prophet Muhammad, as the Messenger of God, had to carry
out a fourfold mission (62:2): (1) to rehearse the messages of the
Qur’an to people in general and to his followers in particular, exactly
as he received them from God (2) to transform the whole nation of
Arabia conceptually as well as behaviorally (3) to unfold the truth
revealed in the Qur’an and (4) to demonstrate Qur’anic principles
practically in his life the and to teach those who entered the fold of his
faith. For these heavy and manifold responsibilities he needed the guid-
ance of God and was vouchsafed two things, the Qur’an and its Bay¥n,
that is its explanation or meaning: 

Move not thy tongue in haste, [repeating the words of the revelation:]

for, behold, it is for Us to gather it [in thy heart,] and to cause it to be

read [as it ought to be read]. Thus, when We recite it, follow thou its

wording [with all thy mind]: and then, behold, it will be for Us to make

its meaning (Bay¥nahu) clear. (75:16–19)

Introduction
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introduction

The Qur’an contains the precisely revealed words of Allah and the
Bay¥n is the demonstration of the Qur’an by the Prophet. The Bay¥nof
the Qur’an is what is known in Islamic legacy as the Hadith and the
Sunnah. The status of the Hadith and the Sunnah in Islamic life is actu-
ally the position of the Prophet, meaning that today, when we talk
about the Hadith and the Sunnah we actually deal with the Prophet.
The Prophet held certain positions such as final judge, guide etc. and
since he is no longer with us, his sayings and doings will be looked at
from the same angle.

• Blessings of Allah cover those who obey Allah and His Prophet
(3:132). 

• His obedience is incumbent on his followers (4:59). 
• He is a judge in all disputes of life (4:65). 
• Deliberate indifference to obedience to Allah and His Prophet

forms a serious offence (8:12–25). 
• Avoidance of Allah and His Apostle’s guidance ultimately leads to

failure in life (8:46). 
• Disregard of the instructions of Allah and His Apostle causes the

deeds of man to become meaningless (47:33).

The Approach of Contemporary Muslims to Hadith

In terms of their approach to Hadith Muslims may be classified into
four categories: (1) Those who totally reject the relevance of Hadith in
Islamic life. (2) Those who fall blindly into accepting everything that
appears to be a hadith regardless of its authenticity. (3) Those who
make indiscriminate selection from Hadith for practical purposes. (4)
Those who believe in the sanctity of the Prophetic traditions but opt for
an extremely careful approach with regard to their logical and practi-
cal relevance to Islamic life and civilization. 

Of all the categories those in the fourth seem to be the most justly
balanced between the extremes. For those in category one, total rejec-
tion of Hadith as an important source of Islamic life-values is in sheer
conflict with the Qur’an’s own statements. In a number of places in the
Qur’an Allah commands the believers to: “Obey Allah and obey the
Prophet” (e.g. 4:59). Obedience to Allah is to follow the instructions
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enshrined in the Qur’an; and obedience to the Prophet signifies acting
upon the methodological pattern of life available in the authentic tradi-
tions of the Prophet. Concurrent mention in the Qur’an of both kinds
of obedience – to Allah and the Prophet – can in no way be construed to
mean obedience to Allah only, as those who deny the Hadith claim.
Total rejection of the Sunnah and the Hadith, can only result in Islam
becoming a mere philosophy vulnerable to variations in its interpreta-
tion. It is often claimed that the deplorable plight of Muslims today is
due to their stereotyped religiosity, however even if this line of argu-
ment is given any serious consideration, the Sunnah and the Hadith
cannot be held responsible. On the contrary Muslims are not suffering
because of some rigid adherence to old traditions of the Prophet, but
rather for having strayed far from both the Qur’an and the Sunnah in
their thoughts and practices.

Opposed to those who totally deny the validity of Hadith are those
whose love for it and the Sunnah is unconditional, being generally
semi-literate Muslims who stand misguided and who consequently
misguide many, blindly adhering to anything termed a Prophetic tradi-
tion regardless of the authenticity of the traditions reported in the
sources. Furthermore, if a survey were to be conducted on Prophetic
traditions very popular among Muslims today, the findings may be
shocking, for in religious circles a great number of such traditions are
being narrated, interpreted, and practiced as if genuine when in reality
they are little more than the remainders of fabricated Prophetic tradi-
tions. As such this is one of the main factors behind Muslim backward-
ness and decline in virtually every field of life including the religious
and spiritual.

People of previous divine Scriptures have been criticized in the
Qur’an for their half-hearted treatment of them (2:85) as well as 
indifference to the commands of their prophets (5:20–24). Even the
hypocrites during the time of the Prophet have been rebuked in the
Qur’an for their selective approach to the Revelation and the Prophet’s
exhortations (4:150). In the Muslim world today there are people who
select only those Qur’anic ay¥t and only those Prophetic traditions
which benefit in one way or another their vested interests and covert
agendas. The Qur’an refers to these Muslims as those in whose hearts is
a disease, not sincere to Islam or its cause. A highly balanced approach
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to the Qur’an as well as the Sunnah and the Hadith seems to be the 
only viable approach to take, as recommended in the Qur’an (2:143).
A balanced approach to the Sunnah and the Hadith denotes a belief in,
and practice of, only those traditions of the Prophet that are highly
authentic and far beyond any doubt whatsoever. 

Authenticity of the Sunnah and the Hadith

Islamic writings both old and modern abound in Sunnah and Hadith
literature, testament to the great importance of these subjects. Compila-
tions of Hadith may be classified commonly into four categories accor-
ding to the rank of their authenticity: 

(1) Those collections of Hadith that are claimed to be the most
authentic works such as al-Bukh¥rÏ’s and Muslim’s. 

(2) Those collections that contain only a few dubious reports such
as al-TirmidhÏ’s, al-Nas¥’Ï’s, and Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s. 

(3) Those collections which comprise many problematic traditions
such as Ibn M¥jah’s and A^mad’s. 

(4) Those collections that have too many weak and fabricated tradi-
tions such as al->abar¥nÏ’s. 

Authenticity of Hadith as claimed by Hadith authorities is entirely
dependent on the authenticity of the chain of narrators reporting
Hadith. There is hardly any serious attention paid to the authenticity
of Hadith by the authentication of the text of Hadith. 

Authentication of Hadith Text

Muslim scholars and students believe that if the chain of narrators of a
hadith fulfils five criteria – continuity in the chain of narrators (itti|¥l
al-sanad), integrity of character (¢ad¥lah), infallible retention (\ab~),
freedom from any hidden defect (ghayr al-¢illah), and safety from any
aberrance (¢adm al-shudh‰dh) – the hadith is to be accepted as authen-
tic. The last two criteria are also applicable to the examination of the
text of a hadith. In practice, however, this remains confined to only
debates and discussion in the works of ¢Ul‰m al-HadÏth, and the com-
pilers of Hadith have rarely accommodated them in their examination
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of Hadith text. Some scholars at a later stage of Islamic history did 
suggest the examination of Hadith from a textual angle but their call
fell on deaf ears. 

Is there any real need for Hadith authentication from a textual
angle? The answer to this question is both a difficult and an easy one.
Difficult because today’s Hadith scholars lack the courage required to
answer to it, and easy because reasons justifying the examination of
Hadith text are numerous. 

1–Controversy over the Position of a Particular Narrator
It is well-known that Hadith scholars are not all unanimous over the
reliability of some narrators and examples of these can be found in the
biographical dictionaries. For instance, concerning a particular narra-
tor Muslim’s observation differs from that of al-Bukh¥rÏ; one
biographical expert claims a narrator to be reliable (thiqah), whilst
another finds him weak (\a¢Ïf), with a third authority concluding there
is no problem in him (l¥ ba’sa bihi)! How is one to act and react in this
situation?  

2–Inability of Some Narrators to Maintain the Preciseness 
of the Report
Almost all the Hadith scholars are of the view that most of the
Prophetic traditions have not been narrated in the words of the
Prophet but in terms of the meaning of the message. Freedom to nar-
rate Prophetic statements in terms of the meaning is not free from
problems and, as this work will show, certain reporters could not even
maintain this. The following example, as cited by al-ZarkashÏ in his
monumental work Al-Ij¥bah, is illustrative of this concerning two
adh¥ns signifying the call for morning prayer (salah) in the month of
Ramadan, one pronounced by Bil¥l and the other by ¢Abd All¥h ibn
Umm Makt‰m: ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar said that the Prophet said: “Bil¥l
indeed calls for prayer while it is still night; you may continue eating
and drinking until ¢Abd All¥h ibn Umm Makt‰m comes to call for
prayer.” ¢®’ishah blamed Ibn ¢Umar for reporting the Prophetic state-
ment wrongly. She corrected the statement that the Prophet said: “Ibn
Umm Makt‰m is blind when he calls for prayer, continue eating and
drinking until Bil¥l gives the call to prayer.” Here one might suggest
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that al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded two reports on the same subject matter,
one on the authority of Ibn ¢Umar and the other on the authority of
¢®’ishah; and both the reports are the same hence ¢®’ishah’s correction
of Ibn ¢Umar seems unsubstantiated. It does appear so, but there are
other reports on the authority of ¢®’ishah and others as recorded in
other Hadith works such as Ahmad ibn ¤anbal’s and al-BayhaqÏ’s,
which corroborate the view of al-ZarkashÏ as mentioned above. It
should be born in mind that the reports on the authority of ¢®’ishah on
this matter as recorded in sources other than al-Bukh¥rÏ are equally
highly authentic from the angle of the chain (sanad). According to al-
ZarkashÏ, ¢®’ishah also observed that Bil¥l could see well the time for
morning prayer and ¢Abd All¥h ibn Umm Makt‰m due to his blindness
was not in a position to discern the time. This rational justification sug-
gests that a reporter in al-Bukh¥rÏ’s chain of the report might have
erred and inverted the order of the names, Bil¥l and Ibn Umm Makt‰m.   

3–Textual Conflicts among Reports
Whether we examine al-Bukh¥rÏ’s compilation of Hadith or Muslim’s
there are several instances where certain reports concerning the same
matter vary from each other, not only in words but also in meaning. It
is generally suggested that such differences in reporting are not due to
errors on the part of narrators but because the Prophet himself made
the statements differently on different occasions. This principle may be
true in some cases but is not relevant everywhere. For example, in his
chapter on al-Mus¥q¥t (sharecropping) Muslim has recorded fifteen
traditions on the spiritual loss that the domestication of dogs may
bring, seven on the authority of ¢Abd Allah ibn ¢Umar and the remain-
ing eight on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah (Muslim: 3999–4013).
Out of seven reports narrated on the authority of Ibn ¢Umar five tradi-
tions inform us of the daily deduction of two carats (QÏr¥~¥n) from the
deeds of one who keeps a dog as a pet without any genuine purpose,
but two of them refer to the deduction of only one single carat (QÏr¥~).
Out of eight reports narrated on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah only
one mentions the deduction of two carats of good deeds, whereas the
remaining seven put the deduction to only one carat. How is one to
resolve the discrepancy and is there any way to make a compromise
between them?
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4–‘Delusion’ of Reliable Narrators
At times the chain of narrators is extremely authentic but there exists
some obvious problem in the text of the narration. In this situation
instead of examining the issue carefully Hadith commentators imme-
diately put the blame on one or other of the narrators anonymously,
observing that he must have had a misunderstanding/misconception
(qad wahima), leaving the matter at that. They prefer not to examine
the text as a possible source of unreliability or defect and why this
would be so and the most probable reason they fail to do this is because
they do not see any problem in the chain of narrators. In fact, if they
find some problem in the text it must be declared as such. If delusion on
the part of a narrator is detected, what is the criterion to determine
this? There has to be some criteria to identify defect in the text.

5–Practical Correction of Narrations
Even during the time of the Companions the reporting of Prophetic tra-
ditions was given serious attention, particularly as to their preciseness.
Chapters three and four will illustrate how some statements of the
Prophet that were reported incorrectly were then corrected by those
who were at the forefront of Islamic knowledge. The following exam-
ple demonstrates the issue well. Ab‰ Sa¢Ïd al-KhudrÏ reported from the
Prophet that: “The one who is dead will indeed be revived in the dress
he put on at the time of death.” This was immediately corrected by
¢®’ishah stating that the Prophet mentioned deed, instead of dress. She
then argued with the help of another tradition of the Prophet that
“People will be raised naked, barefooted, and non-circumcised” (al-
Ij¥bah: 120). This correction was in the text. Should this state of affairs
be allowed to continue given the confusion and problems it creates? 

6–Identifying the Contemporary Relevance of Hadith
The Qur’an and Hadith encapsulate the teachings of the Prophet and
are meant for practical application in our daily lives, not for mere lip
service. As Muhammad was the Last Prophet sent to mankind his com-
prehensive teachings are relevant for every person, time, place, and
situation. Therefore interpretations of both the Qur’an and Hadith are
not to be fixated in time, but to be carefully examined and reinterpreted
to give practical guidance meeting the requirements and challenges of a
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new age, the time-space factor. In the process of doing this one will no
doubt come across various interpretations already advanced by Hadith
commentators, and these interpretations may, at times, be mutually
conflicting. To overcome this and avoid confusion the best way for-
ward would be to re-examine the position of the words used in the text
of Prophetic traditions.

7–Understanding the Methodological Dimension of Hadith
The Prophetic traditions may be classified into two major categories,
legislative and non-legislative, with one of these being binding and the
other not. As for the binding traditions, their position must be viewed
vis-a-vis the Qur’an, one’s reason, and the Sunnah Mutaw¥tirah (that
is, a hadith which is reported by such a large number of people that
they cannot be expected to agree upon a lie, all of them together). There
is a possibility that the Hadith and the Qur’an may contrast one anoth-
er in which case scholars need to place their efforts into affecting a
compromise among the conflicting traditions. If this is not possible,
traditions lose their eminent status as authentic. Only the authentic
text of a tradition can be used as source of guidance, both methodolog-
ical as well as practical.

8–Probability of Fabrication in Hadith Text
There is no denying the fact that around two decades after the Prophet
traditions were fabricated and falsely attributed to him. The number of
these runs into untold thousands. Undoubtedly, Hadith scholars did
their best to identify the genuine from the false but despite great care
and effort they could not ensure one hundred percent accuracy.
Consequently there remains the possibility that some fabricated tradi-
tions are still considered genuine merely because of the authentic chain
of narrators behind them. Scholars have already identified, for
instance, around ninety traditions in Sunan Ibn M¥jah as fabricated.
Are we to close the door on exposing them forever? In terms of the
chain of narrators it might be considered closed but in terms of textual
examination the door should remain open. In other words we have no
other way to check for fabricated traditions in the most popular
sources other than to examine the text of the traditions concerned.
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9–FiqhÏ Controversy among Fuqah¥’
Many controversies exist among Muslim jurists concerning certain
issues related to Islamic life. One of the main reasons of this occurrence
is that certain texts of a particular tradition are preferred to other texts.
Instead of viewing all as authentic it could be that some are authentic
from the angle of the chain of narrators, but are not necessarily authen-
tic in terms of the text. The fiqhÏ controversy may be overcome there-
fore by authentication of Hadith text. 

10–Sanctity of Hadith
A^mad ibn ¤anbal was once asked as to why he investigated the life
and character of a narrator declaring them to be either reliable, weak,
or liars, especially as this would be considered a form of backbiting
against people, an unlawful practice in Islam. He confidently observed
that he did not care if the people affected complained against him on
the Day of Judgment for he could not afford to face a situation in which
the Prophet would be a plaintiff against him on the Day of Judgment,
complaining that he had not done anything to ensure the authenticity
of the Prophetic traditions. The responsibility of scholars is not yet
over. They have to continue doing their best to leave no lacuna or 
gap in the authentication of Hadith. The Hadith hold a very sacred
position in Islamic life, but this sanctity is exclusively for the genuine
traditions of the Prophet.

History of this Research

Like any concerned Muslim, I felt uncomfortable with the idea of an
apparent conflict existing between various texts of Prophetic tradi-
tions recorded as ostensibly genuine. On discussing the issue of textual
disparity with several scholars I met with one of two reactions, either
discouragement from pursuing debate on Hadith further or encour-
agement to continue discourse. Despite some heated discussions and
opposition I persevered and continued deliberation upon traditions
recorded in al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, reading Hadith commentaries of
these two works, and also particularly the works of al-NawawÏ, al-
¢AynÏ, and Ibn ¤ajar. It seemed to me that the Hadith commentators
had not used any well-established and universally defined principles of
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Hadith commentary, and that they had not been justly balanced in
their approach to Hadith, placing main focus on the chain of narrators,
and not on the text of the traditions. As I felt somewhat dissatisfied
with the interpretations made by the great scholars I began more 
serious research on the authenticity of Hadith from the point of view of
its text. I applied to the International Islamic University Malaysia,
obtained sponsorship and ultimately produced a study entitled
“Authentication of Hadith: Redefining the Criteria” copies of which
were sent to several scholars including Hadith scholars and experts in
Islamic law, seeking their comments, observations, and suggestions.
The general observations were encouraging and I submitted a small
portion of the research to a highly recognized international refereed
journal in America, where it was published, after which I decided to
have it published as a book, culminating in this work. In order to do
this I have had to include two new chapters not originally part of the
research.

Contents of the Book

The first chapter focuses on fabrication in the Prophetic tradition from
a historical perspective, tracing factors that lead to this as well as the
remedial measures taken by distinguished Muslim authorities. The 
second chapter identifies the contributions of scholars from two per-
spectives, the chain of narrators and the text. 

Chapter three examines the Hadith in the light of Qur’anic princi-
ples and instructions. Chapter four is devoted to a textual Hadith
examination using highly authentic traditions of the Prophet. Chapter
five concerns the checking of the authenticity of Hadith text through
reasoning. Chapter six discusses the criterion established in history 
to authenticate the historical dimensions available in Hadith texts.
Chapter seven traces the acceptability of Hadith in line with another
criterion e.g. moderation. 

The eighth and final chapter is based on discussion and reinterpre-
tation of a particular chapter of al-Bukh¥rÏ, Kit¥b al-Qadar (Chapter
on Predetermination). In chapters three, four, five, six, and eight the
traditions selected for examination and interpretation are taken from
al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. 
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It is my strong personal belief that the discussions undertaken in
these chapters are, to a great extent, original. I have tried to do two
things in the discussions concerned, firstly, to rationally define the cri-
teria of Hadith text and secondly, to sincerely apply them to selected
traditions by using relevant methodology.

Finally, dates cited for the various scholars and individuals listed
are mentioned on their first occurrence only.

Translation of the Qur’anic ®y¥t

The Qur’anic verses cited throughout the work have primarily been
taken from the translations of Abdullah Yusuf Ali, Muhammad Asad,
and Muhammad Muhsin Khan, with a general preference given to the
translation of Muhammad Asad which I believe is based on the con-
cept of thematic unity in the Qur’an. In any case the most appropriate
translation for the verse(s) in question has been used throughout. 

The Significance of Chapter Eight –Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
Chapter on Predestination/Predetermination

It may appear to readers that chapter eight is not connected to the
theme of this book, and that the traditions discussed could easily be
more appropriately rearranged under chapters three, four, five, six and
seven where the respective criteria have been applied to ascertain the
authenticity of prophetic traditions. However, the twenty-seven tradi-
tions of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Kit¥b al-Qadar (chapter on predetermination/
predestination) cannot be easily evaluated under certain particular 
criteria only. They further needed to be treated separately, practically
because these traditions need analysis from several angles and there-
fore cannot be scattered in various chapters, and psychologically
because of the nature of Kit¥b al-Qadar’s subject matter and its deep
impact on Muslims’ psyche. 

An Earnest Appeal

In Muslim, specifically religious, academia those works which appear
to differ from established norms and beliefs are forthrightly rejected as
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nonsense. Established dogma in relation to Hadith consists of two
components: 

(1) If the chain of narrators is authentic, the hadith is considered
authentic regardless of the problem(s) its text may contain. 

(2) The traditions selected and recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim
are regarded as highly authentic. Any apparent discrepancies in the
texts of these traditions can be interpreted but to declare any report
from these two sources as unreliable is considered an almost unaccept-
able stance and a virtual offence. 

In this study I have done what I sincerely felt compelled to do. My
objective has in no wise been to discredit the effort and unparalleled
contributions of the great Hadith scholars, but rather to consolidate
the position of Hadith further. Yet, I can in no way claim perfection in
my work for only Allah is Perfect. Human effort is never free from
shortcomings, and if there are any flaws in my presentation I welcome
their being pointed out. In possible future editions of the book I will
take these suggested changes into serious consideration. I pray to
Allah, the Source of all knowledge, to make this humble work useful
for all those concerned. ®mÏn! 

israr ahmad khan
15 July2008
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Fabrication in prophetic traditions, literally as well as
technically, signifies attribution of a statement or practice to the

Prophet falsely with or without intention. Reports containing infor-
mation about the Prophet’s sayings or deeds, which he never said or
did, are unanimously rejected (mard‰d) as lies. 

Hadith scholars have identified various statements used in the 
traditions which point to their apocryphal nature, some of these are
obviously indicative of fabrication whilst others refer to fabrication
metonymically. When authorities refer to some transmitters in a chain
of narrators (sanad) using expressions which are superlative, exagger-
ated or simple degree adjectives, these constitute for them obvious
terms signaling fabrication. Examples of superlative verbosity include:
the greatest fabricator of all (aw\a¢ al-n¥s), the source of the lie
(manba¢ al-kadhib), the lie ends with so and so (al-kidhb yantahÏ ilay-
hi) etc. Examples of exaggerative verbosity include: totally engrossed
in fabrication (wa\\¥¢), extremely given to lies (kadhdh¥b), diehard
falsifier (dajj¥l), fanatically inventing falsehood (aff¥k) etc. Examples
of simple degree adjectives include: So and so fabricates traditions
(ful¥nun ya\a¢u al-^adÏth), so and so coins traditions (ful¥nun yakh-
taliq al-^adÏth), this or that Hadith authority has declared so and so to
be a liar (ful¥nun kadhdhabah‰) etc. Some metonymical references to
reporters also prove the reports concerned to be false such as so and so
narrates false reports (ful¥nun yu^addithu bi al-Ab¥~il), and to his
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credit there are false reports (lah‰ a^¥dÏth b¥~ilah). Likewise, Hadith
authorities use several terms to declare a tradition to be unacceptable.
These include maw\‰¢ (fabricated), b¥~il (false), and h¥dh¥ al-^adÏth
l¥ a|la lahu (this tradition is baseless) etc. 

Historical Background of Hadith Fabrication

According to historians, who particularly focus on events during
¢Uthm¥n’s (RAA)* Caliphate, it was initially Ibn Saba’ who fabricated
traditions in the name of the Prophet in a bid to tarnish the image of
Islam and cause rift among the Muslims.1 This would seem to suggest
that fabrication in the Prophetic tradition began in the middle of
¢Uthm¥n’s Caliphate. 

In Akram Diya al-Umri’s opinion the first person to fabricate a tra-
dition in the name of the Prophet was Ibn ¢AdÏs, one of the opponents
of the third Caliph, ¢Uthm¥n ibn ¢Aff¥n. He falsely reported a state-
ment of the Prophet on the authority of ¢Abd Allah ibn Mas¢‰d
containing a condemnation of ¢Uthm¥n.2 It would appear from this
that fabrication in Prophetic traditions began towards the end of
¢Uthm¥n’s Caliphate.

Muhammad Abu Zahw and Ahmad Amin on the other hand
believe that fabrication in Prophetic traditions begin earlier, and can be
traced to the time of the Prophet himself.3 Their only evidence in sup-
port of this is the Prophet’s warning: “He who consciously attributes
to me some lie deserves to be allotted a place in hellfire.”4This reason-
ing is a little strained for the Prophet could easily have made the
statement as a precautionary measure to ensure the originality of his
sayings and doings (there was a trend in Arab society to attribute state-
ments falsely to anyone) and not necessarily to warn those among his
followers who had already begun to start fabricating traditions in his
name. In addition, the Prophet’s Companions were so sincere in their
commitment to him, a loyalty almost legendary in nature, that it is
inconceivable to even imagine that they would knowingly fabricate
traditions in his name. They loved him more than anyone, including
their own selves, and were prepared to lay down their lives for him. 

Muhammad Abu Shahbah traces fabrication in the Prophetic tradi-
tions to the year 41 ah when the enemies of the third Caliph had
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succeeded in instigating the people against him. He refers to Ibn Saba’
as the originator of fabrication coining and attributing many traditions
wrongly to the Prophet. One such fabricated hadith stated that the
Prophet declared ¢AlÏ ibn Ab‰ >¥lib to be his successor.5 However,
Abu Shahbah seems to have overlooked an important historical fact,
the third Caliph was assassinated in 35 ah. If, therefore, Ibn Saba’ was
indeed the first to have begun the traitorous act of fabricating tradi-
tions in the name of the Prophet to instigate Muslims against their
faith, one another and their leadership, then this should not have been
in the year 41ahbut rather 30ah.

Subhi al-Salih believes that fabrication first registered an appear-
ance during the beginning of fourth Caliph ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib’s rule,
that is during a time when the Muslim community had divided into
various camps. Each community played a part in inventing traditions
attributed to the Prophet to garner support for its stand.6

In sum it would appear that fabrication of Prophetic traditions
began sometime during the middle of ¢Uthm¥n’s Caliphate, climaxed
during the time of ¢AlÏ and Mu¢¥wiyah, and continued in later years of
Muslim history until the Abbasid period.

Causes of Fabrication

It may not be too difficult to trace the main factors which led to fabrica-
tion in the Prophetic traditions. Even a cursory examination of fabrica-
ted reports yields an indication of what was coined in the name of the
Prophet and why. When it comes to intentional fabrication it seems
that traditions were invented in the Prophet’s name by those who a)
were very much interested in convincing the general populace of their
respective stands on the Caliphate and its succession, b) wanted to
smear the originality of Islamic teachings, c) wanted to promote their
respective businesses, d) wanted to overzealously attract people to a
religious life, e) desired worldly gain by pleasing people in power, and
f) aspired to earn fame as those who were knowledgeable.

1–Political Movements
Certain sections of the expanding Muslim empire were resentful of 
the way ¢Uthm¥n, the third Caliph, had been tackling administrative 
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matters of the state and this ultimately culminated in his assassination,
a terrible event which shocked the general populace and leaders of
society. When ¢AlÏ was instated as the fourth Caliph, a number of lead-
ing personalities demanded strict measures against those responsible
for plunging the Muslim community into chaos. Since the new Caliph
had his own method for resolving the problem, the Muslim community
once again became divided, this time into three major political camps,
pro Mu¢¥wiyah, pro ¢®’ishah, and pro ¢AlÏ. Political division led to
grim military conflicts between the opponents. These battles not only
inflicted serious losses on the warring parties but also created a psycho-
logical environment of distrust such that the majority of Muslim
society became aghast that such a corrupt state of affairs had come
about. Each political faction wanted to win the majority of Muslims
over to its own particular side and one of the easiest ways of doing this
was to coin traditions in the name of the Prophet to support their
respective positions. 

Traditions fabricated in this heightened state of affairs were of two
categories, one set condemning prominent leaders and the other set
commending them. For example, one can trace how the position of
Mu¢¥wiyah became elevated by examining relevant traditions fabri-
cated in the latter category. Narration one mentions that Archangel
Gabriel came down to the Prophet with a golden pen. The Prophet was
then asked to give the pen, in accordance with Allah’s will, to
Mu¢¥wiyah and to advise him to write the ®yah al-KursÏ (2:255) with
it. Using the pen Mu¢¥wiyah wrote the verse (in very beautiful script),
upon which the Prophet informed him that Allah had credited his
account with a cumulative reward equivalent to the recitation of that
verse by readers until the Day of Judgment.7 Narration two cites the
Prophet as having said: “In the eyes of Allah there are three trustwor-
thy figures, myself, Gabriel, and Mu¢¥wiyah.”8A third narration cites
the Prophet as saying: “Allah trusted with regard to His revelations
Gabriel in the heaven, and Muhammad and Mu¢¥wiyah ibn AbÏ
Sufy¥n on the earth.”9 In a fourth narration the Prophet is said to have
called for Mu¢¥wiyah, and when he came commanded those present
around him, including Ab‰ Bakr and ¢Umar, to entrust Mu¢¥wiyah
with the leadership of the Muslims because he was the most powerful,
and the most trustworthy.10 A fifth narration cites the Prophet as 
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saying that on the Day of Resurrection Mu¢¥wiyah would be revived
with a cloak made of light on his body.11

In stark contrast, condemnation of Mu¢¥wiyah is also apparent
from fabricated reports. In one narration the Prophet is said to have
mentioned, “If you see Mu¢¥wiyah from this particular pulpit, kill
him.”12 In a second the Prophet informs Mu¢¥wiyah that he, “as
leader of the Muslims, would make the evil good and the good evil; and
that his wrong doings would be enormous.”13 In a third, the Prophet
once prays against Mu¢¥wiyah and ¢Amr‰ ibn al-¢®| saying: “O Allah!
Put them both in serious chaos; O Allah! Throw them both into 
hellfire.”14

Traditions were also fabricated both in favor of and against
¢®’ishah. In praise we have the following: The Archangel Gabriel once
informed the Prophet that it was Allah’s will that he marry one of Ab‰
Bakr’s daughters as a result of which the Prophet requested Ab‰ Bakr
for the hand of his daughter in marriage. Ab‰ Bakr had three daughters
for marriage and showed them all to the Prophet who chose ¢®’ishah
because Allah had exhorted him to marry her.15 This is a very clear lie
on two counts. First, the Prophet married ¢®’ishah in Makkah, and not
in Madinah as this tradition reports. Historically, the Prophet married
¢®’ishah in Makkah with consummation of the marriage taking place
in Madinah. Second, Ab‰ Bakr only had two daughters at the time,
Asm¥’ and ¢®’ishah, and not three as the report asserts. In fact Ab‰
Bakr did have a third daughter but she was only born after his death in
13ah. Her name was Umm Kulth‰m.16

In terms of condemnation of ¢®’ishah, the following tradition was
fabricated on the occasion of the battle of the Camel: “The Prophet
stated that people who are led by a woman cannot achieve success.”17

A great number of traditions attributed to the Prophet also surfaced
in praise of ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib. A few of these are listed below: 

(1) The Prophet said that he, H¥r‰n ibn ¢Imr¥n, Ya^y¥ ibn ZakarÏyy¥,
and ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib were created from one and the same clay.18

(2) The Prophet said that ¢AlÏ ibn Ab‰ >¥lib was his brother, his min-
ister, and his successor, who would pay off his [the Prophet’s]
debts and fulfill his promises after him.19
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(3) The Prophet said that looking at the face of ¢AlÏ is an act of 
devotion (¢ib¥dah).20

(4) The Prophet said that he who wished to see Adam with his knowl-
edge, Noah with his understanding, Abraham with his wisdom,
John with his devotion, and Moses with his grip, should see ¢AlÏ
ibn Ab‰ >¥lib.21

(5) The Prophet said that his name in the Qur’an was wa al-Shams wa
™u^¥h¥ (by the sun and its splendor), the name of ¢AlÏ ibn Ab‰
>¥lib wa al-Qamar idh¥ tal¥h¥ (by the moon as it follows it), the
name of al-¤asan and al-¤usayn wa al-Nah¥r idh¥ jall¥h¥ (by the
day as it shows up the glory), and the name of the Umayyad dynasty
wa al-Layl idh¥ yaghsh¥h¥ (by the night as it conceals it).22

(6) When Ab‰ Bakr and ¢Umar proposed to F¥~imah, the Prophet
said: “O ¢AlÏ! She is for you, not for the imposters (dajj¥l).”23

In contrast against ¢AlÏ we have the Prophet saying to him: “Lead-
ership is not for you, nor for any of your descendents.”24 It seems that
those hostile to ¢AlÏ fabricated this tradition in order to prevent people
from believing in the eligibility of ¢AlÏ for the Caliphate.

In 66 ah, al-Mukht¥r al-ThaqafÏ an unprincipled and designing
man, rebelled against the establishment and seized power in Kufah. He
once requested one of the then authorities on Hadith to fabricate tradi-
tions in the name of the Prophet that could validate his stand. In
exchange he offered the scholar tens of thousands of dirhams, horses, a
retinue of slaves, and precious clothes. The mu^addith refused to do so
but, consented instead to fabricate traditions attributed to some of the
ßa^¥bah.25 In fact, many traditions were fabricated out of political
motivation as an attempt to discredit those in power by showing them
to have been condemned by the Prophet. For example, the Prophet is
said to have declared YazÏd ibn Mu¢¥wiyah as the killer of al-¤usayn
and cursed him. Likewise, al-WalÏd ibn ¢Abd al-Malik was condemned
through one such fabricated tradition in the name of the Prophet.26

2–Inimical Missions against Islam and Muslims
In Islamic history many hadith were fabricated by a group known as
zan¥diqah (heretics/hypocrites who feigned Islam outwardly but who
harbored enmity within, spreading heretical beliefs). They fabricated
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traditions in almost all matters of Islamic life. ¢Abd al-KarÏm ibn AbÏ
al-¢Arj¥’ was one such heretic who would insert his own concocted tra-
ditions in the document of genuine traditions compiled by one of his
relatives, ¤amm¥d ibn Salamah. Before being put to death, he claimed
to have fabricated four thousand traditions in the name of the Prophet
in a bid to declare the lawful as unlawful and the unlawful as lawful.27

Al-MahdÏ, a great scholar of Hadith is reported to have said that one of
the heretics confessed before him to have fabricated four thousand 
traditions and to have circulated them among the populace.28

In addition Madinah was home to a number of Jewish tribes whose
various forms of treachery against the Prophet caused their eventual
expulsion. With military expeditions and open propaganda not viable
options, it seems that the more resentful factions amongst these deci-
ded to focus on sabotaging the fundamental teachings of Islam through
fabrication of a^¥dÏth. The aim was to create a rift in the unity of the
Muslims and a new version of the religion. A case in point is that of Ibn
Saba’. A Jew who apparently embraced Islam he traveled widely
throughout the Islamic empire in the garb of his new faith managing to
dupe unsuspecting believers in the new Muslim territories. He fabrica-
ted a number of traditions in the name of the Prophet and circulated
them among Muslim society. 

Another case is that of Bay¥n ibn Sam¢¥n al-NahdÏ, a heretic who
claimed to be an apostle of God. Naturally, he must have come up with
some justification through his fabricated traditions in support of this
outrageous claim. He was later put to death for blasphemy. MughÏrah
ibn Sa¢Ïd, a magician, also played a part in polluting the sacred heritage
of Prophetic traditions. He was beheaded for this gross offense.29

Some spectacular examples of fabricated traditions manufactured
by the opponents of Islam are given below:

(1) In response to a question as to the basic element of God, the
Prophet said that it is neither from heaven nor from earth; He
rather created a horse and made it run; when it perspired, God 
created Himself from that perspiration. This was fabricated by a
heretic, Mu^ammad ibn Shuj¥¢ al-BalkhÏ.30

(2) A female jinn used to visit the Prophet along with other female
jinn. One day she appeared late. When asked by the Prophet she
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said: “I went to India to offer condolence to a bereaved family. On
the way I saw something very strange.” The Prophet then asked
her to relate what she saw. She continued: “I saw Satan praying
salah on a rock. When I asked him what made him mislead the
descendents of Adam, he avoided the answer. When I asked him as
to why, he then prayed, and answered that he hoped for the for-
giveness of his Lord.” Upon this the Prophet laughed like he never
laughed again.31 In all likelihood, this fabrication was aimed at
creating some sort of sympathy for Satan in the hearts of Muslims.

(3) The Prophet said: “He from whose hands a non-believer accepts
Islam will inherit property from the new Muslim.”32 This is quite
obviously an attempt to alter the law of inheritance in Islam.

(4) The Prophet said: “One who did not pay zakah during his life can
compensate for the loss by making his bequest in the light of the
Qur’an.”33 This fabrication was obviously meant to console
those who had avoided paying the zakah.

(5) The Prophet said: “In the year 150 abstain from marriage; he who
married in that year, Allah would take away his mind and destroy
his religion, and he would be deprived of both this world and the
hereafter.”34 It seems that these fabricators wanted to weaken
Muslims demographically by discouraging them from marriage. 

(6) The Prophet said: “Nothing affects faith negatively just as nothing
brings good with polytheism.”35 This was fabricated in order to
encourage Muslims to do anything they pleased whether good or
bad and to convince them that they could commit sinful acts such
as lying, stealing, committing adultery and fornication, killing
someone unjustly, taking usury, usurping another’s rightful prop-
erty, etc. without this having any adverse impact on their faith. 

(7) The Prophet said: “There will be no prophet after me except if
Allah wills otherwise.”36 The first part of this tradition – “There
will be no prophet after me” – is a genuine statement of the Prophet
recorded in the most authentic works of Hadith including ßa^Ï^
al-Bukh¥rÏ and ßa^Ï^ Muslim. The last part of the tradition –
“except if Allah wills otherwise” – is a later insertion by a well-
known heretic, Mu^ammad ibn Sa¢Ïd. These enemies of Islam
were well aware that the unique basis of the religion rested on the
finality of Prophet Muhammad. The obvious aim of fabrications
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such as these was therefore to create doubt in people’s minds con-
cerning the finality of Prophet Muhammad and to further remove
doubt about the position of impostors after him. In addition
Mu^ammad ibn Sa¢Ïd claimed that whenever he heard an appar-
ently nice statement, he developed for this a chain of narrators
linking it to the Prophet!37

3–Corroboration of Particular Schools of Thought
The expansion of Islamic territory and the extension of its frontiers 
to as far as Rome and Persia brought about an interaction between
Muslim people and those of the new realms. The heritage of the latter
passed into the hands of the Muslims and this new knowledge bor-
rowed and learned from others led to the emergence of debate among
scholars, which ultimately resulted in the appearance of several con-
flicting thoughts and views particularly of a philosophical nature. The
main subjects of these debates concerned the position of the Qur’an,
the concept of preordination of man’s destiny, the freedom of man, the
nature and consequence of major sin etc. As it was not easy for anyone
to convince the public through the simple force of rational argument,
debaters and supporters of a particular point of view resorted instead
to the fabrication of traditions in the name of the Prophet. 

Enthusiasts of the historically well-known theological groups, the
Mu¢tazilite, Murji’ite, Qadarite, Jabrite, and Ash¢rite, ventured into
forbidden territory and dared to fabricate traditions in the name of the
Prophet so as to validate their own respective schools of thought. A
repentant member of one of these schools divulged what he and others
from the same camp had used to do stating: “Whenever we saw an
appreciable opinion, we turned it into a prophetic tradition.”38

For example, one school of thought believed that faith (Ïm¥n) was
not static, but rather increased and decreased. However proponents of
the idea remained dissatisfied with their own line of reasoning and
began to attribute this statement to the Prophet so as to further
strengthen their own approach and convince the people in general of
its veracity. Another group who favored the opposite idea, that faith
was in fact static, conveniently came up with a contrasting tradition in
support of their belief, fabricating the following in the name of the
Prophet: “A delegation from ThaqÏf asked the Prophet whether faith
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increases and decreases. The Prophet answered: ‘Faith is firm in the
hearts like firmly erected mountains on the earth; its increase and
decrease constitute blasphemy’.” The Murji’ite group coined many
other traditions in the name of the Prophet to prove the authenticity of
their view. Mu^ammad ibn al-Q¥sim al->¥lk¥nÏ, a prominent leader
of this group is a case in point. He fabricated many traditions to sub-
stantiate the group’s view including the following: 

The Prophet said: “Those who have proclaimed increase and decrease

in faith should know that its increase is hypocrisy and its decrease is

blasphemy. If they repent, leave them; if not, chop their necks with a

sword. They are the enemies of the Most Merciful. Remember, their

salah, fasting, zakah, hajj, and religion are not acceptable. They are not

related to the Prophet.”39

The Jabarites believed in the fore-written destiny of man. To rebut
this the Qadarites fabricated a tradition in the name of the Prophet as
follows: “On the Day of Judgment Allah will gather all at the same
place; a crier from beneath the Divine throne will proclaim: ‘Lo! One
who was purified of his sins, let him enter Paradise.’”40

Fanatics of these theological schools crossed all bounds, fabricating
traditions in the name of the Prophet condemning each other, seemingly
oblivious of the gravity of what they were doing. Further examples of
such fabricated traditions are given below:

(1) The Prophet said: “Verily, for each community is a magian [fire
worshippers]; the magians of this Ummah are the Qadarites. Do
not visit them when they fall sick; and do not join their funeral
prayer after they die.”41

(2) Once the Prophet said that Allah had cursed four categories of
people through the tongues of seventy prophets. His Companions
then asked about their identity. The Prophet answered: “Qada-
rites, Juhmites, Murji’ites, and Rafizites.” When requested to
explain their problems, the Prophet said: “Qadarites claim that
good is from Allah and evil from Satan: Remember! Good and evil
are both from Allah, whoever says other than this is doomed;
Juhmites say that the Qur’an is creation: Remember! The Qur’an
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is non-creation, whoever says other than this is doomed; Murji’tes
believe that faith is mere utterance without action; Rafizites revile
Ab‰ Bakr and ¢Umar: Remember! One who angered the two is
doomed.”42

(3) The Prophet said that if the dead body of some Qadarite or
Murji’ite were to be excavated three days after burial, his face
would be turned toward a direction other than the Ka¢bah.43

(4) The Prophet said that Murji’ites, Qadarites, Rafizites, and
Kharijites would be stripped of their faith in the unity of God by
one fourth and thrown into hellfire as non-believers to abide
therein forever.44

It is amazing that stalwarts of theological schools of thought went
to such terrible lengths misusing the name of the Prophet to simply give
legitimacy to and bolster their own opinion.

4–Jurisprudential Rivalry
Islamic law has been interpreted by many jurists. The most prominent
among them are Ab‰ ¤anÏfah (d.150 ah), M¥lik ibn Anas (d.179 ah),
Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-Sh¥fi¢Ï (d.204 ah), and A^mad ibn ¤anbal
(d.241 ah). Although differences of opinion existed among them on
many issues these great scholars guided people to the best of their ability
in interpreting Islamic law based on their own ijtihad. Unfortunately,
although these differences were minor in nature, followers of these
great scholars and imams considered them to be major and eventually
came to believe that their own particular imam’s view was the right one
and that of the others’ wrong. Hence they condemned each other. To
this extent, the controversy remained tolerable, but when these follow-
ers began to fabricate traditions in the name of the Prophet to not only
support their respective schools of jurisprudence, but to also condemn
prominent jurists by name, they crossed a limit the seriousness of
which they should have been acutely aware. Examples of such fabrica-
ted traditions to support a particular view on a given matter are quoted
below:

(1) The Prophet said that one who raised his hands in salah, his
salah would not be accepted.45 This tradition was fabricated to rebut
what had been reported in authentic traditions that the Prophet and his
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Companions raised their hands in salah. This is a striking example of
prejudice on the part of the jurists’ followers. Astonishingly they show
little or no care for the sanctity of the Prophet’s own genuine acts and
utterances on the matter meaning that they gave greater value to the pre-
dominance of their respective school of jurisprudence. In other words
if their blind approach cast aspersion on the authenticity of genuine
traditions of the Prophet, it did not matter to them.

(2) Archangel Gabriel informed the Prophet that Allah commanded
him to pray the salah in the manner of Gabriel and other angels in the
seventh heaven: that is to “raise your hands in the beginning of prayer
while saying Allah Akbar, and do the same while bending, and also
while raising your head from a bending state. Verily, for everything
there is a ladder; the ladder of salah is raising hands at each proclama-
tion of Allah Akbar.”46 The supporters of raising hands in salah did
not find the Prophet’s and his Companions’ practice in this regard 
sufficient and fabricated a tradition endorsing their view vehemently.

The insolent also boldly fabricated a tradition condemning the
great jurist al-Sh¥fi¢Ï whilst admiring another Ab‰ ¤anÏfah: “There
will be a man namely Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-Sh¥fi¢Ï in my Ummah; he
will be more harmful to my Ummah than Satan; and also there will be
another man in my Ummah namely Ab‰ ¤anÏfah; he will be the lamp
of my Ummah, he will be the lamp of my Ummah.”47

5–Commercial Propaganda
Man is a material being and needs access to the resources of life. One of
the ways to obtain these is to simply purchase them from someone else,
and for this there needs to be an act of sale. From time immemorial man
has been practicing the art of trade, buying and selling goods to meet
the requirements of the market. All businesses, whether big or small,
need some form of publicity to promote sales and where in modern
times this takes the form of highly attractive and visually stunning
advertisements both in electronic and print media, in the old days this 
system was not available. During the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd centuries after
hijrah, when Islamic rule had spread across the major part of the
world, shopkeepers and businessmen needed to advertise their com-
modities and the only method available for commercial publicity was
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verbal communication. It seems that businessmen resorted to using
prophetic traditions for this purpose. Unfortunately, when they failed
to find anything in Hadith literature to promote their goods, they
dared to fabricate traditions in the name of the Prophet to make their
businesses profitable and attract more and more customers. It is appar-
ent in the sources that a number of traditions were fabricated in praise
of pomegranates, date fruit, almonds, melons, grapes, bread, milk,
vegetables, cucumbers, lentils, salt, dairy products, endives, chickens,
egg-plants, woolen cloth etc. It is very likely that businessmen paid
those capable of fabricating traditions in favor of their respective com-
modities. Even physicians followed suit, fabricating Hadith to promote
sales of their medicine. Below are a few illustrative examples:

(1) Every pomegranate fruit is injected with a seed of the heavenly

pomegranate.

(2) Watermelon is mercy and its sweetness like that of the melon in

Paradise. 

(3) In the grape are things to eat and drink and to make raisins out of. 

(4) O Allah! Make us enjoy with Islam and the bread; if the bread was

not there, we would not pray, fast, perform pilgrimage, and participate

in war.

(5) O ¢AlÏ! You must use salt because it serves as a cure for seventy 

diseases such as leprosy, white spots, and insanity. 

(6) After taking curd the Prophet used to utter these words: “O Allah!

Grant us blessing in it and increase it for us.”

(7) He who takes cucumber with meat is protected from leprosy.

(8) You must use lentils because they soften the heart, increase tears,

and seventy prophets blessed them.

(9) Almond and cheese are both maladies, but after reaching the 

stomach they become a source of cure.

(10) You must serve vegetables on the dining table because they chase

Satan away.

(11) On each leaf of endive is a drop of water from Paradise.

(12) The eggplant is a cure for every disease and there is no harm therein.

(13) If people knew the significance of dairy products, they would buy

them even in exchange for gold in equal weight.
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(14) The Prophet commanded the rich to take the goat and sheep and

the poor the chicken.

(15) A man came to the Prophet and complained of a problem concern-

ing his sexual prowess. The Prophet, then, advised him to take eggs and

onion.

(16) Give your women during their menstruation period date fruit to

eat; it will cause the baby thus born to be kind hearted; Mary took dates

when Jesus was born; if Allah knew any other meal better than date

fruit, He would have arranged it for her.48

(17) You must wear woollen garments; it will give you the sweetness of

faith in your hearts. You must wear woollen garments; it will help you

feel less hungry. You must use woollen garments; you will realize its 

significance in the hereafter. The woollen garment causes the heart to

think, and thinking leads to wisdom, and wisdom runs in the stomach

like blood in the veins…49

(18) He who has made a ring of carnelian stone and has engraved there-

on – “This is but with the grace of Allah” – Allah will grant him all the

good and the two angels who are always with him will love him.50

(19) One who has made the stone of his ring out of ruby, Allah would

keep the poverty away from him.51

(20) The stomach is the cistern of the body and all the veins are connec-

ted to it. If the stomach is healthy, the veins will remain healthy; if the

stomach becomes sick, the veins will also become sick.52This tradition

was fabricated by a physician named Ibr¥hÏm ibn Jurayj. It seems he did

so to promote his clinic and his services as a physician.53

All these traditions have been fabricated in the name of the Prophet
with a view to promoting businesses and attracting more and more
customers.

6–Ambition to Earn a Livelihood and Acquire Fame
Some people prefer to earn a living in the easiest manner possible using
their intelligence and creativity whilst at the same time seeking to build
a reputation for themselves amongst the general populace as being
somehow “knowledgeable” (scholars being highly regarded). They are
by and large intrinsically lazy, hardly interested in working hard to
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earn a respectable salary to meet their or their family’s daily needs.
During the peak of Islamic civilization, people of this nature would
enter mosques and invite others to listen to them, relating stories of the
past, including legends etc. In order to make the audience marvel at
their oration, they would narrate traditions of their own making linked
to the Prophet because in doing so they really succeeded in getting both
money as well as praise. The Mosque was and still is a public place in
Islamic society, in fact even more so during the Umayyad and Abbasid
periods when the mosques were far more significant. Story tellers
could easily gather a ready audience to listen to them and it was the
wonderful nature of the stories and traditions that captured people’s
attention and gave story tellers an easy target. Islam teaches kindness
towards the needy so when story tellers mesmerized audiences with the
magic of their oration, people would donate generously. Much as
today, people in the Islamic civilization developed a love for certain
days and acts; if they came across prophetic traditions reflecting their
own wishes and desires they would rejoice and story tellers all too
aware of this human psyche exploited it well. 

Once on the occasion of 10th of Muharram in the Islamic calendar,
a story teller devoted his whole talk to the significance of that particu-
lar day. He did so in the name of the Prophet narrating a number of
traditions. When asked as to the source of these traditions, he brazenly
confessed that he had not learned them from any source but had fabri-
cated them instantly.54

One day A^mad ibn ¤anbal and Ya^y¥ ibn Ma¢Ïn were praying in a
mosque when they saw a story teller narrating a tradition in the name
of the Prophet through a chain of narrators in which his direct sources,
as he claimed, were themselves, Ibn ¤anbal and Ibn Ma¢Ïn. The tradi-
tion, which was so lengthy that it could cover twenty pages of a book,
concerned making the declaration “There is no God but Allah,” going
on to say that Allah creates out of each word of the utterance a bird
whose beak is made of gold and whose wings are made of coral. After
he had finished, Ibn Ma¢Ïn asked the story teller as to the source of the
tradition he had just narrated. He cited, A^mad ibn ¤anbal and Ya^y¥
ibn Ma¢Ïn, not actually knowing that the two were standing before
him. Ibn Ma¢Ïn then introduced himself and Ibn ¤anbal making it very
clear that the tradition the story teller had narrated on their authority
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was unknown to them and hence a lie. The story teller, not prepared to
be humiliated, argued that he had learned the traditions of the Prophet
from some seventeen other sources with the same names, A^mad ibn
¤anbal and Ya^y¥ ibn Ma¢Ïn.55 What a flagrant disregard for the
sanctity of the chain of narrators in prophetic traditions!

In another incident a young man stood in the mosque of a small
town with a view to seeking financial help from the people there. He
made a statement on the significance of helping the needy Muslim,
linking this to the Prophet and using the following chain for his narra-
tion: Ab‰ KhalÏfah, al-WalÏd, Shu¢bah, Qat¥dah, Anas, the Prophet.
He then claimed that his immediate source for the tradition was Ab‰
KhalÏfah. When asked by someone whether he had ever met Ab‰
KhalÏfah, his answer was in the negative. Upon this he was asked how
he could possibly narrate from a source he had never seen. The young
man felt humiliated and said: “Argumentation with me is against the
normal etiquette; I have memorized this one chain of narrators; when-
ever I hear a tradition whatsoever, I use the same chain.”56

Story tellers also used to fabricate traditions in which they exagger-
ated the position of previous prophets, the Prophet, some of his Com-
panions, and also some prominent personalities in Islamic history.
Some examples are given below in illustration:

(1) Anas ibn M¥lik reports that he and the Prophet met prophet
Ily¥s in a mountain pass where the Prophet talked to him for long; there
came down, in the meantime, from heaven a tray full of dishes; after
they took the food, a cloud appeared and in it went Prophet Ily¥s
toward Syria. He asked the Prophet whether the same kind of meal
came down to him from heaven; he said that Archangel Gabriel
brought him such a tray of food once every forty days.57 Two
reporters, YazÏd al-M‰|alÏ and Ab‰ Is^¥q al-JarashÏ, make this tradi-
tion unreliable.

(2) Shaykh ibn AbÏ Kh¥lid fabricated a tradition in the name of the
Prophet stating that on the ring stone of prophet Sulaym¥n was
engraved the phrase: “There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is
the Prophet of Allah.”58

(3) Maysarah ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Kh¥\im fabricated a tradition in 
the name of the Prophet that every Friday Allah frees from hellfire one
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hundred thousand people minus two persons who are from his
Ummah; these two are deprived of their freedom from the fire because
they hate Ab‰ Bakr and ¢Umar; they are not Muslims…; and that a
curse be on those who hate Ab‰ Bakr, ¢Umar, ¢Uthm¥n, and ¢AlÏ.59

Sources such as Muslim have recorded a Prophetic tradition on the
authority of ¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b that there will be a person in Yemen
namely Oways al-QaranÏ, and whosoever meets him should request
him to ask Allah for his forgiveness.60 This simple prophesy has been
enlarged by the story tellers. The tradition thus fabricated runs at least
the length of two pages. The beginning of this tradition as narrated by
story tellers commences: 

Once when the Prophet was in the courtyard of the Ka¢bah, Archangel

Gabriel descended and informed the Prophet that in the near future

there would be a man in his Ummah, who would be empowered by

Allah to make intercession for as many people as the cumulative num-

ber of people in the tribes, RabÏ¢ah and Mu\ar. When Gabriel advised

the Prophet to ask him, in case he met him, to make intercession for his

Ummah, the Prophet enquired about his name; the name, as told by

Gabriel, was Oways.61

7–Overenthusiasm in the “Service” of Islam
Psychologically, religious minded people may be classified into three
main categories: (1) those who keep their religiosity to their own
selves, unmindful of others, (2) those who try their best to be religious
in the real sense of the word and try to convey their religious message
properly to others, and (3) those who impose too much religiosity on
themselves and feel eager to attract others to opt for the same kind of
strict spiritual life. It is the third category of people who go to excessive
lengths to bring others into their fold. Muslim history is full of descrip-
tions of such people who were very pious in a religious sense and who
tried if they saw a differing level of practice in society to persuade people
to be as religious as they were. Unfortunately, although they naturally
used the Qur’an and Sunnah for their call, it seems that they considered
the exhortations in the Qur’an and Sunnah to be inadequate and hence
did not find it wrong to fabricate new traditions in the name of the
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Prophet. These were concocted either to frighten people of the dire
consequences of their belligerence toward piety (that is piety defined
according to their own strict standards), or to lure them to the unex-
pectedly tremendous reward awaiting them for even minor religious
deeds. It never entered their hearts that what they were doing in terms
of fabricating prophetic traditions was in effect attributing lies to the
Prophet and hence committing a great wrong.

In Baghdad there lived a very famous pious person by the name of
Ghul¥m KhalÏl. He was highly respected by both the people and the
ruler of Baghdad so much so that upon his death the markets of
Baghdad were closed in mourning. Yet, this same man when asked as
to the source of his traditions from the Prophet had answered that he
and others of his kind had fabricated them in order to soften the hearts
of people.62 He did not even shudder at the warning of the Prophet
concerning those who fabricated traditions in his name. 

Noah ibn AbÏ Maryam was a man of knowledge and piety. Deeply
concerned by people’s indifference to the Qur’an he, in good faith, 
fabricated traditions in the name of the Prophet on the authority of
¢Ikrimah from Ibn ¢Abb¥s, pointing to the significance and great
rewards of reading Qur’anic surahs, from S‰rah al-F¥ti^ah all the way
to S‰rah al-N¥s. Disturbed by these unheard of traditions scholars of
Hadith requested Ibn AbÏ Maryam to verify the truth of his statements,
at which point he categorically stated: “When I saw people turning
away from the Qur’an and paying attention to the fiqh of Ab‰ ¤anÏfah
and the history of Ibn Is^¥q, I fabricated these traditions in order to do
right service to the religion.”63Needless to say reading any portion of
the Qur’an is hugely beneficial for mankind. 

Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm al->abarÏ fabricated a tradition in the name of
the Prophet that if one read from dawn to the time of the morning
salah, Sub^¥n Allah wa bi ¤amdihi; Sub^¥n Allah al-¢A·Ïm; Astaghfir
Allah, a hundred times, the world would come to him subservient, and
that Allah would create out of each word recited an angel who would
pray for him to be rewarded until the Day of Judgment.64

Is^¥q ibn Wahb fabricated a tradition in the name of the Prophet
that when Allah loves someone, He reserves him for Himself and does
not let him become busy with his wife and children.”65 This tradition
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was coined to advise people to cut their links with worldly affairs and
to confine themselves with devotion to Allah.

Ibn al-JawzÏ has recorded fabricated traditions in the name of the
Prophet which describe the significance and reward of around thirty-
six special kinds of Salah such as that on the nights of Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday, ßal¥h al-TasbÏ^, that in the month of Rajab,
that on 10th of Muharram, that in the middle of the month of Sha¢b¥n
etc. He has declared all these traditions fabricated and rejected them as
lies.66 It is very clear that these traditions were fabricated to attract
people to act upon them.

Ayy‰b ibn Mudrik fabricated a tradition in the name of the Prophet
which mentions that Allah and His angels shower their blessings upon
those who wear a turban on Friday.67

8–Avarice for State Patronage
In every society people vary in their approach to those in power, with
some preferring to keep their distance except when unavoidable, and
others preferring to keep a close watch on officials to keep them in
check and rectify them when in error. There is another type however,
who have a cynical approach to power, seeking personal gain through
obsequious servility, and groveling flattery. During the Prophet’s time
and the reign of the four Rightly-Guided Caliphs there was no room for
sycophancy. However, under the Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties,
sycophants gained the opportunity to flourish and fabricated tradi-
tions in the name of the Prophet on subjects that would amuse the
rulers and state governors. Amongst the fabricated traditions are those
which praise particular acts associated with the ruling dynasty, and
admire places related to those in power. In sum it seems that these tra-
ditions eulogizing cities and certain acts were fabricated in a bid to
please certain rulers and authorities. 

Abbasid rulers in general and H¥r‰n al-RashÏd in particular were
very fond of concubines, and it is most likely that traditions concerning
the significance of slave girls, such as those fabricated by ¢Uthm¥n ibn
¢A~¥’ and ¤af| ibn ¢Umar, were meant to cause delight to those who
could afford them. One such fabricated tradition reads: “You must
take care of concubines because they have highly blessed wombs and
they are excellent in conceiving and giving birth to children.”68
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Many traditions were fabricated in praise of the Abbasid dynasty. It
seems the objective behind such fabrications was to seek the pleasure
of Abbasid rulers. Some examples are given below.69

(1) The Prophet said about his uncle al-¢Abb¥s ibn ¢Abd al-Mu~~alib:
“This is my uncle, the father of forty Caliphs such as al-Saf¥^, al-
Mans‰r, and al-MahdÏ.”

(2) The Prophet said that the Abbasid dynasty would have a double
edge over Umayyad rule in terms of duration.

(3) The Prophet said: “Once Archangel Gabriel came down with a
black robe and black turban. I asked as to the wisdom behind that
dress. The angel said: ‘This is the dress of the rulers from the
descendents of your uncle al-¢Abb¥s.’ I, then, asked him whether
they would be right. The angel said: ‘Yes.’” The Prophet then
prayed in favor of al-¢Abb¥s and his descendents.

(4) The Prophet said: “al-¢Abb¥s ibn ¢Abd al-Mu~~alib is my father,
my uncle, my guardian, and my successor.” 

As mentioned, traditions in praise of certain cities seem to have
been fabricated in order to please certain sections of society. Some
examples are given below:70

(1) In praise of Jeddah: “Four gates of Paradise are opened into the
world, Alexandria, ¢Asqal¥n, Quzwayn, and Jeddah; the position
of Jeddah is superior to these cities just as the House of God in
Makkah is superior to all the other mosques in the world.”

(2) In praise of Asqalan: “Allah will raise from the cemetery of
Asqalan seventy thousand martyrs who will be empowered to
intercede for as many people as the population of RabÏ¢ah and
Mu\ar tribes. Asqalan is the bride of Paradise.”

(3) In praise of Na|Ïbayn: “The Prophet was introduced to a city
which he liked very much and asked Archangel Gabriel as to the
name of the city. When the Archangel referred to its name as Na|Ï-
bayn, the Prophet prayed: ‘O Allah! Expedite Muslims’ victory
over it and put therein blessing for the Muslims’.”

(4) In praise of Basra: “The Prophet advised Anas ibn M¥lik to settle in
a city known as Basra and take care of its mosques and markets.”
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(5) In praise of various cities of Khurasan: Ibn al-JawzÏ has recorded a
long tradition in praise of various cities of Khurasan such as Merv,
Taliqan, Bukhara, and Khwarizm etc. This tradition might have
been fabricated to earn the pleasure of any particular ruler of
Khurasan or several rulers of that state.

The Contribution of Muslim Scholars in Identifying
Fabricated Traditions

Muslim ¢ulam¥’ are the heirs of the Prophet and as such they have
always been entrusted with the task of continuing his mission. As his-
tory bears witness, the knowledgeable in Muslim societies throughout
the world have always risen to the occasion and done their best to per-
form their duty. One of the tasks the Prophet Muhammad carried out
in his life was the differentiation between truth and falsehood. His suc-
cessors have to further this cause, constantly identifying the true from
the false. When the practice of fabrication surfaced, the ¢ulam¥’ took
immediate action and did their utmost to protect the sacred heritage of
prophetic traditions from any form of corruption. 

Muslim scholars took this attempt at falsification as a challenge,
and their services in this regard may be classified into six categories:

(1) development of the sanad system in the Prophetic traditions
(2) campaigning for Hadith narration only from the most 

reliable sources 
(3) investigation of the reporters of Hadith 
(4) biographical dictionaries about the reporters 
(5) compilation of works on genuine traditions of the Prophet, and 
(6) compilation of works containing unreliable and fabricated 

traditions.

1–Development of the Sanad System in Prophetic Traditions
In the beginning Hadith narration was not based on a chain of narra-
tors. Mere reference to the Prophet in a statement was considered
sufficient evidence for its genuineness. None questioned the sources of
Hadith. However, when narration of Hadith became a virtual fashion
with almost everything reasonable or unreasonable being narrated in
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the name of the Prophet, great figures of the Muslim Ummah immedi-
ately proposed a viable solution: each hadith was to be prefaced by a
chain of narrators along with the text of the narration. Mu^ammad
ibn SÏrÏn declared this requirement of knowledge, that is provision of a
chain of narrators (sanad), as dÏn (Islamic way).71 ¢Abd Allah ibn al-
Mub¥rak stated that in the narration of Hadith there were pillars
(chains of narrators) which stood between scholars and the people in
general.72

2–Campaign for Hadith Narration to come only from
Reliable Sources
Some people asked one of the great sons of ¢Umar, al-Q¥sim ibn
¢Ubayd Allah ibn ¢Abd Allah ibn ¢Umar concerning a matter. When he
expressed his inability to answer the question, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa¢Ïd took
exception to this coming as it did from a descendent of the family of
¢Umar. Ya^y¥ said to al-Q¥sim that it was quite strange that he could
not answer the question for he was after all the son of two great leaders
of knowledge, ¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b and ¢Abd Allah ibn ¢Umar. Upon
this, al-Q¥sim said: “The most reprehensible thing in the eyes of the
knowledgeable is that I say something without knowledge or that I
narrate from those who are unreliable.”73

The ¢ulam¥’ stressed in their sermons, private meetings, and public
addresses the need to narrate Hadith only from reliable sources. The
basis of this campaign was the Prophetic warning, as reported by Ab‰
Hurayrah that: “Sometime later, liars and charlatans will narrate
a^¥dÏth which you or your fathers never heard of; so be careful, keep
away from them lest they should make you deviate from the right path
and put you in trouble.”74

Bushayr al-¢Adawiyy went to ¢Abd Allah ibn ¢Abb¥s and narrated
a^¥dÏth. When he noticed indifference on the part of the Companion,
he complained to Ibn ¢Abb¥s about his inattention to his narrations.
Upon this Ibn ¢Abb¥s remarked: 

We narrated Prophetic traditions with conviction that no lie could ever

be attributed to the Prophet. But when people began going to anyone

and everyone, whether informed or ill informed, we maintained extra

care in the narration of Hadith from the Prophet; we did not take

Prophetic traditions except from those whom we knew very well.75
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A document containing ¢AlÏ’s judgments was presented to ¢Abd
Allah ibn ¢Abb¥s; he erased most of the information contained therein
because it had nothing to do with ¢AlÏ.76After ¢AlÏ’s death, the ¢ulam¥’
never accepted any report concerning the fourth Caliph except through
the students of ¢Abd Allah ibn Mas¢‰d.77

Although Ab‰ al-Zin¥d knew around a hundred narrators of
Hadith in Madinah, who were all pious, he and others never took
Prophetic traditions from them because they were declared as unsuit-
able sources.78

Sa¢d ibn Ibr¥hÏm stated: “It was not appropriate to narrate from the
Prophet except through the most reliable sources (thaq¥t).”79>¥us ibn
Kays¥n advised Sulaym¥n ibn M‰s¥ to narrate Prophetic traditions
only from those who were known to him for a long time.80

3–Investigation of Hadith Reporters
Hadith experts launched a movement to establish who exactly the indi-
viduals being cited in the multitude chains of narrators in Prophetic
traditions actually were. Investigating the life of these narrators was a
very delicate task, as was the issue of declaring whether they were
authentic, weak, unreliable, or fabricators. Initially, some scholars
hesitated to pronounce judgment on anyone’s character, especially
declaring someone to be a liar. This was due to the Islamic injunction to
abstain from backbiting and accusing others of lying. However, they
later reasoned that exposing a narrator’s identity was necessary for the
sake of maintaining the sanctity of a^¥dÏth. For instance, Shu¢bah ibn
al-¤ajj¥j often invited his friends to investigate the identity of narra-
tors with this statement: “Let us backbite for the sake of Allah.” He
was, at times, advised to refrain from doing this, but would reply:
“Refraining from inquiry into the identity of narrators is not an option
because it is a religious matter.”81

Al-Jurj¥nÏ discussed the issue with A^mad ibn ¤anbal confiding
that he found it hard to declare that this or that narrator was weak or a
fabricator. Ibn ¤anbal consoled him with the advice: “If you and I
keep silent on this matter, how will people in general know which 
narration is authentic and which problematic?”82

Muslim scholars were of the view that those introducing new and
foreign ideas to Islam and fabricating traditions in the name of the
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Prophet were more formidable than open opponents because the latter
harmed Islam openly whereas the former attempted to corrupt Islam
from within.83

Quite a considerable number of scholars were engaged in investi-
gating the position of the narrators of Hadith. The most prominent
among them were: Shu¢bah ibn al-¤ajj¥j, Sufy¥n ibn ¢Uyaynah, Sufy¥n
al-ThawrÏ, WakÏ¢ ibn al-Jarr¥^, ¢Abd Allah ibn al-Mub¥rak, Mu^am-
mad ibn Ism¥¢Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim ibn al-¤ajj¥j, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa¢Ïd
al-Qa~~¥n, A^mad ibn ¤anbal, Mu^ammad ibn ¢¬s¥ al-TirmidhÏ,
A^mad ibn Shu¢ayb al-Nas¥’Ï, Sulaym¥n ibn al-Ash¢ath Ab‰ D¥w‰d,
Ya^y¥ ibn Ma¢Ïn, Murrah al-Hamd¥nÏ, ¤amm¥d ibn Zayd, ¤amm¥d
ibn Salamah, ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ. 

As a result of rigorous investigations into the identity of ¤adith nar-
rators, a very clear picture emerged of those who were trustworthy and
those who were not. So rigorous was this analysis in fact that not a 
single narrator was left unidentified as to his position, that is of being
either authentic, weak or a fabricator. Bearing in mind the variations
which existed in the views of investigators concerning narrators
(whose number runs into around a million), we can divide their classi-
fication into four main categories: (1) those whose authenticity is
unanimous, (2) those whose weakness is non-controversial, (3) those
concerning whom there exists controversy among scholars, and (4)
those who have been unanimously declared as liars and fabricators. 

The list of those narrators who have been identified unanimously as
fabricators or unreliable is long. Prominent among those declared as
liars and fabricators are: Wahb ibn Wahb al-Q¥\Ï, Mu^ammad ibn al-
S¥’ib al-KalbÏ, Muhammad ibn Marw¥n al-SuddÏ, Mu^ammad ibn
Sa¢Ïd al-Sh¥mÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d al-Nakha¢Ï, Is^aq ibn NajÏ^, Ghay¥th ibn
Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha¢Ï, al-MughÏrah ibn Sa¢Ïd al-K‰fÏ, A^mad ibn ¢Abd
Allah al-Juwayb¥rÏ, Ma’m‰n ibn A^mad al-HarawÏ, Mu^ammad ibn
¢Uk¥shah al-Kirm¥nÏ, Mu^ammad ibn al-Q¥sim al-K¥nk¥nÏ, Mu^am-
mad ibn TamÏm al-F¥r¥bÏ, Mu^ammad ibn Ziy¥d al-YashkurÏ, Noah
ibn AbÏ Maryam, J¥bir ibn YazÏd al-Ju¢fiyy. 

Scholars not only identified the position or the credibility of the
reporters but also announced their findings in every academic meeting,
relevant forum, and discussion concerning Hadith. They did this to
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make ordinary people, as well as students of Islamic disciplines, aware
of the identity and reliability of Hadith narrators.

4–Biographical Dictionaries of Hadith Narrators
Despite their achievements Muslim scholars nevertheless felt dissatis-
fied. Their painstaking investigations into exposing the identity of
Hadith narrators needed to be consolidated and put into writing for
wide dissemination. Rather than leaving information scattered in
Hadith collections, as had initially been the case, investigation reports
were formally compiled into a huge database composed of proper
biographical dictionaries. These collections consist of two types: those
on narrators in general, and those specifically on narrators considered
to be weak, fabricators or liars. 

Among the most remarkable biographical dictionaries to have been
compiled on narrators in general were: 

(1) Al->abaq¥t al-Kubr¥by Mu^ammad ibn Sa¢d (d.230ah). 
(2) Al-T¥rÏkh al-KabÏr by Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥ ¢Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ (d.256

ah).
(3) Al-Jar^ wa al-Ta¢dÏlby Ibn AbÏ ¤¥tim (d.327ah). 
(4) Al-TaqrÏbby Ya^y¥ ibn Sharf al-NawawÏ (d.676ah). 
(5) TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l fÏ Asm¥’ al-Rij¥l by Y‰suf ibn ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n

al-MizzÏ (d.742ah).
(6) MÏz¥n al-I¢tid¥lby Mu^ammad ibn A^mad al-DhahbÏ (d.748ah). 
(7) TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb by A^mad ibn ¢AlÏ ibn ¤ajar al-¢Asqal¥nÏ

(d.852ah).

The most widely respected works on weak reporters and fabricators of
Hadith are: 

(1) Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’ by ¢AlÏ ibn ¢Abd Allah ibn al-Mad¥’inÏ (d.234ah). 
(2) Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’ by Mu^ammad ibn ¢Abd Allah ibn al-BarqÏ

(d.249ah). 
(3) Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’by Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥¢Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ. 
(4) Al-™u¢af¥’by Ibr¥him ibn Ya¢q‰b al-J‰zj¥nÏ (d.259ah). 
(5) Al-™u¢af¥’ wa al-Matr‰k‰n by Sa¢Ïd ibn ¢Amr al-Bardha¢Ï (d.292

ah). 
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(6) Al-™u¢af¥’by Ab‰ A^mad ibn ¢AlÏ ibn al-J¥r‰d (d.299ah). 
(7) Al-™u¢af¥’ wa al-Matr‰k‰n by A^mad ibn Shu¢ayb al-Nas¥’Ï

(d.303ah). 
(8) Al-™u¢af¥’by Zakariyy¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-S¥jÏ (d.307ah). 
(9) Al-™u¢af¥’ by Mu^ammad ibn A^mad al-D‰l¥bÏ (d.310ah). 
(10)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’by Mu^ammad ibn ¢Amr al-¢UqaylÏ (d.322ah). 
(11)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’ by Ab‰ Nu¢aym ¢Abd al-Malik al-Jurj¥nÏ (d.323

ah).
(12)Al-™u¢af¥’by Mu^ammad ibn A^mad al-TamÏmÏ (d.333ah). 
(13)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’by Sa¢Ïd ibn ¢Uthm¥n ibn al-Sakan (d.353ah). 
(14)Kit¥b al-Majr‰^Ïn by Ab‰ ¤¥tim Mu^ammad ibn ¤ibb¥n (d.354

ah). 
(15)Kit¥b al-K¥mil fÏ ™u¢af¥’ al-Rij¥l by Ab‰ A^mad ¢Abd Allah ibn

¢AdÏ ibn al-Qa~~¥n (d.365ah). 
(16)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’ by Mu^ammad ibn al-¤usayn al-AzdÏ (d.374

ah). 
(17)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’ wa al-Matr‰k‰n by ¢AlÏ ibn ¢Umar al-D¥rqu~nÏ

(d.385ah). 
(18)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’by ¢Umar ibn A^mad ibn Sh¥hÏn (d.385ah). 
(19)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’ by Mu^ammad ibn ¢Abd Allah al-¤¥kim (d.405

ah).
(20)Kit¥b al-™u¢af¥’by ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-JawzÏ (d.597ah).

5–Compilations of Genuine Prophetic Traditions
Goldsmiths well know that gold excavated from mines is not fully
pure, but rather a coarse mixture of gold elements and non-gold com-
ponents. They prefer to concentrate on the separation of the gold from
the entire mass and sideline the remaining elements. Muslim scholars
can be likened to goldsmiths. In much the same way, their approach is
to sift through all the traditions attributed to the Prophet and isolate
the genuine from the rest. To do so they have developed certain criteria
to check the authenticity of reports and to distinguish the original from
the fake. Their efforts have resulted in the compilation of authentic
Hadith works. However, although great in number not all these com-
pilations are of the same level of authenticity, and the most authentic
among them are: 
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(1) Al-J¥mi¢ al-ßa^Ï^by Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥¢Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ. 
(2) Al-Musnad al-ßa^Ï^ by Muslim ibn al-¤ajj¥j al-QushayrÏ (d.261

ah). 
(3) Sunanby Sulaym¥n ibn al-Ash¢ath (d.275ah). 
(4) Sunanby Mu^ammad ibn ¢¬s¥ al-TirmidhÏ (d.279ah).
(5) Sunanby A^mad ibn Shu¢ayb al-Nas¥’Ï.
(6) Al-Muwa~~a’by M¥lik ibn Anas.

6–Compilations of Fabricated Traditions
Traditions fabricated in the name of the Prophet should have been dis-
carded centuries ago, yet they were not. Instead and despite labeling
them as such, Hadith scholars memorized and transferred them to the
next generation with a clear message that they were lies attributed to
the Prophet. Later generations of scholars preserved them with a view
to reminding future scholars and students of what had been fabricated,
how and by whom. These compilations are few in number, with some
not surviving the vicissitudes of time. The most famous among existing
compilations are: 

(1) Al-Maw\‰¢¥t by Ab‰ Sa¢Ïd Mu^ammad ibn ¢AlÏ al-A|fah¥nÏ
(d.414ah). 

(2) Tadhkirah al-Maw\‰¢¥t by Mu^ammad ibn >¥hir al-MaqdisÏ
(d.507ah). 

(3) Al-Ab¥~Ïl by Ab‰ ¢Abd Allah al-¤usayn ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-J‰zq¥nÏ
(d.543ah).

(4) Al-Maw\‰¢¥tby ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-JawzÏ.
(5) Al-Asr¥r al-Marf‰¢ah fÏ al-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢ah by N‰r al-DÏn

Mull¥ ¢AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ (d.1014ah).
(6) Al-Faw¥’id al-Majm‰¢ah fÏ al-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢ah by Mu^am-

mad ibn ¢AlÏ al-Shawk¥nÏ (d.1250ah).

Each work contains detailed and solid evidence to prove that the
traditions recorded therein were apocryphal, and fabricated by liars,
paying special attention to the chain of narrators cited in each recorded
tradition. They further demonstrate how fabricators used the names of
reliable sources in their chains of fabrications.
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The Sanad and Matnof Hadith

As  defined earlier the hadith consist of reports con-
taining information about the Prophet Muhammad’s sayings,

deeds, decisions, and tacit approvals, as well as eyewitness descriptions
of his personal features. Another term used as an alternative for Hadith
is Sunnah which literally means way, manner, habit, practice, custom
etc, and technically denotes the ways and practices of the Prophet. At
times, the term Hadith is also used to refer to sayings and doings attrib-
uted to the Companions of the Prophet. Technically, each hadith is
comprised of two components: a chain of narrators (sanad) and con-
tent/text (matn). The sanad or chain refers to the names of the sources
through whom the utterances or practices of the Prophet have been
reported and this chain can be long or short. The words of the report,
which communicate what the Prophet said or did, constitute the matn
or text. Matn may also be long or short. 

Authentication of Hadith: Brief Historical Background

During the time of the Prophet and around three decades after he
passed away not a single question was raised concerning the chain of
narrators (sanad). During this period entire focus was placed on the
text of Hadith (matn) only. Verification of Hadith can be traced back
to the time of the first Muslim Caliph, Ab‰ Bakr (d.13 ah) who refused
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to accept any hadith narrated by one single Companion unless con-
firmed by another Companion; this was to safeguard against the
possibility of any intentional or unintentional error(s) creeping into a
report made by only one source.1 This approach continued during the
Caliphate of ¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b (13–23 ah) who was more strict
than his predecessor in accepting a hadith. For instance, in one particu-
lar case Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ (d.50 ah) narrated a hadith to ¢Umar
stating that “The Prophet said: ‘One who asks for permission three
times and gets no response should leave’.” ¢Umar however refused to
accept this without corroboration and requested Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ
to provide a witness to verify the Prophetic statement, only being 
satisfied once the witness, Ab‰ Sa¢Ïd al-KhudrÏ (d.65 ah), had been
produced.2 ¢Umar explained his actions to Ab‰ M‰s¥ stating that he
was extraordinarily careful about narrating Hadith of the Prophet.3

Scholars from the generation of the Companions hesitated in accepting
a hadith without further verification.4

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s (d.68 ah) mentions that “in the beginning
we used to listen attentively to any hadith narrated to us, no matter by
whom, but when people narrated all kinds of things attributing them
to the Prophet, we did not accept any report aside from that which we
recognized to be authentic.”5 It seems that this careful approach was
adopted by the Companions as a result of the explosive situation which
developed after the murder of the third Caliph, ¢Uthm¥n ibn ¢Aff¥n
(d.35 ah), and the civil war that erupted between factions which sup-
ported ¢AlÏ and those which supported Mu¢¥wiyah. This situation was
in turn exploited by those with vested interests who fabricated a^¥dÏth
on the authority of ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib (d.40 ah).6The ¢ulam¥’were not
oblivious to the realities of events occurring around them, and acted
swiftly, doing their best to verify traditions attributed to the Prophet. If
a report was narrated on the authority of ¢AlÏ, the knowledgeable (ahl
al-¢ilm) did not accept it until it had been confirmed by the disciples of
¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d (d.32 ah), one of the most knowledgeable
Companions in the field of tafsÏr and Hadith. Mu^ammad ibn SÏrÏn
(d.110 ah), a highly acclaimed scholar of tafsÏr and Hadith, mentions
very clearly concerning the authentication of Hadith after the civil war
that: 
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People never asked about the chain of narrators, but after the civil war

requested reporters to identify their sources. If the chain consisted of

names from the ahl al-sunnah [the orthodox], the hadith was accepted

as authentic; if the chain comprised people from the ahl al-bid¢ah [the

innovators], it was rejected as unreliable.7

Scholars from later generations categorized a hadith as authentic
only when they had established that all its narrators were highly
authentic. >¥’‰s ibn Kays¥n (d.106 ah) exhorted his students to accept
a^¥dÏth only from those who were reliable.8Ab‰ al-Zin¥d (d.130 ah)
mentions that there were around a hundred well-known pious figures
in Madinah during his time, but they were not considered reliable in
Hadith.9 From the second half of the first century after hijrah the chain
of narrators assumed a significant place in Hadith authentication. It is
this significance of the chain that ¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak (d.181
ah) refers to in his comment: “The chain of narrators holds religious
sanctity. Had the chains not existed, anyone would have uttered any-
thing he wished.”10

Once he rejected a tradition attributed to the Prophet as unreliable
merely on the grounds that the last narrator in its chain, al-¤ajj¥j ibn
DÏn¥r (d. uncertain, probably in the 2nd century after hijrah), had not
disclosed the sources that lay between him and the Prophet.11

Towards the end of the first century after hijrah scholars had devel-
oped a fully-fledged discipline of knowledge directly related to the
study of Hadith, known as the ¢ilm asm¥’ al-rij¥l (biographical diction-
aries). This knowledge of narrators of Hadith was then extensively
used to check the authenticity of a chain. If a chain was found to be reli-
able, the text reported through that chain was identified as authentic.
In case of any problem in the chain, the report was classified as weak or
unreliable. Hadith authentication remained in verbal form for around
140 years after hijrah. The first works written on authentic traditions
were those compiled by Sa¢Ïd ibn AbÏ ¢Ar‰bah (d.156 ah) and al-RabÏ¢
ibn ßabÏ^ (d.160 ah).12 These works were followed by a number of
compilations of traditions, the most prominent among them being
those compiled by M¥lik ibn Anas, Ibn Jurayj (d.150 ah), al-Awz¥¢Ï
(d.157 ah), Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ (d.161 ah), ¤amm¥d ibn Salamah
(d.167 ah), A^mad ibn ¤anbal, and Is^¥q ibn R¥hwayh (d.238 ah).
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By the time we come to the era of al-Bukh¥rÏ, innumerable compila-
tions of traditions existed. However, these works were full of problems.
Al-Bukh¥rÏ embarked upon a mammoth task, to produce a work com-
prising the most authentic a^¥dÏth available, and for which he had to
select traditions from a mass of 600,000 a^¥dÏth.13 Likewise Muslim
selected a^¥dÏth for his ßa^Ï^ from a bulk of around 300,000
reports.14 The works of al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim were followed by
many others. All these compilations of Hadith have one feature in com-
mon, the authentication of Hadith through authentication of their
chain of reporters (sanad). However, one cannot identify any work of
Hadith in which reports have been recorded based on both verification
of text as well as authentication of chain. Scattered comments and
observations on certain a^¥dÏth, from a textual perspective, can be
attributed to some scholars, but, on the whole, serious efforts are miss-
ing from the scholastic legacy. 

Evaluation of Chain and Text

Hadith experts developed five universally acceptable criteria to deter-
mine the credibility and authenticity of Hadith: 

(1) continuity of the chain (itti|¥l al-sanad), 
(2) integrity of narrators’ character (al-¢ad¥lah), 
(3) precision of the report (al-\ab~),
(4) non-deficiency (ghayr al-¢illah), and 
(5) non-aberrance (¢adm al-shudh‰dh).15

The first three criteria are exclusively concerned with verifying the
chain of a hadith whilst the remaining two are applicable to both the
chain and the text. If a hadith fulfils all these five criteria, it is declared
authentic. If it contains any defect failing to meet any of these five crite-
ria, it is described as weak. Ibn KathÏr summarises this succinctly when
he states that the authentic hadith is the one whose chain of narrators
are all continuously connected to each other, possess integrity of char-
acter, and demonstrate powerful memory, and one which is free from
any aberrance and defect.16 As for the weak hadith, it is simply one
which remains short of fulfilling the conditions of the authentic one.17
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Given their importance we will now examine these five criteria in a 
little more detail.
Continuity of the Chain: The chain of transmitters must be unbro-

ken in order for the hadith to be acceptable. That is, none of the
transmitters must be missing from the chain of narrators. Further-
more, each transmitter must also have heard the hadith in question
directly from the transmitter before him. Each chain must link directly
back to the Prophet or any of his Companions.18 The position of the
Companion in the chain is obvious in that he/she would have met the
Prophet and learned from him. The only thing to be verified concern-
ing the transmitter reporting from the Prophet is whether he is a
Companion or not. Once it is confirmed that he/she is a Companion of
the Prophet, nothing further is checked concerning the transmitter.
Other narrators after the Companion are thoroughly investigated as to
their connection with their respective immediate sources; scholars
minutely scrutinize when and where the two narrators met each other,
who was born when and died when etc. For example, if we construct a
theoretical chain consisting of the letters A-F we see that: A reports
from B who reports from C who reports from D who reports from E
who reports from F who reports from the Prophet himself. In terms of
the criteria, continuity of the chain denotes that A really met and inter-
acted with B who did the same with C who did the same with D who did
the same with E who did the same with F who is a Companion of the
Prophet. If investigation confirms that, for instance, there is a gap of
time or space between E and F, then this means that E is transmitting a
lie that he heard from F, at which point the hadith concerned is consid-
ered doubtful as to its authenticity.
Integrity of Character (al-¢Ad¥lah):The narrator in a chain must be

a believer in the real sense of the word, a physically and mentally
mature person, free from iniquity with no sign of any human indignity
in his character or in his practice.19 The criterion is comprehensive.
Disbelief or hypocrisy, as well as insanity and biological immaturity,
on the part of any narrator render him unreliable as to integrity of char-
acter. The narrator should not have been reported to have done
anything wrong to anyone on any occasion. If a narrator does not pray
(salah), does not fast, commits some sin, is found to be involved in 
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frivolous acts, or begs from the public, he is immediately disqualified
from fulfilling the criterion of integrity of character. 
Precision of the Report (al-™ab~): It must be verified that the narra-

tor is in possession of a strong and sound memory, and not suffering
from weakness in this regard. In addition he should not be found 
making gross mistakes in his delivery but must convey information
accurately; he should not be forgetful or unconscious of what he takes
from his source; and he should also not have too much illusions.20

Any kind of defect in the precision and accuracy of the report, whether
from memory or documented material, renders the narrator weak and
unreliable.
Non-Deficiency (Ghayr al-¢Illah): For a hadith to be declared

authentic there should be no deficiency within it, whether in text, chain
of transmission or both. A deficiency or defect (¢illah) in a hadith
denotes something obscure, hidden, or reprehensible in either its chain
of narrators or in the text of its report, even though the hadith may ini-
tially have appeared to be free of any faults. This deficiency might be
due to any one of the following or other factors: (1) a particular narra-
tor in the chain is detected to be alone in making the report concerned,
(2) the text of a report stands in contrast to others, (3) a T¥bi¢Ï narrator
reports directly from the Prophet, (4) the report contains sayings or
doings of a Companion, and not of the Prophet, and (5) a Hadith enters
another Hadith (meaning that two different traditions get mixed with
each other or someone else’s statement is inserted into that of the
Prophet).21

Al-Khair Abadi explains that deficiency in the text can be of various
kinds: (1) the text of a tradition goes against the Qur’an, (2) the text is
in contrast with the very objective of Islam, (3) the text clashes with
established history, (4) the text appears to be irrational, (5) the text
contradicts general observation, (6) the text contains information
about reward and punishment disproportionately, and (7) the text
comprises unsound words and meanings.22

Non-Aberrance (¢Adm al-Shudh‰dh): Aberrance (shudh‰dh) in
Hadith means non-conformity, that is a report transmitted by an
authentic narrator which contains something contrasting with other
traditions narrated by contemporaries who are either stronger than, or
on a par with him in memory or in the precision of the report.23
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Obviously, this defect is related to the text of the report. Aberrance can
be in five forms: addition (ziyadah), inversion (qalb), confusion
(i\~ir¥b), insertion (idr¥j), and mispronunciation (ta|^Ïf).

Addition (ziy¥dah) refers to some addition in the original statement
of the Hadith because of which the very nature of the Prophetic com-
mand changes. For example, ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar decreed that the
Prophet prescribed one standard cup (|¥¢) of date fruit or barely as
zak¥t al-fi~r (an obligatory charity at the end of the month of
Ramadan) for all people from the Muslim community.24 But upon
investigation it was discovered that the last words “from the Muslim 
community” were an addition made by some narrator. 

Muslim has recorded the same tradition by Ibn ¢Umar through five
chains of narrators, three of which contain the addition and two of
which do not.25 With these additional words the nature of the com-
mand changes. Without the addition the command of zak¥t al-fi~r
becomes compulsory for all; with the addition however, it remains
confined to only Muslims. Such a defect in the text renders the hadith
unreliable.26

Inversion (qalb) signifies change in the word order of a Hadith. For
example, on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah Muslim has recorded a
tradition of the Prophet concerning the divine protection of seven 
categories of people on the Day of Judgment. The sixth category men-
tioned states: “The one who did charity work and concealed it to the
extent that his right hand did not know what his left hand spent in
charity.” According to known practice, the right hand was used to give
charity, but this tradition also mentions the left hand as a giver of char-
ity. A narrator has changed the word order in the report. The original
statement might have been: “…that his left hand did not know what his
right hand spent in charity.”27

Confusion (i\tir¥b) can be defined as variations in reports on the
same matter through the same source. For instance, al-Khair Abadi
gives five traditions on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s which he
believes refer to the same case but because the reports vary from each
other have led to the occurrence of confusion. All five traditions are
quoted below:
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(1) A man checked with the Prophet whether he should do compen-
satory fasting on behalf of his mother who had passed away. The
Prophet’s answer was in the affirmative.

(2) A woman consulted the Prophet on whether she should do com-
pensatory fasting on behalf of her dead sister. The Prophet
allowed her to do so.

(3) A woman asked the Prophet whether she could observe fasting on
behalf of her mother who was dead. The Prophet permitted her to
do this.

(4) Sa¢d ibn ¢Ub¥dah enquired of the Prophet whether he could fulfill
the vow his mother could not fulfill before her death. The Prophet
gave him permission.

(5) Sa¢d asked the Prophet as to what kind of charity work he should
do on behalf of his dead mother. The Prophet advised him to build
a source of water for public consumption.28

Insertion (idr¥j) can be defined as the inclusion of a non-Prophetic
statement into a hadith. For example, the Prophet taught ¢Abd 
All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d al-Tashahhud for salah and said: “after reciting al-
Tashahhud, you may remain seated if you wish; you may also leave if
you wish to do so.”29 Al-NawawÏ claims that the last part “after reci-
ting al-Tashahhud, you may remain seated if you wish; you may also
leave if you wish to do so” is Ibn Mas¢‰d’s statement, which became
inserted in the text as a statement of the Prophet.30

Mispronunciation (tas^Ïf) refers to the misunderstanding of a word
or words in a hadith. For example, the Prophet prohibited people from
gathering in circles (^ilaq) before Friday prayer. But the word ^ilaq is
pronounced by many reporters and mu^addith‰n as al-^alq (shaving
of the hair).31Obviously, due to the change of pronunciation the word
changed in form as well as meaning. 

The Role of al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim

Any history of Hadith compilation remains incomplete without men-
tion of al-Bukh¥rÏ (194 ah–256 ah) and Muslim (204 ah–261 ah).
Although other scholars of Hadith such as al-TirmidhÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d,
al-Nas¥’Ï, and A^mad ibn ¤anbal are given great recognition for their
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contributions to the preservation of Hadith, al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim
are held in special regard. Ranked as two of the most eminent and
respected Hadith scholars of all time, their method of classification
and examination, based on well-defined criteria, laid the foundation of
Hadith authentication and methodology as we know it today and as
followed by others who came after them. It is little wonder therefore
that al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim hold the status of teachers and pioneers in
the field of Hadith authentication. 

Imam al-Bukh¥rÏ
Al-Bukh¥rÏ was born in the city of al-Bukhara (in what is today known
as Uzbekistan). His great grandfather al-MughÏrah was originally a
Magian (fire worshipper) by religion but became the first person in the
lineage of al-Bukh¥rÏ to become a Muslim when he converted to Islam
at the hands of the governor of Bukhara. His father, who was also a
student of Hadith, had the privilege to meet and hear from M¥lik ibn
Anas. Al-Bukh¥rÏ began to acquire knowledge at a very tender age
memorizing both the Qur’an and the Hadith in addition to investigat-
ing the latter. By the time he was sixteen, he had not only memorized
the books of ¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak and WakÏ¢ ibn al-Jarr¥^ but
also developed a true understanding of their content. His in depth
study of Hadith began in Makkah at the age of sixteen where, within a
year or two of his stay, he commenced compiling the verdicts and state-
ments of the Companions and their disciples. It was in Makkah that
al-Bukh¥rÏ composed his work “al-T¥rÏkh.” Once someone suggested
to al-Bukh¥rÏ’s teacher, Is^¥que ibn R¥hwayh, to compile a book con-
taining the traditions of the Prophet. Al-Bukh¥rÏ was inspired by this
request and decided to embark on the project himself. He recorded
nine thousand and eighty two traditions of the Prophet in a master-
piece entitled, al-J¥mi¢ al-ßa^Ï^. This selection was in itself distilled
from a colossal six hundred thousand a^¥dÏth he had memorized, a
staggering feat by any standard. In fact, the actual number of traditions
cited in the book is two thousand six hundred and two, but as he
repeats his traditions, the total number swells to almost four times 
higher. The work contains ninety-seven chapters arranged along fiqhÏ
themes. Before including any Prophetic traditions in his work al-
Bukh¥rÏ subjected each and every tradition to the strictest possible
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scrutiny in terms of its chain of narrators. It is for this reason that 
his work of Hadith is taken as the most authentic compiled on the
Prophetic traditions. Despite this rigor, some Hadith experts such as
al-D¥rqu~nÏ challenged the position of around seventy of the traditions
recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ. Ibn ¤ajar has proved al-D¥rqu~nÏ’s criticism
untenable. 

Imam Muslim
Muslim was born in NÏs¥pur, a city in the Razavi Khorasan province in
northeastern Iran. He began studying Hadith at the age of twelve,
learning from such eminent scholars as Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ and Is^¥que
ibn R¥hwayh. His ardent study of Hadith led him to travel widely and
considerably to such places as Makkah, Madinah, Kufah, Basrah,
Baghdad, Syria, Balkh, Egypt, and Rayy etc. Out of the many works he
authored, the most important is indisputably al-Musnad al-ßa^Ï^ con-
taining a collection of around four thousand traditions. ImamMuslim
followed the same rigorous and painstaking methodology of Hadith
examination as al-Bukh¥rÏ, the only difference being in their grading of
some reporters; al-Bukh¥rÏ felt that some of Muslim’s chains of narra-
tors were not perfectly safe from criticism. In addition Hadith critics
suggest there are more problems in Muslim’s work than those in al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s. Nevertheless, the beauty of Muslim’s work lies in its par-
ticular arrangement of traditions, recording as it does all authentic
reports on the same subject in one place, and not scattering them in dif-
ferent areas as al-Bukh¥rÏ had done. 

Authentication of Hadith from a Textual Perspective

It cannot be claimed in any manner possible that al-Buk^¥rÏ and 
Muslim, and other Hadith authorities, ever examined the texts of
a^¥dÏth against certain universally established criteria. Convinced that 
establishing the authenticity of a hadith’s chain of narrators ensured
authenticity of its text, their major focus was therefore squarely on
authentication of Hadith through a rigorous examination of the chain
of narrators. Even when Hadith works have been criticized, particularly
those believed authentic, this has been carried out from the perspective
and analysis of the chain only. This is not to say that scholars of ¢Ul‰m
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al-HadÏth have paid no attention to content. References to problems
contained in the texts of some of the traditions recorded in authentic
Hadith works, including al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, have been made in
places. Yet a truly serious attempt is largely absent. There exist at least
three, to an extent, serious contributions towards the authentication of
Hadith through examination of text: (1) Ibn al-JawzÏ’s al-Maw\‰¢¥t,
(2) Ibn al-Qayyim’s al-Man¥r al-MunÏf fÏ al-ßa^Ï^ wa al-™a¢Ïf, and (3)
al-DumaynÏ’s Maq¥yÏs Naqd Mut‰n al-Sunnah.

Al-Maw\‰¢¥t by Ibn al-JawzÏ
Ibn al-JawzÏ’s work, al-Maw\‰¢¥t is a compilation of fabricated tradi-
tions spread over fifty themes. Once again, his classification of recor-
ded traditions as fabricated has been based not on analysis of text but
examination of chain only, although all the traditions compiled in this
work could easily have been rejected merely on the basis of text alone,
without having to look at the position of the chain. Despite this, the
book’s headings speak volumes of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s inclination towards
authentication of tradition from a textual angle, although he remains
short of declaring any tradition in his work to be fabricated in terms of
textual analysis. In terms of the latter he does, at times, interestingly
state: “The hearts’ aversion to the liars’ fabrication constitutes suffi-
cient criterion for the rejection of fabricated traditions.”32 Ibn al-
JawzÏ has classified the traditions mentioned in the authentic collec-
tions of Hadith, including al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, into six categories:
(1) Those traditions, which are unanimously authentic. (2) Those tra-
ditions which are authentic but have only been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ
or Muslim. (3) Those traditions which are claimed to be authentic but
neither al-Bukh¥rÏ nor Muslim have recorded them. (4) Those tradi-
tions which are weak in nature. (5) Those traditions which are
extremely weak. (6) And those traditions which are nothing but lies
fabricated in the name of the Prophet.33

Al-Man¥r al-MunÏf fÏ al-ßa^Ï^ wa al-™a¢Ïf by Ibn al-Qayyim
Ibn al-Qayyim (d.751 ah) was the first to categorically construct some
level of criteria for authenticating Hadith through analysis of text.
Those criteria developed by him are: (1) the hadith must not contradict
the Qur’an, (2) the hadith should not go against highly authentic
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a^¥dÏth, (3) the hadith should not negate true observation, (4) the
hadith should not describe reward and punishment in a disproportion-
ate manner, (5) the hadith should not contain an unsound statement,
and (6) the hadith should not praise or condemn illogically any place,
person, profession, or thing. Ibn al-Qayyim’s book al-Man¥r al-MunÏf
fÏ al-ßa^Ï^ wa al-™a¢Ïf, contains fifty sections under each of which he
records traditions declaring them to be unreliable in terms of both the
chain and the text. The total number of traditions recorded is three
hundred and forty seven.

Maq¥yÏs Naqd Mut‰n al-Sunnah by al-Dumayni
Misfir Gurm Allah al-Dumayni is the first scholar to have written a
comprehensive book on the importance of Hadith analysis from a tex-
tual perspective. His work was originally a doctorate thesis submitted
to and approved by Umm al-Qur¥ University, Makkah. It is comprised
of an Introduction and three chapters. The three chapters, briefly out-
lined below, are entitled (1) “Criteria of Textual Examination of the
Sunnah by the Companions,” (2) “Criteria of Textual Examination of
the Sunnah by Hadith Scholars,” and (3) “Criteria of Textual
Examination of the Sunnah by Jurists.” 

Criteria of Textual Examination of the Sunnah 
by the Companions
This chapter discusses three criteria for textual examination of the
Sunnah: the Qur’an, the highly authentic traditions, and reason. Al-
Dumayni emphasizes that the Companions used these criteria to
further authenticate traditions reported in the name of the Prophet,
although they did not doubt the integrity of their colleagues.34 The
Companions were acutely aware that any statement made by the
Prophet could not oppose the Qur’an because they believed that both
the Qur’an and the Sunnah were from God; if this occurred they would
reject it. Al-Dumayni has advanced eight concrete examples to illus-
trate the Companions’ practice of examining Hadith with reference to
the Qur’an. For instance, ¢AlÏ heard the following tradition reported by
Mi¢qal ibn Sin¥n al-Ashja¢Ï in the name of the Prophet: “The Prophet
decided in the case of Barwa¢ bint W¥shiq who became a widow before
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her husband could consummate the marriage with her, stating: ‘She is
entitled to the dower and the inheritance from the deceased’s property,
and also she has to observe a waiting period (¢iddah)’.” ¢AlÏ rejected the
report as the narration of a Bedouin because it had contradicted the
Qur’anic statement: “And unto those with whom you desire to enjoy
marriage, you shall give the dowers due to them…” (4:24). ¢AlÏ was of
the view that this ¥yah (4:24) makes the dower due by the husband
applicable only after the marriage has been consummated.35 The
Companions also exercised the practice of comparing an unknown 
tradition with a known one, not because they wanted to reject the
Prophetic tradition but because they guessed that there existed some
problem on the part of the reporter. Under this section al-Dumayni has
given eleven examples of this type. For example, a tradition in the name
of the Prophet was read before ¢®’ishah mentioning that the dog, the
donkey, and the woman make the prayer invalid. ¢®’ishah forthrightly
disapproved this report referring to her own proximity to the Prophet
at times whilst he prayed, i.e. occasionally while he prayed she would
be lying on the bed in front of him, and if answering the call of nature
would gently pull away from very close to his leg.36Under the criterion
of “reason” to verify the authenticity of a hadith text al-Dumayni gives
twelve examples. For instance, he mentions that once Ab‰ Hurayrah
reported from the Prophet that ablution should be repeated after 
eating anything cooked with fire. Ibn ¢Abb¥s did not accept the gen-
uineness of this tradition and objected on the ground that several
things can come into contact with fire such as oil and hot water. He did
not think that if hot water was taken or oil used, ablution would have
to be repeated.37

Criteria of Textual Examination of the Sunnah 
by Hadith Scholars
Under this chapter al-Dumayni has traced the criteria employed by the
mu^addith‰n in identifying problems in Hadith. He mentions seven
criteria that Hadith scholars used in verifying the genuineness of
Prophetic traditions: (1) the Qur’an, (2) non-aberrance (¢adm al-
shudh‰dh), (3) relatively authentic traditions, (4) established history,
(5) freedom from unsound words and meanings, (6) fundamental rules
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and principles of Islamic law, and (7) freedom from abomination and
impossibility. 

For the application of the first criterion, the Qur’an, al-Dumayni
advances thirteen examples. For instance, Ibn KathÏr has shown how
Hadith scholars rejected the tradition – “One who eats with someone
already blessed with divine forgiveness is also forgiven” – on the basis
of ¥yah 66:10 of the Qur’an which reads: “Allah sets forth an example
for the non-believers, the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot: they were
respectively under two of Our righteous servants but they betrayed
their husbands, and they profited nothing before Allah on their
account, but they were told: ‘Enter the fire along with others’.”38

For the criterion of “non-aberrance” the author gives twenty exam-
ples. Incidentally al-Dumayni has not used the term “non-aberrance”
for the criterion but rather the words “comparison among solitary 
traditions,” although the examples he advances are all of “non-
aberrance.” Under this principle he puts forward examples of insertion
(idr¥j), confusion (i\tir¥b), inversion (qalb), mispronunciation (ta|^Ïf),
and addition (ziy¥dah) categorising all these as under “aberrance”
(shudh‰dh). He cites the following in illustration: 
Insertion (idr¥j) – According to al-Suy‰~Ï, the tradition “For the

slave is a double reward; by the One in Whose Hand is my soul, if it
were not for jihad in the cause of Allah, pilgrimage, and taking care of
my mother, I would prefer to die the death of a slave” is problematic in
terms of insertion. The first part, “For the slave is a double reward,”
seems to be a hadith, but the later part represents Ab‰ Hurayrah’s own
wish, later taken to be the genuine statement of the Prophet.39

Confusion (i\tir¥b) – Al-TirmidhÏ has recorded a Prophetic tradi-
tion on the authority of F¥~imah bint Qays which states that “In wealth
there is indeed the right besides zakah”; Ibn M¥jah has recorded the
same tradition differently: “In wealth there is not any right except
zakah.” Due to the obvious contradiction both reports are rendered
weak and hence unreliable.40

Inversion (qalb) – Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded a Prophetic tradition on
the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah which states: “As for the fire, Allah
increases it for whomever He wills; and with regard to Paradise, Allah
will not do anything wrong to anyone.” Al-ßan¢¥nÏ identifies a change
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of word order therein and suggests that the tradition should in fact
have read like this: “As for Paradise, He increases it for whomever 
He wills; as regards the fire, Allah will not do anything wrong to 
anyone.”41

Mispronounciation (ta|^Ïf) – Anas ibn M¥lik reports from the
Prophet that “And whoever said, ‘None has the right to be worshipped
but Allah’ and has in his heart good [faith] equal to the weight of an
atom (dharrah) will be taken out of Hell.” Shu¢bah ibn al-¤ajj¥j says
that the word is not dharrah (atom) but rather dhurah (maize).42

Addition (ziy¥dah) – The same example as that for Mispronuncia-
tion is applied.43

For the criterion of “relatively authentic tradition” al-DumaynÏ 
has not given any concrete example but has rather noted twenty-two
principles outlining how the Prophetic traditions can be checked as to
their authenticity.44

Under the criterion “established history,” he has given nine exam-
ples including the following. According to al-TirmidhÏ, when the
Prophet entered Makkah in victory, ¢Abd All¥h ibn Raw¥^ah was
present with him. Ibn al-Qayyim rejects this report on the ground that
Ibn Raw¥^ah had been martyred in the battle of Mu’tah, four months
before the victory of Makkah.45

Under the criterion “freedom from unsound words and meanings,”
al-DumaynÏ has quoted seventeen traditions in illustration including
one “Looking at a beautiful face is a devotional act (¢ib¥dah)” which
Ibn al-Qayyim rejects, on the basis that the content of the report is
unsound.46

Under the criterion “fundamental rules and principles of Islamic
law,” al-Dumayni cites twenty traditions as illustration. In one partic-
ular example N¥|ir al-DÏn al-Alb¥nÏ is shown to have considered the
tradition, “Due to a person’s addiction to adultery his wife will be
afflicted with the same habit,” as absolute rubbish based on the Islamic
principle cited in ¥yah 53:39 of the Qur’an: “And for man is nothing
but what he strives for.”47

Under the criterion “freedom from abomination and impossibility”
he has given nineteen examples. One such example is the tradition:
“Nine angels are entrusted to the sun, [they] throw snow on it every
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day, otherwise the sun would have burnt everything which came into
contact with it.” Al-Alb¥nÏ brushes this aside considering it something
akin to a Judeo-Christian tradition and against the principles of
astronomy according to which earth’s 150million kilometer distance
from the sun prevents it from being burnt.48

Criteria of Textual Examination of the Sunnah by Jurists 
When exploring the approach of Muslim jurists to Hadith texts, al-
Dumayni identifies seven criteria: (1) the Qur’an, (2) the Sunnah, (3)
consensus of the Ummah, (4) practice of the Companions, (5) logical
analogy, (6) general principles, and (7) the impact of solitary tradition. 

Under the criteria of the Qur’an twenty-one examples have been
discussed including the following: “Along with a woman as wife her
paternal or maternal aunt cannot be taken by the husband as wife at
the same time.” The ¤anafites and other jurists do not find the tradi-
tion of Muslim to be against ¥yah4:23–24of the Qur’an: 

Prohibited to you (For marriage) are: Your mothers, daughters, sisters;

father’s sisters, Mother’s sisters; brother’s daughters, sister’s daugh-

ters; foster-mothers (Who gave you suck), foster-sisters; your wives’

mothers; your step-daughters under your guardianship, born of your

wives to whom ye have gone in, – no prohibition if ye have not gone in;

(Those who have been) wives of your sons proceeding from your loins;

and two sisters in wedlock at one and the same time, except for what is

past; for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful; Also (prohibited are)

women already married, except those whom your right hands possess:

Thus hath Allah ordained (Prohibitions) against you: Except for these,

all others are lawful…

Jurists are of the view that the tradition specifies the limits placed by
the Qur’an.49

Under the criterion of Sunnah only four examples have been men-
tioned. For instance ¤anafites do not find the tradition “the Prophet
decided a case on the basis of a witness and an oath” practically valid
because they find this clashes with a more authentic and famous tradi-
tion that “the evidence is due on the petitioner and the oath is due on
the defendant.”50
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Under the criterion “consensus of the Ummah,” nine traditions are
given. For example, M¥lik ibn Anas recorded a report which stated
that al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad used to sell all the date fruits grown in
his garden with the exception of some weight of fruit. M¥lik ibn Anas
concluded that the practice of al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad was in line
with the consensus of the Ummah.51

Under the criterion the “practice of the Companions,” al-Dumayni
gives ten traditions. For example, Ibn ¢Umar reported that the Prophet
used to raise his hands before and after bowing (ruk‰¢) in prayer
(salah). A T¥bi¢Ï, Muj¥hid reports: “I prayed behind Ibn ¢Umar, he did
not raise his hands in the prayer except at its beginning.” According to
al->a^¥wÏ, the practice of Ibn ¢Umar is a valid reason to consider the
tradition of the Prophet abrogated.52

Under the criterion “logical analogy,” we have nine examples i.e.
Ab‰ D¥w‰d has recorded a tradition which states that “If a person
forced his wife’s slave girl to have sex with him, the slave would be
freed and he would give her replacement to his wife; if the slave girl her-
self solicited him for sex, she would fall under his possession and he
would give her replacement to his wife.” Ibn Taymiyyah claims that
logical analogy favors the authenticity of this tradition.53

Under the criterion of “general rules,” we are given six examples of
traditions i.e. M¥lik ibn Anas rejects the tradition, “If a dog inserts its
mouth inside a ware, it is to be washed seven times,” on the basis of a
general principle in the Qur’an: “…And as for those hunting animals
which you train by imparting to them something of the knowledge that
God has imparted to yourselves – eat of what they seize for you, but
mention God’s name over it and remain conscious of God: verily, God
is swift in reckoning.” (5:4)54

Under the criterion “the impact of solitary tradition,” al-Dumayni
has given in illustration four traditions. In one of these Ab‰ M‰s¥
reports that once many people laughed whilst in prayer (salah) behind
the Prophet; after the prayer he commanded them to make fresh ablu-
tion and repeat the prayer. ¤anafites reject this tradition on the basis of
it being a solitary one which if taken as authentic would put the people
in difficulty.55
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Conclusion

Right from the time of the Companions, Muslim scholars have paid
special attention to the preservation as well as authentication of
Prophet Muhammad’s traditions. Initially, a^¥dÏth were examined
from both the angles of their chain of narrators as well as the text of
hadith. In the 2nd and 3rd centuries when great Hadith works were
compiled Hadith scholars developed some criteria in which the exami-
nation of the chain remained the focal point. It was scholars of ¢ul‰m
al-^adÏth who also talked in principle about textual examination of
Hadith. As for the textual examination of Hadith, the most prominent
works are Ibn al-JawzÏ’s, Ibn al-Qayyim’s, and al-DumaynÏ’s.  
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The most famous and widely acclaimed collections of tra-
ditions considered to be authentic include the Muwa~~ a’ of M¥lik

ibn Anas, the ßa^Ï^ of Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥¢Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ, the ßa^Ï^ of
Muslim ibn al-Hajj¥j al-QushayrÏ, the Sunan of Ab‰ D¥w‰d (d.275
ah), the Sunan of Mu^ammad ibn ¢¬s¥ al-TirmidhÏ, and the Sunan of
A^mad ibn Shu¢ayb al-Nas¥’Ï. Notably, these and other compilations
adopted a chain-of-narrators level of critical authentication of Hadith
with no Hadith collection ever being compiled on the basis of both
authentication of the chain of narrators and content (text of reports)
together. This is not to say that content was altogether ignored, some
Muslim scholars like Ab‰ ¤anÏfah, al-Sh¥fi¢Ï, Ibn al-JawzÏ (d.751 ah),
and Ibn al-Qayyim did suggest textual examination of Hadith by app-
lying certain universally established criteria, including (as proposed)
the Qur’an. Muslim scholars are almost unanimous concerning the
position of the Qur’an in relation to the Hadith. According to them, in
a situation of uncompromising conflict between a tradition recorded in
the name of the Prophet and the Qur’an, the tradition is to be rejected
as unacceptable. 

Understanding the Position of the Qur’an 
in Relation to the Hadith

As people hold varying opinions, perspectives, and ideas, they need to
refer to some form of a universally established standard under which
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differences can be settled and a compromise reached. When making
judgment concerning the nature of a^¥dith scholars may reach a point
in which they differ from one another and in such situations the first
criterion to refer to and apply is the Qur’an. Being the revealed speech
of Allah the Qur’an does not represent the human mind and in its own
words is to be seen as “the criterion” (al-Furq¥n):

It was the month of Ramadan in which the Qur’an was bestowed from

on high as a guidance unto man, and a self-evident proof of that guid-

ance, and as the criterion by which to discern the true from the false.

(2:185)

And it is He who has bestowed from on high the criterion by which to

discern the true from the false. (3:4)

Hallowed is He who from on high, step by step, has bestowed upon His

servant the criterion by which to discern the true from the false. (25:1)

The Qur’an therefore is a God-given criterion, which spells out
what is right and what is wrong, distinguishing truth from falsehood. It
states that Allah revealed to the Prophet two things, the Qur’an and its
bay¥n (interpretation): “Thus, when We recite it, follow its wording:
and then, behold, its bay¥n [interpretation] will be upon Us”
(75:18–19).

Undoubtedly the role of theHadith and the Sunnah is to serve as the
interpretation of the Qur’an. Thus as the Prophet’s utterances and
practices symbolize the bay¥n, both the Qur’an and bay¥n should
complement each other. There should be perfect harmony between the
two. If any component of the bay¥n i.e. hadith contrasts with the
Qur’an, the tradition attributed to the Prophet may be forthrightly
rejected as unacceptable. The Book of Allah exists not only to serve as a
guide but also as a mediator in a situation of dispute. S‰rah al-Nis¥’: 59
reads:

O you who have attained to faith! Pay heed unto Allah, and unto the

Apostle, and unto those from among you who have been entrusted with

authority; and if you are at variance over any matter, refer it to unto

Allah and the Apostle.
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This ¥yah exhorts the believers to make Allah and His Prophet as
the judge in any disputed matter. Compilations of Hadith are not free
from controversies in terms of content, therefore the Qur’an as repre-
senting Allah’s authority can be used as a means to verify the contents
of a^¥dith. If no conflict exists between the two, then the hadith should
be declared as authentic. In cases of apparent conflict, traditions
should be categorized as unreliable. 

¢®’ishah’s Approach
The Prophet’s wife ¢®’ishah (d.57 ah) was a repository of vast knowl-
edge and she was consulted time and again by Muslims concerning
Qur’anic revelations, the statements and practices of the Prophet, and
Islamic law. She was also regarded as a religions scholar serving as
teacher to the knowledgeable, to students, the young and old, senior
and junior Companions, women and men etc. ¢®’ishah was also often
approached to resolve various problems not only after the Prophet’s
demise but also during his lifetime. Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ observes,
concerning the position of ¢®’ishah among the Companions of the
Prophet that: “Whenever we faced a problem concerning a Prophetic
tradition, we approached ¢®’ishah and found the academic (intellectu-
ally satisfactory) solution with her.”1 After the demise of the Prophet
she commanded the respect of the Muslims not only as the mother of
believers but also for her extensive knowledge. Her approach to Hadith
in relation to the Qur’an is apparent from the following examples: 

The Prophet once stated: “One, who was called to account [on the
Day of Judgment], was punished.”2 ¢®’ishah found this contrary to the
Qur’anic statement (84:7–8): “As for him whose record shall be placed
in his right hand, he will in time be called to account with an easy
accounting.” She shared her concern with the Prophet who satisfied
her by saying: “That is the easy reckoning; but he who was questioned
is bound to be doomed.”3 This account of ¢®’ishah’s concern illus-
trates the point that a hadith should not contradict the Qur’an. 

¢®’ishah was once asked whether Ibn ¢Umar’s report that “the
Prophet said: ‘They [the dead] hear what I say’,” was true? She denied
the authenticity of the report, presenting what the Prophet had actually
said, namely, “They know what I say is true,” and ended by reciting the
two ¥y¥t: 1) “Verily, you cannot make the dead hear” (27:80), and 2)
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“thou canst not make hear such as are [dead of heart like the dead] in
their graves” (35:22).4Once again by quoting the Qur’an she wanted
to make it clear that the Prophet could not say anything that went
against the Qur’an. 

When ¢Umar was wounded seriously, ßuhayb started crying. Upon
this, ¢Umar said: “Why are you crying for me? I heard the Prophet 
saying: Verily, the dead [person] is punished due to some wailing/
mourning its people make [over it].” After the death of ¢Umar, this tra-
dition was brought to the notice of ¢®’ishah. She said that the Prophet
had not said this, but rather what he did say in this regard was: “Verily,
Allah increases the torment of the non-believer due to the cries of his
relatives for him.” She further said: “The Qur’an should be enough for
you in this matter. It says: ‘And no bearer of burdens shall be made to
bear another’s burden’” (6:164; 17:15; 35:18; 39:7; 53:38).5

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s is reported to have mentioned that the
Prophet saw Allah twice. When this was brought to ¢®’ishah’s atten-
tion, she directly rejected the opinion and recited an ¥yah from the
Qur’an: “No human vision can encompass Him, whereas He encom-
passes all human vision: for He alone is unfathomable, all-Aware”
(6:103).6

Ab‰ Hurayrah’s report of a Prophetic tradition was quoted to
¢®’ishah: “Evil portents are in the woman, the animal, and the house.”
She immediately corrected this saying: “The Prophet said that people
of the period of ignorance used to say that evil omens are in the woman,
the animal, and the house.” She, then, quoted a verse from the Qur’an
to further confirm her stand: “No calamity can ever befall the earth
and neither your own selves, unless it be in Our decree before We bring
it into being” (57:22).7

The issue of temporary marriage (mut¢ah) caused controversy
among Muslims, with some wanting to retain it and others considering
it to have been prohibited forever. When the matter was presented to
¢®’ishah, she stated: “Between me and you is the Book of Allah; it says:
‘And who safeguard their chastity, except with those joined to them in
marriage bond or whom their right hands possess: for they are free
from blame’ (23:5–6); hence one who desires other than whom Allah
has granted him in marriage or whom Allah has given him as his pos-
session has transgressed.”8
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¢Umar’s Position
¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b (d.23 ah) once immediately rejected a statement
attributed to the Prophet by F¥~imah bint Qays, a female Companion,
as unacceptable on the grounds that it went against the Qur’an.
F¥~imah claimed that after she had been divorced three times by her
husband, the Prophet judged that she had no right to alimony and lodg-
ing.9 ¢Umar’s rejection of this hadith was based on the Qur’anic
statement (65:1): “Do not expel them [divorcees] from their homes;
and neither shall they [be made to] leave unless they become openly
guilty of immoral conduct.”10

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s’s Perspective
A statement of the Prophet purporting to put a ban on the meat of
domestic donkeys was reported. ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s rejected the
authenticity of the report on the basis of the Qur’anic ¥yah: “Say: I find
not in the message revealed to me any meat forbidden for one who
wishes to eat it, unless it be dead meat, or blood poured forth. Or the
flesh of swine – for it is an abomination – or what is impious on which a
name other than Allah has been invoked” (6:145).11

Ab‰ ¤anÏfah’s Comment
Nu¢m¥n ibn Th¥bit Ab‰ ¤anÏfah remarked in his treatise, al-¢®lim wa
al-Muta¢allim that one must believe that the Prophet never said any-
thing unjust, or ever uttered, or did anything, that went against the
Qur’an. In his opinion any tradition in the name of the Prophet which
clashed with the Qur’an was to be rejected as false. Clarifying this 
further he emphasized that by rejection of a tradition he did not mean
rejection of the Prophet’s statement but rather one or other of the nar-
rator’s lie attributed to the Prophet.12

Al-Sh¥fi¢Ï’s Observation
Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-Sh¥fi¢Ï observed in his masterpiece, al-Umm
that if a hadith contrasted with the Qur’an, it could not be accepted as
having legitimately come from the Prophet, even if its transmitters
were authentic. In fact he quotes a hadith of the Prophet himself to sup-
port this position: “Hadith will, indeed, spread far and wide in my
name; whatever thereof is in conformity with the Qur’an is genuinely
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mine; and whatever thereof clashes with the Qur’an is certainly not
from me.”13

Ibn Qayyim al-JawzÏyyah’s Comment
In response to a tradition attributed to the Prophet that “the life of the
world is seven thousand years and we are in the 7th millennium”
Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr ibn Qayyim al-JawzÏyyah read an ¥yah from
the Qur’an: 

They will ask thee [O Prophet] about the Last Hour: “When will it

come to pass?” Say: “Verily, knowledge thereof rests with my Sustainer

alone. None but He will reveal it in its time. Heavily will it weigh on the

heavens and the earth; [and] it will not fall upon you otherwise than of

a sudden.” They will ask thee – as if thou couldst gain insight into this

[mystery] by dint of persistent inquiry! Say: “Knowledge thereof rests

with my Sustainer alone; but [of this] most people are unaware.”

(7:187)14

Relevant Examples 

Further examples are given below of a^¥dÏth whose contents conflict
with the Qur’an:

1–Lies Attributed to Prophet Ibr¥hÏm
Al-Bukh¥ri, Muslim and others have recorded a hadith on the autho-
rity of Ab‰ Hurayrah which mentions that “The Prophet said:
‘Ibr¥hÏm never spoke lies except three lies.’”15

This tradition comprises an allegation against prophet Ibr¥hÏm
whereas the Qur’an exonerates him of these kinds of allegations say-
ing: “And call to mind, through this divine writ, Ibr¥hÏm. Behold, he
was a man of truth, a prophet” (19:41). The Qur’an describes prophet
Ibr¥hÏm as a paragon of truth (|iddÏq), whereas the hadith quotes some
exceptions to this quality. The Qur’anic word |iddÏq used to glorify
Ibr¥hÏm means “perfectly truthful.”16 Al-R¥ghib al-Asfah¥nÏ (d.502
ah) mentions four views concerning the meaning of |iddÏq: 1) one in
whose life the truth dominates, 2) one who never speaks a lie, 3) one
who is so much given to the truth that the occurrence of lie is 
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impossible, and 4) one whose deeds correspond to his assertions.17 In
fact, prophet Ibr¥hÏm was a man of truth in all these four senses. In
Arabic this form (e.g. siddÏq) of any word (such as ¢alÏm, khabÏr, matÏn,
karÏm, ̂ asÏn etc) signifies perfection.

If this hadith is considered authentic, then the Qur’anic statement
proves meaningless. If the sanctity of the Qur’an is maintained, then
the tradition will have to be classified as unreliable. Ibn ¤ajar al-
¢Asqal¥nÏ, one of the most highly recognized commentators of al-
Bukh¥ri’s Hadith work, ßa^Ï^, seems to be inclined towards maintain-
ing the authenticity of the tradition. He quotes Ibn ¢AqÏl (d.513 ah) as
having stated that the situation faced by Ibr¥hÏm was such that he was
forced to resort to making false statements, which according to him
was quite logical.18 Al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-¢ArabÏ (d.543 ah) also
approves this hadith stating that the position of Ibr¥hÏm as a prophet
and friend of Allah required him to be open with the truth but that he
was allowed a concession to lie which he accepted.19 Al-Qur~ubÏ
(d.671 ah) tries to justify the hadith by using the same argument that
Ibn al-¢ArabÏ developed.20 Ibn al-JawzÏ rejects as unfounded the allega-
tion that prophet Ibr¥hÏm lied, stating that what have been attributed to
Ibr¥hÏm as lies are not lies but equivocations (ma¢¥rÏ\). In order to
prove his point he advances several examples from Islamic history
itself.21Yet, he remains short of declaring the hadith as unacceptable.
Al-®l‰sÏ (d.1270 ah) does not find any problem in the authenticity of
the report stating that the mention of lies attributed to prophet Ibr¥hÏm
is metaphorical (maj¥z), and not in its actual sense.22 However, the
metaphorical application of the word “lie” may not generally be con-
sidered a problem, but to apply it to a prophet is certainly undesirable.
Moreover it is inconceivable that Prophet Muhammad would apply
the word kadhib (lie) even metaphorically to a prophet whom the
Qur’an honors with the eminent title of |iddÏq (meaning the most
truthful). Amin Ahsan Islahi (d.1997 ac) also seems to justify the
authenticity of the hadith. He states that the word kadhib has three
connotations, lie, mistake, and double entendre, and that in the hadith
it has been used in the sense of a double entendre. He further argues
that the word kadhib was used by Arab poets in this sense and there-
fore there may not be any intrinsic problem with the report.23
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Nevertheless even though Arab poets and orators have used the word
kadhib in the sense of a double entendre, it is hard to imagine that the
Prophet would use a word which had the potential to mislead people,
particularly when the Qur’an takes a very clear stand on the position of
this great prophet, Ibr¥hÏm.

Al-Fakhr al-R¥zÏ (d.606 ah) on the other hand, categorically
declares the hadith to be a lie suggesting that it is more appropriate to
accuse the narrators of fabricating the lie than to attribute any lie to the
prophet himself.24 Syed Mawdudi (d.1979 ac) criticizes the approach
of those who consider the hadith to be authentic stating that those who
do so care more for the truthfulness of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s and Muslim’s
sources of information than they do for a prophet standing accused of
having lied. It is not reasonable he contends to attribute to Prophet
Muhammad such a gross statement merely on the grounds that its
chain of narrators is not defective.25 Finally in Sayyid Qutb’s opinion
there is no need to refer to prophet Ibr¥hÏm’s statements, as mentioned
in the Qur’an – “Nay, this was done by this the biggest one” (21:63); “I
am sick” (37:89) – as lies. These are not lies he argues but satirical
answers meant for the general public.26

2–Predetermination of Human Destiny
In their works on Hadith, al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have included
a chapter on predestination (Kit¥b al-Qadar). All the reports recorded
therein conform to the idea that everything in life is predetermined.
The first hadith quoted in these sources is on the authority of ¢Abd
All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d. According to this tradition the Prophet said:

Verily, the first structural form of everyone of you is gathered in his

mother’s womb for forty days, then it turns into a clot of blood

(¢alaqah) and remains like this for the same period, then it turns into a

lump of flesh (mu\ghah) and remains like this for the same period

whereupon the angel is sent who breaths into it life, and is commanded

to write its sustenance (rizq), life-span (ajal), whole life activities

(¢amal), and its end either as a condemned one (shaqiyy) or as a rewar-

ded one (sa¢Ïd). By the One except whom there is no deity but He! One

of you indeed performs the deeds of the people deserving Paradise until

there is almost no distance between him and Paradise, he is then over-
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taken by destiny (al-kit¥b); he consequently does the deeds of those to

be condemned to Hell, and he enters it. And one of you performs the

deeds of the condemned until there is very little distance between him

and Hell, he is then overtaken by destiny and he starts doing good

deeds, as a result of which he enters Paradise.27

According to this tradition, man is not free to think, choose and act,
but bound only to do that which has already been fixed by the Creator.
This concept of predetermination stands in stark contrast to the “theory
of examination” mentioned in the Qur’an. On around twenty-two
occasions, the Qur’an reiterates the fact that man is being tested in 
various ways. For example:

Behold, We have willed that all beauty on earth be a means by which

We put men to a test, to see as to which of them are best in conduct.

(18:7)

He Who created Death and Life, that He might test you, as to which of

you is best in deed. (67:2)

These Qur’anic statements are crystal clear concerning the position
of man on earth. Man lives and acts in this life as an examinee and the
concept of examination entails freedom of will to think, decide, choose
and act. The Qur’an mentions that man is, to the extent of his needs,
free, whereas the hadith quoted denies him this privilege binding him
to a predestined plan. 

This tradition also contrasts with the concept of the malleability of
man. The Qur’an has used three phrases, “they might” (la ¢allahum),
“you might” (la ¢allakum), and “he might” (la ¢allahu) around 44, 68
and 3 times respectively (three of which are quoted below). These
phrases indicate that man is able to change if he so wishes. 

And We tried them with blessings as well as afflictions, so that “they

might” mend their ways. (7:168)

In this way God makes clear His messages unto you, so that “you

might” find guidance. (3:103)
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But speak unto him in a mild manner, so that “he might” bethink him-

self or [at least] be filled with apprehension. (20:44)

These assertions refer to man as a malleable creature. The feature of
malleability does not allow one to think of man as bound and coerced
by destiny.

Nevertheless one might on the other hand object and point to the
meaning of those verses in the Qur’an which apparently do support the
idea of predestination. However, it should be born in mind that these
verses have been interpreted in a way that allows them to appear to be
in favor of a fore-written destiny for man. As debate on this issue is
beyond the scope of this work, suffice it to say that no verse of the
Qur’an contradicts another verse, there being complete harmony
among all the statements made in the Qur’an. An interpretation of a
verse which goes against another verse is not acceptable and the duty 
of a mufassir is to interpret the Qur’an in such a way that the entire
Qur’an appears as an integral whole. Since a number of ¥y¥tvery clearly
mention the idea of man’s examination on earth, no ¥yah can ever be
construed as speaking in favor of a predetermination theory.28

Most of the traditions recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim in their
Kit¥b al-Qadarmay not withstand any Qur’anic scrutiny in light of its
theory on man’s malleability and his existence on earth being an exam-
ination. In fact, what the above tradition declares and what the Qur’an
explains are poles apart, and there may hardly be any way to effect a
compromise between them. This is why only one of them can be
accepted as right. Naturally, the judgment will go in favor of the
Qur’an.  

Apart from this the tradition itself contains an intrinsic discrepancy.
There are obviously two sections to the tradition, one informing about
the process of predetermination, the other referring to the impact of
predetermination on man’s life and the end-result. In the first section,
there is reference to only one book (kit¥b) according to which man’s
life will be patterned. But in the second section there is reference to one
more book according to which man is to some extent independent to
decide and act. The book of destiny overtakes man only after he enjoys
his freedom for a certain period of time. This discrepancy alone may
suffice to render the hadith unreliable. 
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3–Man’s Deeds Irrelevant for Entry into Paradise
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded this hadith on the
authority of various authorities including Ab‰ Hurayrah: “The
Prophet said: ‘None of you shall ever enter Paradise due to his deed’.
Someone asked: ‘Even you, O Prophet of Allah?’ The Prophet
answered: ‘Yes, even I, except that my Lord covers me with His
mercy’.”29

This statement seems to contradict the glad tidings given in the
Qur’an that the good deeds of sincere believers will lead them to
Paradise (7:43; 16:32; 52:19; 77:43). In both the MakkÏ and MadnÏ
periods of the Prophet, revelations were received assuring the believers
and informing the non-believers, that success in this life and the here-
after depended on sincere faith and good deeds (2:25, 82, 277; 3:57;
4:57, 122, 173; 11:23; 14:23; 18:107; 22:14, 23, 50, 56; 29:58; 31:8;
32:19; 42:22; 47:12; 85:11 etc). 

The Qur’an uses the term jaz¥’ (reward and recompense), when
referring to believers’ entry into Paradise (16:30–31). In verses
23:1–11 it clearly states that entry into Paradise is the real success
(f¥l¥^) guaranteed for those who do good deeds. ®yah 10:4 spells out
that the promise of Allah is genuine, and the promise that He will
reward justly in the hereafter those with sincere faith and good deeds.
Even the mercy (ra^mah) of Allah is conditioned to faith and good
deeds (45:30). ®yah 9:111 announces that there is an agreement
between the believers and Allah according to which the believers will
sacrifice their wealth and lay down their lives in the path of Allah, and
Allah will grant them entry into Paradise. In short, the Qur’an recog-
nizes the significance of good deeds, whereas the hadith denies their
impact. 

Ibn Ba~~¥l (d.449 ah), a commentator of al-Bukh¥ri, does not find
any contradiction between this tradition and the Qur’anic statements
concerning the significance of good deeds. He states that the hadith
refers to man’s entry into Paradise and everlasting comforts therein,
and that the Qur’an (16:30 and 43:72) informs us concerning the role
of good deeds in determining the status of man therein.30 This is mere
conjecture. It would appear that whilst Ibn Ba~~¥l is aware of the con-
flict between the Qur’an and this tradition, his explanation, which is
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untenable, is more a result of his enthusiasm to maintain the sanctity of
the tradition.

Al-Kirm¥nÏ (d.786 ah), another commentator of al-Bukh¥rÏ, tries
to justify the tradition in a different manner. He claims that mere good
deeds will not cause one to enter Paradise but rather mercy which will
be required, for Paradise is not the recompense of deeds.31 This opin-
ion is inherently problematic on two counts: First, the Qur’an itself
declares unequivocally that Allah has bought from believers their lives
and wealth and in return has reserved their places in Paradise (9:111).
Second, whilst it is true that Allah’s mercy plays a role in this regard,
the role of man’s deeds cannot be ignored. It is man’s good deeds,
which make him deserving of Allah’s mercy (45:30). If Allah’s mercy is
conditioned with good deeds, how can one then deny the contribution
of man’s deeds? 

Al-®l‰sÏ advances yet another argument to forge a compromise
between the tradition and Qur’anic statements on the matter. In his
view the Qur’an refers to a general reason whilst the tradition discloses
the real reason for entry into Paradise.32However, this is not satisfac-
tory for it seems oblivious of the fact that the tradition does not give
any credit to good deeds at all. 

In fact there is the possibility that the tradition could have been
developed to silence Mu¢tazilite scholars for it is forcefully used to con-
demn their stand that man will enter Paradise due to his deeds, even
though the Mu¢tazilites advance the Qur’an to support their view.33

Finally, the second part of the tradition, which indicates that even
the Prophet himself will not be eligible for entry into Paradise without
the mercy of Allah, seems to degrade the position of the Messenger.
The Prophet’s position is sacrosanct. His name is mentioned beside
Allah in the Qur’an. Actually the question itself (“even you, O Prophet
of Allah?”) is suspect. It may not have been raised by any of his
Companions who were well aware that the Prophet was already a sign
of Allah’s mercy (21:107). 

4–Coercion in Conversion to Islam
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded this hadith on the
authority of ¢Umar, Ibn ¢Umar and Ab‰ Hurayrah etc: “The Prophet
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said: ‘I have been commanded to wage war (qit¥l) against mankind (al-
n¥s) until they acknowledge (shah¥dah) that there is no deity but
Allah; one who professes it (l¥ il¥ha ill¥ Allah), his life and property are
safe from me, except for the sake of justice, and his reckoning is with
Allah’.”34

This tradition seems to legitimize the use of force to spread Islam
across the world. Although Ibn ¤ajar finds a problem in the report, he
tries to interpret it in such a way as to fend off accusations of coercion
in the faith. He contends that the word ‘war’ (qit¥l) may also mean
something else that can prevent war, such as imposition of a levy
(jizyah) on non-Muslims, and in addition that the word shah¥dah
signifies both an acceptance of Islam or an enemy’s subjugation, which
could be achieved by either killing them, drafting a treaty, or by impos-
ing a levy.35 This interpretation may not be tenable. The tradition as
quoted declares in an unambiguous manner that the Prophet was
bound to fight people to force them to accept Islam, and in the case of
people’s rejection of the new faith to wage war against them until they
totally submitted to Allah. Al-Sam¢¥nÏ (d.489 ah) views in this tradi-
tion, among other things, an obligation to engage in war against the
non-believers.36 He has rightly understood the import of the hadith.
What is absolutely clear is that the hadith stands in marked contrast to
certain Qur’anic injunctions: 

There shall be no coercion in matters of faith. Distinct has now become

the right way from [the way of] error. (2:256)

If they turn away, We have not sent you as a guard over them: you are

not bound to do more than deliver the message. (42:48)

And so, [O Prophet,] exhort them; your task is only to exhort: you can-

not compel them [to believe]. (88:21–22)

These ¥y¥t obviously prohibit the use of force in conversion to
Islam. All Islamic jurists hold the position that forcible conversion is,
under all circumstances, null and void, and that any attempt to coerce a
non-believer to accept Islam is a grievous sin: a verdict, which disposes
of the widespread fallacy that Islam places before the unbelievers the
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close-ended choice of either “conversion or the sword.”37This verdict
of Muslim scholars is without doubt based on the Qur’anic precepts
mentioned above. 

One might incidentally refer to certain Qur’anic ¥y¥t, which exhort
believers to fight against non-believers until chaos/oppression (fitnah)
comes to an end and all worship is devoted to Allah (2:193 and 8:39). It
should be born in mind that these ¥y¥t categorically refer to a situation
where an enemy initiates war against the believers and they have to
fight back in self-defense. The backdrop of the two ¥y¥t relates to the
battles in which Madinah was embroiled concerning invasion by the
Quraysh. If these ¥y¥t are read along with other ¥y¥t preceding and
succeeding, there arises no confusion whatsoever. It may be suggested
that the tradition is rooted in historical context confining therefore the
concept of fighting to be waged only against the non-believers of
Makkah. This however, gives rise to another problem. According to
the tradition, the Prophet then had to continue the war until the enemy
accepted Islam. Historically, no enemies in any war were forced to
enter the new faith.

In contrast Islam contains the principle of co-existence between
believers and non-believers. The agreement between the Prophet and
the Jewish tribes stands witness to this. The Qur’an commands believ-
ers to interact justly and generously with non-believers who have no
conflict with them (60:8). Although war is allowed against an enemy in
certain circumstances in the case of an Islamic victory the use of force
to convert the enemy/non-believers is in no way justified.

5–Moses’s Power to Delay His Death
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded this tradition on the
authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah: 

The Prophet said: “The angel of death went to Moses and asked him to

respond to his Lord’s call to die. Moses, then, hit the angel’s eye and

knocked it out. The angel returned to Allah and complained: ‘You sent

me to such a servant of yours who does not want death; he gouged my

eye out.’ Allah, then, returned to him his eye and asked him to check

with Moses whether he wanted life…”38
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Even a cursory examination of this tradition seems to indicate that
it has probably been sourced from Judeo-Christian traditions (Isr¥’ilÏ-
yy¥t) reminiscent as it is of other similar stories found in the latter,
particularly Old Testament, sources. For example, there exists an
account of Yahweh (God of the Old Testament) wrestling with
prophet Jacob, according to which Jacob defeats God.39 Some schol-
ars have denied the authenticity of this tradition simply on the grounds
that it would have been impossible for Moses, a mortal being, to harm
an angel. Ibn Khuzaymah (d.311 ah) calls these scholars heresiarchs
(al-Mubtadi¢ah).40He argues that the angel entered Moses’s residence
in the form of a human being and that Moses, considering him an
intruder, and not knowing that he was an angel, hit him in the eye caus-
ing injury. Had Moses, he maintains, recognized the identity of the
angel, he would not have attacked him thus.41This line of argument is
mere conjecture and speculation. In fact it is immaterial in what form
the angel appeared to Moses, human or not, for it is not possible for a
human being to harm an angel. 

It is interesting to note that al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded this report as a
story related by Ab‰ Hurayrah. Only at the end of the report does he
observe that another chain of narrators consisting of, among others,
Ma¢mar and Hamm¥m, transmits it from Ab‰ Hurayrah as the state-
ment of the Prophet. Even Muslim has quoted it first of all as a story
related by Ab‰ Hurayrah himself.42 So, it seems more reasonable to
consider this tradition as a story related by someone other than the
Prophet. 

However, even if the tradition were to be considered a statement of
the Prophet, there may still exist a reason not to justify it. Significantly
the tradition goes against the Qur’an concerning the issue of death.
The angel of death reported in the tradition only approaches human
beings at the time of their death, a time which the Qur’an reiterates, is
divinely appointed, so when it comes, it is impossible for anyone to
postpone it:

When death approaches one of you, Our angels take his soul, and they

never fail in their duty. (6:61)
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To every people is a term appointed: when their term is reached, not an

hour can they cause delay, nor can they advance it. (7:34; 10:49)

When their term expires, they will not be able to delay for a single hour,

just as they will not be able to anticipate it. (16:61) 

And to no soul will Allah grant respite, when the time appointed has

come. (63:11) 

In the tradition Moses manages to do what the Qur’an maintains
cannot be done, that is to postpone his death. It is inconceivable there-
fore that Moses did so. In a bid to prove the authenticity of the trad-
ition al-NawawÏ advances the idea that the angel of death did not first
approach Moses to cause him to die but that rather it was the will of
Allah to test the angel as to whether he was able to carry out his duty.43

This is far-fetched reasoning, which cannot be proven either rationally
or Qur’anically. Sadly it would appear that ahl al-^adÏthdo not hesitate
to use even unfounded arguments based on mere speculation (·ann) to
bolster their opinion forgetting that mere speculation cannot be substi-
tuted for the truth (10:36); truth being that which is contained in the
Qur’an. 

6–Moses’s Condemnation of Adam’s Error
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded this hadith on the
authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah: 

The Prophet said: “Adam and Moses argued. Moses said: ‘O Adam!

You are our father; you frustrated our hope and caused our expulsion

from Paradise.’ Adam said: ‘You are Moses; Allah privileged you with

His word and wrote for you with His own hand. Do you blame me for

something Allah had predetermined for me forty years before my 

creation?’”44

This report is inherently objectionable on several counts. First, it is
not befitting that a prophet address his father by his name as Moses
addresses Adam. This runs counter to the principle of i^s¥n (that is,
excellent behavior) bestowed on all the prophets including Moses
(2:83). Second, the son is not supposed to condemn the father for his
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error. If bound to refer to his father’s mistake, Moses would have had
to again apply the principle of i^s¥n which he clearly does not for
Moses’s words are very harsh and unbecoming of a pious son for a
pious father. Third, why would Moses condemn Adam in the first
place for something which Allah had forgiven him? It is a well-known
maxim that after repentance the person concerned should not be
reminded of his past errors. Fourth, why did Moses blame Adam? Did
he not know that Satan had lured Adam into making a mistake? Allah
has categorically mentioned that it was Satan who caused Adam to 
be expelled from Paradise. The Qur’an says: “O children of Adam! Do
not allow Satan to seduce you in the same way as he caused your 
parents to be driven out of Paradise” (7:27).

To reiterate, since Moses received revelation, he must have been
aware of Satan’s role in causing Adam’s expulsion from the Garden.
According to Allah, Satan is to be blamed for this, and not Adam, yet
nevertheless Moses blames Adam. The whole story is therefore rather
strange and unbelievable. 

In defense al-M¥zarÏ (d.536ah), a commentator of Muslim’s work,
refers to various interpretations.45 First, he claims that a son may be
allowed on certain occasions to condemn his father, in response to
which it could be argued that whilst possibly true in certain circum-
stances, what was the actual necessity of Moses condemning Adam in
the first place? In any case the matter is above speculation. The second
point in defense of the hadith accounts for the act of the son blaming
the father by pointing to the law (shari¢ah) of Adam and Moses as 
differing from each other. In response it could be argued that the 
parent-child relationship is a timeless phenomenon, meaning that
Allah must have revealed to all His prophets the principles governing
this relationship. Moreover and as we saw earlier, in Moses’s law the
concept of i^s¥n already existed governing the relationship of the two
parties. Thirdly, in defense of the hadith al-M¥zarÏ stresses that
Moses’s blame of Adam was above earthly principles because Adam
was already removed from the world of responsibility and in an other-
worldly life where blame is ineffective; the issue of blame therefore is
not seen as problematic. Ibn ¢Abd al-Barr (d.463 ah) is of the opinion
that Moses’s blaming of Adam was an exception to the rule that “none
should be blamed for something against which he has already 
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repented.”46 This is an oft-applied argument in a situation where no
rational or moral arguments exist. It seems that both al-M¥zarÏ and Ibn
¢Abd al-Barr are oblivious of the fact that in the hereafter no one will
ever blame the other for anything because this is a frivolous act (lagh-
wa), which is impossible in the hereafter:

They will not hear in Paradise any vain discourse, but only salutations

of peace. (19:62) 

They shall there exchange with one another a cup free of frivolity, free

of sin. (52:23)

No frivolity will they hear therein, nor any mischief. (56:25)

No vanity shall they hear therein, nor untruth. (78:35)

In a Garden on high, Where they shall hear no (word) of vanity.

(88:10–11)

Al->ÏbÏ (d.743 ah) uses the tradition to reject the views of the
Jabarite school of thought, on the one hand, and to condemn the
Mu¢tazilite scholars, on the other.47 This creates suspicion about the
genuineness of the tradition and it is not unlikely that the tradition was
fabricated in a bid to criticize and strike at others.

7–Time Taken for the Entire Process of Creation
Muslim has recorded a hadith on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah
which states that “The Prophet took hold of my hand and said: ‘Allah
created on Saturday the earth, on Sunday the mountains therein, on
Monday the trees, on Tuesday misfortune, on Wednesday the light, on
Thursday spread in it animals, and on Friday in the late afternoon He
created Adam….’”48

This report runs counter to the Qur’anic statement. The hadith
informs us that the entire process of creation was accomplished in
seven days, whereas the Qur’an refers to everything in the universe
being created in a six-day process: “Verily, your Lord is Allah, who 
has created the heavens and the earth in six days” (7:54); and “We have
indeed created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in
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six days…” (50:38). This information is available in many other verses
in the Qur’an such as 10:3; 11:7; 25:59; 32:4; 57:4. There is no way to
effect compromise between the tradition and the Qur’an. It is strange
that Muslim’s commentator, al-NawawÏ has ignored this contradic-
tion and passed it by without any comment. Was he unaware of the
Qur’anic time-schedule for creation? If on the other hand he was
aware, why did he keep silent concerning it? It would appear that he
demonstrated his prejudice in favor of what seems to be a statement of
the Prophet reported through reliable reporters. If a hadith appears to
contradict a Qur’anic statement with no possibility of compromise
between them, then the tradition should be rejected as baseless.

8–Transfer to Jews and Christians the Sins of Muslims
Only Muslim has recorded on the authority of Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ
the following three traditions all on the same theme:
(1) “The Prophet said: ‘On the Day of Judgment Allah will present 

to every Muslim, a Jew or a Christian, and say: This is your 
ransom.’”49

(2) “The Prophet said: ‘No Muslim dies but Allah consigns a Jew or a
Christian to Hell in his place.’”50

(3) “The Prophet said: ‘On the Day of Judgment many Muslims will
appear [carrying] the burden of sins as [big as] mountains. Allah
will forgive them for their sins, which He will place on Jews and
Christians’.”51

Al-NawawÏ, Muslim’s commentator, seems unable to advance any
rationale for these traditions and, therefore, unsuccessfully tries to
interpret them in a bid to maintain their sanctity. He believes that what
Ab‰ Hurayrah has reported from the Prophet, namely that: “For
everyone there are two places reserved, one in Hell and the other in
Paradise. If a believer enters Paradise, his place in Hell will be taken
over by a disbeliever due to his disbelief,”52 explains the a^¥dÏth. By
this he means to say that Jews and Christians will enter Hell owing to
their own sins and not because of the sins of Muslims. In order to
strengthen his stand he derives an argument from another hadith – “He
who introduces an evil act will have to bear the sin of everyone who
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does it”53 – and extrapolates that the non-believers will bear the sins of
Muslims due to their having introduced evil acts.54Al-NawawÏ’s argu-
ments can hardly stand up to scrutiny. The traditions clearly mention
that Allah will transfer the sins of Muslims onto Jews and Christians.
The second tradition, which he quotes to explain the matter, does not
indicate what he derives from it; he takes only one part and leaves the
other. According to this hadith, the introducer of a sin will be burdened
not only with his own sin but also with the sin committed by others,
whilst the sin of others will not be commuted. The three a^¥dÏth are
categorical in the transfer of the sins of Muslims to Jews and Chris-
tians, who will then be burdened with two categories of sins: 1) their
own, and 2) those of the Muslims.

These three a^¥dÏth as recorded by Muslim alone, are in gross con-
trast with the Qur’an: “And whatever any human being commits rests
upon himself alone; and no bearer of burdens shall be made to bear
another’s burden” (6:164).

The Qur’an rejects the idea of the transfer of one’s sin onto others,
whereas the traditions spell out a completely different message. Al-
NawawÏ does feel very strongly about this contradiction but suggests
that we interpret the traditions so as to remove the conflict. As shown
earlier, his attempt to effect a compromise between the two apparently
contradictory ideas fails entirely, making it crystal clear that there
exists an uncompromising conflict between what the Qur’an states and
what the traditions convey. It is interesting to note that when Ab‰
Burdah (d.104 ah) quoted the tradition concerning the transfer of sin
onto others, on the authority of his father, Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ, the
Umayyad Caliph ¢Umar ibn ¢Abd al-¢AzÏz (d.101 ah) was surprised
and asked Ab‰ Burdah three times, “Did your father really narrate it
from the Prophet?” finally asking him to take an oath to that effect.55

The fifth Caliph was a pious man and seems to have asked a genuine 
question whose impact is such that it automatically creates doubt con-
cerning the authenticity of the traditions concerned. Although Ab‰
Burdah ultimately took the oath and confirmed that he had heard the
tradition from his father, doubt of its authenticity, which had been
sown in the mind of ¢Umar ibn ¢Abd al-¢AzÏz, remains in place. 
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9–Reference to Eve as the Root Cause of Women’s Infidelity 
to their Husbands
Al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim have both recorded a tradition on the authority
of Ab‰ Hurayrah that the Prophet said: “Were it not for the children of
Israel, food would never become rotten and meat would never putrefy;
were it not for Eve, no woman would ever become unfaithful to her
husband.”56

This tradition traces the cause of two things, decay of food items
and the infidelity of women, to the children of Israel and to the mother
of mankind respectively. In other words food decay is blamed on the
children of Israel and women’s unfaithfulness on Eve. If this is the case
can one logically surmise that food items did not rot prior to the time of
the children of Israel! Al-NawawÏ quotes some anonymous scholars as
stating that when the children of Israel stored these special food items,
al-mann (a type of sweet gum) and al-salw¥ (quails), defying an
instruction not to do so, these foods became rotten and the decay of
food items in general has continued since this time.57This line of argu-
ment raises several questions. First, was the storing of food items so
serious an offense that the whole of humanity had to pay the price?
Second, why would the whole of mankind be punished for the belli-
gerency of a section? Third, why was the punishment widened in scope
to include all food items aside from al-mann wa al-salw¥? Fourth, were
those elements in food items that are vulnerable to decay non-existent
in food items before the children of Israel’s actions? There seems to be
no easy answer to these logical questions. 

The Qur’an has mentioned the blessings of Allah upon the follow-
ers of Moses. One such blessing appeared in the form of certain special
food items known as, al-mann wa al-salw¥. We find mention of these
in three places, 2:57; 7:160; and 20:80. Here and in other places where
the case of the children of Israel has been mentioned, one may also find
mention of various offenses which the children of Israel committed and
also the punishment commensurate with those sins. None of these des-
criptions contain any reference to Israelite defiance concerning storage
of these food items sent by God. The Qur’an reiterates time and again
that it is the major sins which earn the displeasure of Allah, and the
storage of food items does not constitute from any perspective a major
crime. Aside from this, there is no mention in the genuine sources (the
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Qur’an and Hadith literature) that the children of Israel had ever been
forbidden to store this or any other food. 

The Qur’an also makes clear that punishment is reserved only for
those who have committed sin and not for those who have not: “And if
anyone earns sin, he earns it against his own soul: for Allah is full of
knowledge and wisdom” (4:111). According to the Qur’an, the burden
of one person will not be placed on another: “And whatever [wrong]
any human being commits rests upon himself alone; and no bearer of
burdens shall be made to bear another’s burden”(6:164). These are
eternal principles of justice as decreed by Allah. There is no way there-
fore that the burden of the children of Israel would fall onto the whole
of mankind. If they had done wrong then only they alone would
deserve to be chastised. 

Furthermore, the decay of food items is a natural process. If such
items were free from putrefaction before the children of Israel’s
involvement, then they would not have been alterable even in the stom-
ach, in which case, the digestion system of man must have been
different! As a matter of fact, man is created with certain elements in
his body. In order to maintain physical health man needs water, carbo-
hydrates, vitamins, proteins, minerals, iron etc. These nutrients are
supplied by consumption of vegetables, fruit, water, lentils and so on,
which in turn are vulnerable to decay because this is the nature of nutri-
tious elements such as these. Man’s digestion system demands that
items consumed are of a putrid nature otherwise nothing would be
digested and man would never be able to consume anything. There
might be no evidence to prove that before the children of Israel dead
animals did not putrefy but if this were the case man would not have
been able to consume meat or digest it. The concept of death is a time-
less reality and this together with the decay of edible items must be
something which has always existed from the time Adam and Eve
stepped onto the earth. 

The second element of the tradition concerns Eve. Eve it is said was
responsible for man’s expulsion from Paradise because she duped
Adam into eating the forbidden fruit. This cannot be true. The Qur’an
presents the case of Eve in a different manner: “Then did Satan make
them slip from the [garden], and get them out of the state [of felicity] 
in which they had been” (2:36). It is obvious from this verse that 
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Satan in fact tricked both Adam and Eve into taking the forbidden fruit
contrary to the case as claimed by al-NawawÏ. He advances the inter-
pretation presented by al-Q¥\Ï that Satan persuaded Eve to eat the for-
bidden fruit, and Eve, then, did the same to Adam who took the fruit
against the instruction of Allah.58The report goes against the Qur’anic
statement and is hence unacceptable. 

Al-¢AynÏ’s understanding of the statement concerning the role of
Eve as reported in the tradition is that “she invited Adam to eat the fruit
of that tree.”59 Ibn ¤ajar explains the role of Eve as “in this statement
there is a reference to Eve’s persuasion of Adam due to which Adam
took from the forbidden tree. Khiy¥nah (dishonesty, violation of rules,
infidelity) on the part of Eve means that she accepted what was presen-
ted to her by Satan in a beautiful manner; and she presented that idea to
Adam in an attractive way.”60 Both these comments by al-¢AynÏ and
Ibn ¤ajar are classic examples of the Qur’an being sidelined in favor of
authenticating a tradition recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ. Had they even given
the Qur’anic statement (2:36) a cursory examination, they would not
have believed what they did. Once again, the Qur’an mentions clearly,
that it was not Eve who forced Adam to do wrong but Satan who per-
suaded them both. Eve therefore is innocent of the charge leveled
against her and should not be blamed for an action she did not commit.

It could be that the statement reported in the tradition was initially
made by someone attempting to interpret verse 2:36of the Qur’an, and
later mistakenly reported as that of the Prophet. It was impossible for
the Prophet to say anything that would be in contrast with the Qur’an,
and in actual fact, it is the Bible which blames Eve for causing Adam to
deviate from God’s command. This is not to give credence to anyone’s
position concerning Eve because the original biblical revelation has
been lost and its contents corrupted. In this situation, the truth lies with
the Qur’an, and not with the Bible. 

Finally, the report itself is a source of humiliation for women. Is it
only the wife who commits infidelity? Are husbands not also unfaithful
to their wives? Why point the finger of blame at women only? In reality
infidelity whether on the part of the man or the woman, is not the result
of Eve or Adam’s error, but rather because Allah has created man with
this capacity. The Qur’an says: “By the Soul, and the proportion and
order given to it, And its enlightenment as to its wrong and its right”
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(91:7–8). If a woman and man commit sin against each other, it is
because they have the innate capability to do so. It is mankind’s free-
dom of thought, choice and action that govern whether he does right or
wrong. 

10–Women, Houses, and Animals as Sources of Bad Omen
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded a tradition on the autho-
rity of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar which confirms that in women, animals,
and houses are bad omens. The tradition in the words of Muslim is:
“The Prophet said: ‘If bad luck were true, it would be in the horse, the
woman, and the house.’”61

Al-Kha~~¥bÏ tries to interpret this report by saying that “evil portent
in terms of houses means insufficient space to live in and bad neigh-
bors; in terms of women her impudent tongue and inability to conceive
and give birth; and in terms of horses meaning those unfit for war.”62

Although this seems rather neatly put the wording of the tradition does
not allow for this kind of interpretation. It is quite clear from al-
Kha~~¥bÏ’s interpretation that he does see a problem in the statement
reported in the tradition but wanted to remove doubt concerning the
authenticity of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s recorded tradition. Ibn ¤ajar adopts the
same approach. Although he quotes various views which reinforce the
idea of the position of women being a source of bad omen, he himself is
of the view expressed by al-Kha~~¥bÏ.63

For al-Kha~~¥bÏ and Ibn ¤ajar the bad omen aspect of woman signi-
fies her abusive language and inability to conceive. If the two scholars
really maintain this position then one can counter, why confine the
issue of evil omen to women only? Do not the same problems also exist
in men? Abusive and offensive language and infertilility/sterility are
not the domain of women only. Although both sexes are involved men
are somehow absolved according to the tradition. Why?  

Can one honestly imagine the Prophet condemning women as bad
omens? Of course not. The Qur’an was revealed to the Prophet and he
was fully aware of the position of evil portents/omens. The Qur’an
says: “But whenever good fortune alighted upon them, they would say,
‘This is [but] our due’; and whenever affliction befell them, they would
blame their evil fortune on Moses and those who followed him. Oh,
verily, their [evil] fortune had been decreed by God – but most of them
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knew it not” (7:131). This verse maintains clearly that the idea of evil
omen is nothing but people’s own superstition. Actually, when people
are afflicted, they immediately try to identify the cause of their pain and
generally put the blame on something or someone or some place as a
source of bad luck. They forget that suffering is not due to any sort of
bad luck on earth but an aspect of the divine law according to which
both the states of happiness and distress befall man. It is this message
which has been conveyed in verse (7:131).

At another place the Qur’an reads:

They said: “We see evil omen from you: if you cease not, we will surely

stone you, and a painful torment will touch you from us.” The

Messengers said: “Your evil omens be with you! [Do you call it evil

omen] because you are admonished? Nay, but you are a people trans-

gressing all bounds.” (36:18–19)

In this verse we find repudiation of the idea of an evil omen. It is 
simply non-existent and in fact people’s suffering, and their ignorance
concerning the cause, actually causes development of such concepts of
superstition and evil omen.

When this tradition was brought to the notice of ¢®’ishah, she cor-
rected the report stating that the Prophet had actually said :“Arabs of
the period of ignorance and the Jews used to say that the woman, the
house, and the animal were the source of bad luck.” ¢®’ishah even
made the observation that the reporter of the tradition had not heard
the first part of the Prophetic statement.64 Ibn ¤ajar finds the report
narrating ¢®’ishah’s comment defective due to some defect in the chain
of narrators. But when he finds himself facing some authentic reports
narrating ¢®’ishah’s observation, he concludes that ¢®’ishah’s inter-
pretation is too far-fetched in relation to so highly authentic a tradition
as that recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ. While negating the approach of
¢®’ishah, Ibn ¤ajar says that the Prophet should not have made it (the
idea of bad omen) as an information related to superstitious belief of
the people of Arabia before Islam.65

It seems that the only concern of some of these Hadith commenta-
tors has been to insist upon and maintain the authenticity of traditions
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recorded in this or that collection at any cost. Ibn ¤ajar should not
have been so bold as to denounce ¢®’ishah’s comment. If ¢®’ishah’s
observation is taken into consideration, the problem in the tradition is
resolved with great ease.        
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4

Authentication of Hadith Through
Rationally Authentic Traditions

The position of the prophet for believers is that of a judge
(4:65). His verdicts are final (33:36) and none but the Prophet

himself was authorized to review his own utterances. His authority
represents the authority of Allah (4:80). As emphasized earlier, under
the first criterion, the Qur’an, disputed matters are to be referred to
Allah and the Last Prophet.1

The Prophet carried out his mission for a period of over two deca-
des before its eventual accomplishment. During this time he explained
the Qur’an, taught how to translate Allah’s commands into day to day
practical life, guided his followers in everything, made judgments in
disputed cases, admonished people for wrongdoing, counseled them in
their problems, and patterned their life along Islamic principles (62:2).
All these constitute an Islamic legacy that was meant to continue, lead-
ing people in general and believers in particular, throughout every 
age, time and place. Although adhered to, it was also unfortunately
betrayed by those who sought to gain for themselves many known and
unknown advantages. Consequently, people’s own desires and whims
began to circulate in the name of the Prophet. 

In this situation well-known Sunnah and Hadith, as well as the
Qur’an, could be used to determine the nature of other traditions 
supposedly related by the Prophet. The Prophet had said: “If an act
done by someone is not approved by us, it is to be rejected as unaccept-
able.”2 It seems fairly obvious that this advice indicates reference to a
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criterion for accepting or rejecting a tradition as hadith. In other
words, what is in conformity with the known traditions of the Prophet
is to be accepted as an authentic report; and what appears in stark con-
trast with highly authentic Sunnah and Hadith is to be rejected as
non-hadith. 

¢®’ishah’s Approach 

¢®’ishah is reported to have rejected certain sayings attributed to 
the Prophet in the light of her own experiences and knowledge on the
matters concerned. Muslim and others, for example, have recorded a
hadith on the authority of Ab‰ Dharr and Ab‰ Hurayrah which states
that “the Prophet said: ‘The woman, the donkey, and the dog break the
salah’.”3When this tradition was mentioned to ¢®’ishah, she reacted
sharply by saying: “You have likened us [women] to donkeys and
dogs. By God, I used to lie in front of the Prophet while he was 
praying.”4Another known example of her rejection of a hadith by ref-
erence to another is available in Muslim: “Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ once
asked her about what makes a bath obligatory. She answered, ‘the
Prophet said: “When someone sat in front of the four organs of the
woman, and the two genitals touched each other, the bath became
obligatory”’.”5 This response of ¢®’ishah is quite in contrast with a
hadith recorded by both al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. The hadith has been
narrated on the authority of Ab‰ Sa¢Ïd al-KhudrÏ who says: “The
Prophet went to a person from An|¥r and called him. When he came
water drops were falling from his head. The Prophet said: ‘Probably,
we caused you to hurry’. He said: ‘Yes, O Prophet of Allah!’ Upon this
the Prophet said: ‘If you were made to hurry without ejaculation, a
bath was not obligatory upon you but only ablution’.”6

It is claimed the second hadith, as mentioned above, was abrogated
by the first one.7 If abrogation theory was applied, ¢®’ishah would
surely have commented as such. However, apparent from her response
to the problem concerned, she merely quotes the Prophet’s statement
on the matter.

¢®’ishah was once approached by ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s who asked
her whether the report of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar from the Prophet
“Verily, the one who is dead tastes suffering as a result of people’s 



wailing over his death” was correct. She brushed the report aside, 
saying: “Once when a funeral procession… passed by the Prophet, in
which the deceased’s mourners were wailing, the Prophet said: ‘They
are wailing, whereas the deceased is experiencing painful suffering.’”
She also added that Ibn ¢Umar failed to maintain the accuracy of the
statement he had heard.8 She also corrected, on another occasion, Ibn
¢Umar’s report attributed to the Prophet stating that “The Prophet did
not utter: ‘They [the dead] are hearing what I say’, what he said was
‘they know what I say is true’.”9

¢Umar said: “After the throwing of the stones and the shaving of the
head in hajj, everything is lawful for you except perfume and women.”
¢®’ishah denied the validity of ¢Umar’s advice, saying that exception
was applicable only to women and not to perfume because she herself
had applied perfume to the Prophet even in pilgrimage dress.10

When certain people mentioned to ¢®’ishah that ¢AlÏ was the execu-
tor (wa|iyy) of the Prophet, she objected to this saying: “when did the
Prophet leave this will; I was with him when he died.” She is also
reported to have said: “The Prophet did not leave any bequest.”11

Ziy¥d ibn Ab‰ Sufy¥n wrote to ¢®’ishah that he had sent two sacri-
ficial animals for the hajj, seeking her advice concerning the decree of
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s that “one who offered a sacrificial animal for
hajj was just like the pilgrim as to the regulations of pilgrimage.” She
wrote back: “What Ibn Abb¥s says is not correct. I myself prepared the
collar for the sacrificial animal of the Prophet and the Prophet sent it
with Ab‰ Bakr; the Prophet did not make anything unlawful for him-
self during the pilgrimage season.” Mu^ammad ibn Shah¥b al-ZuhrÏ
shows his appreciation of ¢®’ishah with the words: “The first person
who removed people’s confusion on this matter was ¢®’ishah.”12

Once when ¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr prayed two extra cycles of
prayer (salah) after the ¢A|r salah, Mu¢¥wiyah disapproved the act.
The issue was referred to ¢®’ishah who maintained that the Prophet
once had not been able perform the two cycles of supererogatory
prayer connected to <uhr prayer due to his meetings with certain visit-
ing delegations, so he prayed the missed two cycles after ¢A|rprayer.13

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar disliked sweating perfume in pilgrimage dress
(that is he disliked that the good smell of perfume emanated from his
perspiration in pilgrimage dress) and when this was mentioned to
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¢®’ishah, she responded: “I applied perfume to the Prophet, and he 
visited all his wives and the following morning he put on the pilgrimage
dress.”14

Once, ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar mentioned in response to a question on
the number of minor pilgrimages the Prophet had performed, that the
Prophet had performed four minor pilgrimages, three in the month of
Dhu al-Qa¢dah and the fourth one in the month of Rajab. ¢®’ishah cor-
rected Ibn ¢Umar’s statement saying that all the minor pilgrimages of
the Prophet had been performed in the month of Dhu al-Qa¢dah.15

When ¢®’ishah heard ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar’s statement that “sud-
den death is indeed an exasperation for the believers” she corrected
this stating that what the Prophet had actually said was “sudden death
is mitigation for the believers, whereas it is exasperation for the non-
believers.”16

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar mentioned that the Prophet had said: “Bil¥l
indeed calls for prayer (salah) while it is still night; you may continue
eating and drinking until ¢Abd All¥h ibn Umm Makt‰m comes to call
for prayer.” ¢®’ishah blamed Ibn ¢Umar for reporting this Prophetic
statement incorrectly stating that what the Prophet had actually said
was: “Ibn Umm Makt‰m is blind when he calls for prayer, continue
eating and drinking until Bil¥l gives the call to prayer.”17 (The Prophet
meant to say that due to his blindness Ibn Umm Maktum was unable to
precisely discern the time for Morning prayer call; and he would gener-
ally call to prayer before the actual time drew in).

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar reported that the Prophet said: “The month is
indeed [composed] of twenty-nine days.” ¢®’ishah said: “May Allah
bless Ibn ¢Umar! The Prophet did not say this, what he said was that the
month might also be of twenty-nine days.”18

The decree of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Amr‰ ibn al-¢®| that “Women must
unravel their hair while taking a bath” reached ¢®’ishah. She commen-
ted: “How strange! Why did he not ask the women to shave their
heads? I used to take a bath along with the Prophet in one and the same
ware; I never poured more than three pots of water on my head; and I
did not unravel my hair.”19

Ab‰ Hurayrah reported that the Prophet had said: “One who does
not include the Witr salah in his prayer, his salah will not be accepted.”
¢®’ishah reacted to this report saying: 
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Who heard this from the Prophet? The time of the Prophet is not far

from us. We have not forgotten what he said: “One who comes on the

Day of Judgment with five times a day prayer [salah] excellently per-

formed in terms of ablution, timing, and the proper state of bending

and prostrating with no deficiency in the prayer at all, Allah would

never punish him according to His promise. One who came with defi-

cient prayers, it is up to Allah whether to punish him or pardon

him.”20

Ab‰ Hurayrah decreed: “One who has washed the dead body [as
part of the funeral rites] must take a bath, and one who has carried the
dead must perform ablution.” ¢®’ishah reacted sharply: “Are the dead
of Muslim society impure? What happens if a person carries the pyre of
the dead body?”21 ¢®’ishah’s questions represented her disapproval of
such kinds of decree.

Ab‰ Hurayrah’s Attitude

Once Ab‰ Hurayrah decreed that someone who gets up in the morning
requiring an obligatory bath should not fast. When they heard this,
¢®’ishah and Umm Salamah stated that the Prophet would quite often
rise in the morning requiring an obligatory bath and begin his fasting
without purifying himself. Dejected by the error he had made Ab‰
Hurayrah retracted his previous narration referring to the source from
whom he had heard it.22

Al-Khair Abadi’s Example: A Critique 

Al-Khair Abadi has advanced one such example of two traditions,
which appear to be in conflict with each other.

“It is reported on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s that the
Prophet decided a case on the basis of an oath and a witness.”23

On the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d it has been reported:
“Al-Ash¢ath ibn Qays states: ‘There was a dispute over a well between
myself and another person [RabÏ¢ah ibn ¢Ibd¥n]; we took the case to the
Prophet who said: “Two witnesses [from the plaintiff] or an oath from
the defendant.”’”24
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These two traditions appear to contradict one other, although it
may not be difficult to effect a compromise between them. It seems that
what Ibn ¢Abb¥s reports is related to a case different from the one that
is mentioned in Ibn Mas¢‰d’s report. It may, then, be presumed that the
judge can demand from the plaintiff and the defendant to produce any
number of witnesses, sometimes only one and, at times, two or even
more; he can also decide the case only on the basis of an oath from the
litigants. It all depends upon the nature of case. When the Prophet
ordered certain litigants to produce a witness and take an oath, he must
have taken into consideration the situation concerning the disputed
matter. And when he demanded from the petitioner to either produce
two witnesses or let the defendant take an oath, he must have weighed
the case in view. We can therefore postulate that the two reports repre-
sent two different cases, each of a different nature and concerning
different situations. 

Comparison of Traditions: A Delicate Task

To compare various a^¥dÏth which concern the same subject matter
but yet contradict one another is an extremely difficult and extraordi-
narily delicate task. If a hadith is rejected as unreliable simply for
containing content contrary to another, there must exist some strong
reasons for doing so. In a situation where contradiction occurs the first
task is to develop a rationally acceptable interpretation, which may
remove the nature of the conflict. Where this proves impossible and
any compromise between the two conflicting reports can in no way be
effected then a very careful selection of which of the two is to be consid-
ered unacceptable is highly advisable. For this to happen reason must
play a great role. It is this idea that the author has captioned “rationally
authentic traditions” and which for him form the second criterion.
Some examples are given below. 

1–An Eternally Prefixed Amount of Sustenance and One’s 
Life Span
Muslim has recorded on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d the
tradition that: 
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Umm ¤abÏbah, one of the Prophet’s wives prayed: “O Allah! Enable

me to enjoy company with my husband, the Prophet, my father, Ab‰

Sufy¥n, and my brother, Mu¢¥wiyah.” The Prophet said to her: “You

are asking Allah something related to a fixed life-span, a limited num-

ber of days, and an already distributed amount of sustenance. Nothing

will occur before its appointed time, and also nothing will take place

after its scheduled plan…”25

According to this tradition nothing will ever occur but in accor-
dance with a pre-ordained plan; therefore there is no way to increase
the amount of one’s sustenance and the number of days of one’s life.
This is why the Prophet is reported to have advised not to pray for
longevity of life and increase in income. This report however, is in con-
trast with another hadith on the authority of Anas ibn M¥lik which
states: 

My mother committed me to the Prophet as a servant and requested

him to pray for me. The Prophet prayed: “O Allah! Increase the

amount of his wealth and the number of his children, and also bless him

with an increase in what You have granted him [that is, age].”26

A compromise between these two traditions seems to be impossible.
The tradition related to Umm ¤abÏbah may be categorized as doubtful
on two grounds. First, it is a mere statement (hadith) attributed to the
Prophet, whereas the tradition narrated by Anas ibn M¥lik is the
Prophet’s own practice (sunnah). It may be concluded here that in case
of a conflict between a hadith and a sunnah, the latter is to be preferred.
Second, there exist traditions which relate the Prophet’s invocations,
one of which includes “safety from the evil impact of too much wealth
and too much poverty.”27

2–The Prophet’s Advice to Drink Camel-Urine for Cure 
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of Anas
ibn M¥lik a hadith: “Some people from the tribe of ¢Uraynah came to
Madinah and due to non-suitability of the climate they fell ill. The
Prophet advised them to drink milk and urine of the camels of charity.
They did so and were cured.”28
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This tradition suggests that there is cure for certain diseases in the
milk as well as the urine of camel. The question here is not whether the
camel-urine is efficacious or not. The issue is whether it was advised by
the Prophet to the people concerned to drink it. The urine is forbidden.
Psychologically, it is disdainful to even imagine and mention of drink-
ing urine. As al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim have both, on the authority of
Ab‰ Hurayrah and Anas ibn M¥lik respectively, reported, once a man
urinated in the mosque, the Prophet asked people to wash it away 
with water.29 According to another hadith, on the authority of ¢Abd 
All¥h ibn ¢Abbas, the Prophet said that a man was subjected to suffer-
ing in the other world because he did not keep himself clean of urine.30

Another hadith on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah advises believers not
to urinate in the source of stagnant water and then take a bath in it.31

From these a^¥dÏth it becomes clear that urine is impurity; anything
affected by it is to be washed and cleaned by water. Is it therefore con-
ceivable that the Prophet advised some Muslims to drink the urine of
camels, even though for a medical purpose? Followers of M¥lik ibn
Anas and those of Ahmad ibn ¤anbal, on the basis of Prophet’s alleged
advice to drink urine, consider the urine and excrement of ^al¥l
animals as pure and ̂ al¥l.32This is a blind approach. Urine is not from
~ayyib¥t (good and pure) but from the category of khab¥’ith (bad and
impure). The Prophet made lawful only what is good and pure, and
made unlawful what is bad and impure.33 Merely the existence of a
hadith does not suffice for it to be deemed as an original statement of 
the Prophet. There is a possibility that someone advertently or inadver-
tently inserted the word “urine” (Abw¥lih¥) beside the word “milk”
(Alb¥nih¥). The report comprising the Prophet’s advice to drink urine
in addition to milk seems to be disgusting.

It may be suggested here that the Prophet advised ¢Uraynans to
drink camel-urine due to its highly therapeutic efficacy. Some might
even refer to some modern researches on camel-urine which proves its
medical benefits in some skin problems such as sores, boils, and some
kind of cancers. The authenticity of such researches are yet to be
proved scientifically. It is well known that the urine contains chemical
constituents that are toxic. Toxic elements are rather more harmful. If
the disadvantages of urine outstrip its advantages, it can in no way be
declared beneficial. 
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The Qur’an declares in no uncertain terms: “Those who follow the
Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, who they find mentioned in their
own Scriptures – in the Torah and the Gospel – for he commands them
what is just and forbids them what is evil; he allows them as lawful the
things pure (~ayyib¥t) and prohibits them from the things impure
(khab¥’ith): he releases them from their heavy burdens and from the
yokes that are upon them. So it is those who believe in him, honor him,
help him, and follow the light, which is sent down with him; it is they
who will prosper” (7:157). S‰rah al-A¢r¥f (7) is a Makkan revelation in
which the position of the Prophet has been made crystal clear. And the
above quoted tradition belongs to the Madinan period of the Prophet.
According to the above quoted ¥yah (7:157), the Prophet had to pro-
hibit the people from all that were impure and bad. He had to make
them aware of what was pure and good. It is to be determined whether
urine of camel is pure and good. It has been seen above that urine is
from the category of bad and impure items. Hence it was not imagina-
ble that the Prophet advised some people to drink what was bad and
impure. Muslim scholars who consider the camel-urine pure and good
have actually developed this idea on the basis of this tradition as quoted
above. Scholars should also take into consideration the position of
urine in general and also the duty of the Prophet as mentioned in the
Qur’an. 

It could well be that the ¢Uraynans were advised by the Prophet to
drink camel-milk only, but the patients chose also to drink camel-urine
along with the milk. On their being cured, news about the efficacy of
the camel-urine could then have circulated, which is why the narration
would include the element of urine in the advice of the Prophet.
Strangely enough, throughout the history of the Companions, there 
is no reference to the use of camel-urine for therapeutic purposes. If
camel-urine really had formed a part of the Prophet’s advice, surely it
would have been utilised in some form or other in the medical system
developed and practiced by Muslims. Total reticence on the part of
medical practitioners in the Muslim world concerning the therapeutic
significance of camel-urine speaks volumes of its insignificance. 

3–No Indictment for Slandering the Slave for Adultery
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of 
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Ab‰ Hurayrah this hadith: “He who slandered his slave for adultery 
wrongly will be punished in accordance with ¤ud‰d laws on the Day
of Judgment, except that what he said was true.”34

Al-Muhallab (d.82 ah) is of the view that there is a consensus
among scholars that a free man is free from punishment for slandering
his slave (male or female) wrongly with adultery; and that this opinion
is based on the above tradition, which mentions about the punishment
of the slanderer only in the hereafter. The punishment, he argues, was
postponed to the other world with a view to making distinction
between the master and the slave.35 Slander is a cognizable offense.
The offender is to be punished, no matter who the person is. It is not
fair to let an offender go free merely because the victim is his slave. 
Al-Muhallab is satisfied with this discriminative provision hence he
refers to it as distinction between the master and the slave. Ibn ¤ajar
disagrees with his claim of consensus. He refers to al-¤asan al-Ba|rÏ
(d.110 ah) and others as having favored enforcement of the law of
slander (80 lashes) if the accused is other than the master here in this
world itself. The basis of this decree is the view of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar
narrated on the authority of N¥fi¢(d.117 ah): “When asked about his
view on the one who slandered someone else’s slave-girl for an affair
with someone else, Ibn ¢Umar said: The law will be enforced on him as
a humiliation.”36Here arises a question as to why the offender other
than the master will be brought to the book, but the master himself will
be freed for the same offense. The effected person or the victim is in
both the cases is a slave. Al-NawawÏ also concludes that the Ummah
has consensus on freeing the master for slandering his slave. He sug-
gests that the slanderer of the slave is to be punished but not as per
¤ud‰d laws but in accordance with the prevalent penal code (ta¢zÏr).37

In the stand of al-NawawÏ there are two problems. First, if the above
tradition frees the guilty of slander in this world, there is no way to 
suggest to punish him, as he is destined to be punished only in the here-
after. Second, if the penal code (ta¢zÏr) applies to the person concerned,
what is, then, the problem in applying ¤ud‰d code to him in this
world? If the tradition in view is taken as authentic, no authority can
prescribe any punishment to the culprit. In order to bring the slanderer
to justice, the tradition will have to be rejected as unreliable.
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If the master is accused of an affair out of wedlock by his slave, the
law prescribes punishment for the slave. But if the master blames his
slave, he is left scot-free. It is discrimination between man and man. It is
dishonor to humanity. Slaves are also human beings; they do possess
self-dignity. There are a^¥dÏthputting the slaves at par with free men in
terms of humanity. Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded that
the Prophet advised Ab‰ Dharr: 

They [slaves] are your brothers. Allah has placed them under you. Feed

them what you eat; clothe them with what you wear; do not burden

them beyond their capacity; and if you assign them a heavy task, help

them in it.38

In this hadith the Prophet has described the slaves as brethren of
their masters, and advised them to treat their slaves equally. There
should not be, then, any discrimination between the slave and the free
man when it comes to the enforcement of criminal law (¤ud‰d).
Muslim has quoted a hadith on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar:
“The Prophet said: If one slapped his slave or hit him, his expiation is
that he should free the slave.”39

Here in accordance with this tradition, the master is obliged to lib-
erate his slave merely due to causing physical injury. Liberation of a
slave means fiscal loss. The master who slanders his slave with adultery
is not required to do anything. Is it justice? Slap causes only physical
injury, whereas slandering causes psychological injury. At times the
latter is more offending and painful, and it may last long. 

The above hadith, which frees the master for slandering his slave,
says that the criminal law (¤ud‰d) will be applied only on the Day 
of Judgment. ¤ud‰d laws are for this life, they have nothing to do 
with the hereafter, where there will be enforced another set of laws 
prescribed by Allah. The master has a way out to escape from the pun-
ishment in the hereafter. He can repent for his error sincerely in this
world before his death. Thus, the hadith freed him from the earthly
punishment and his repentance made him eligible for concession in the
hereafter. It is an established fact that repentance cannot fend off the
enforcement of ¤ud‰d laws. G^¥midiyyah had sincerely repented for
her sin, yet she was not spared from a death sentence.40
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4–Condemnation of the Profession of Cupping
Muslim and others (not al-Bukh¥rÏ) have recorded on the authority of
R¥fi¢ ibn KhadÏj the hadith that “The Prophet said: ‘The most evil
incomes are from prostitution, the sale of dogs, and the fee of the 
cupper.”41

This tradition prohibits, among other things, monetary gain
through the profession of cupping (^ij¥mah). As al-NawawÏ says,
scholars are divided into two groups over this matter. One of them
does not consider it prohibited, and the other finds it, on the basis of
the above tradition, prohibited for the free man but not for the slave.42

It is very clear that the controversy around this issue is due to an enthu-
siasm to consider every report which stands authentic in terms of its
chain, as reliable and genuine. Al-Kha~~¥bÏ (d.388 ah) and Ibn ¢Abd al-
Barr have both declared this tradition to be weak even from the point
of its sanad.43

The following hadith, recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others,
recognizes the profession of cupping: “Anas ibn M¥lik states that the
Prophet hired Ab‰ >aybah for a cupping service, paid him two bowls
of food grain, and said: ‘Cupping is the best treatment’.”44

In light of such an authentic practice of the Prophet the report pro-
hibiting the profession of cupping may be considered unreliable. Had
there been anything wrong in the practice of cupping and earning an
income by it, the Prophet would never have paid for it. Acceptance of
both the traditions as authentic causes an unnecessary rift among the
Ummah. What causes disunity may not be attributed to the Prophet.

5–Condemnation of Poetry
Muslim mentions a tradition (also recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ, and others)
on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah and others that the Prophet said: “It
is better that man’s stomach is filled with vomited out stuffs and blood
than that it is filled with poetry.”45

This tradition goes against the relatively authentic tradition repor-
ted by ¢®’ishah. She remarked that the tradition was not taken properly
from the Prophet who actually said that, “It is better for someone’s
stomach to be filled with vomited out stuffs and blood than to be filled
with the poem in which I have been defamed and ridiculed.”46
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Notice how the text of the Prophet’s statement has been deficiently
narrated. Although the tradition as recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim
is not defective in terms of its chain of narrators, there is a problem in
the text. Had it not been corrected, the Ummah would have been under
the impression that the Prophet hated poetry and advised his followers
to keep away from it. There are other traditions regarding the virtuous
position of ¤ass¥n ibn Th¥bit, the poet of the Prophet, recorded by al-
Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. These traditions describe the significance of
¤ass¥n in the eyes of the Prophet who used to encourage the poet to
compose and read poems in praise of the Prophet and in condemnation
of the enemies.47
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5

Authentication of Hadith 
Through Sound Reasoning

Reason plays a vital role in man’s existence (2:170). It is
a power that elevates humankind to the highest position on earth

(2:30–38) and through proper application helps maintain his humanity
(21:10). Its misuse, abuse or non-use snatches away man’s superiority
over most other creatures (8:22) whilst total suspension of independ-
ent reasoning reduces him to the state of animals (7:179). The Qur’an
lays great emphasis on the intellectual power of man, such that true
faith and good deeds seem to be impossible without the guidance of
reason (67:10). 

Indeed every single one of God’s prophets have invited their respec-
tive people to the divine message, appealing to their faculty of reason
(2:44; 3:65; 7:169; 21:67). One of the most appreciable traits of the
followers of the Last Prophet is that they do not treat Revelation with
disregard, turning a blind eye or deaf ear to it (25:73). In his explana-
tion of verse 25:73 al-ZamakhsharÏ (d.538 ah) states that believers
maintain a state of extreme mental alertness when listening to the
Revelation, keeping their eyes and ears wide open.1 This state denotes
a critical use of faculties, to gain as true an understanding of the mes-
sage as possible. When the Qur’an invites people to reflect (tadabbur)
upon its verses: “Do they not ponder over the Qur’an, or are there
locks over their hearts?” (47:24), what it actually asks them to do is to
use their minds to grasp the true purport of the Revelation. ®yah 47:24
refers to the human heart (qalb) as the tool for learning, understanding,



analyzing, criticizing, and deliberating over a matter. In other words,
to attain the true message of Allah one has to use one’s mind. It follows
therefore, that if intellectual reasoning is a means to understanding the
Qur’an, it should also be an apparatus to understand the substance of
hadith literature. 

Definition of Sound Reasoning

The use of intellectual faculties does not imply giving free reign to 
the mind, applying thought processes free of all bounds and limits.
Absolute freedom ruins the mind for there are limitations and thresh-
olds beyond which it cannot go and which if crossed can cause it to
become imbalanced. The mind, or reason, accordingly needs to work
within fixed parameters and this is especially so when analyzing or
attempting to understand the nature of hadith texts. A mind that is not
governed by Islamic faith, knowledge, wisdom, and sincerity towards
Allah and the Last Prophet is immediately to be disqualified for the
purpose, and indeed any form of prejudice cannot be accepted as a cri-
terion. For instance, someone harboring an antagonistic approach to
the Qur’an or the Sunnah cannot be expected to do justice to their elu-
cidation, despite any intellectual ability. This is precisely why the
criteria of reason cannot be defined as simple intellectual capacity but
is more comprehensive. It requires a ‘sound mind’ or ‘sound reason’,
defined as the ability to speculate governed by the Islamic principles of
God-consciousness (al-taqw¥), justice (al-¢adl), honesty (al-am¥nah),
truthfulness (al-|idq), moderation (al-wasa~), and sincerity (al-ikhl¥|). 
Cited below are a few examples to illustrate cases where sound reason
has been used as a criterion to judge the nature of the traditions
expounded.

1–Breast-feeding of an Adult Male
Muslim and others (although not al-Bukh¥rÏ) have recorded a tradi-
tion on the authority of ¢®’ishah stating that: 

S¥lim mawl¥ [patron, protector] AbÏ ¤udhayfah lived with Ab‰

¤udhayfah and his family. One day, Sahlah bint Suhayl, the wife of

Ab‰ Hudhayfah, came to the Prophet and said: “S¥lim has reached the
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age of puberty. He visits us. In his presence, I guess, there is a sign of 

disapproval in Ab‰ ¤udhayfah’s eyes.” Upon this the Prophet advised:

“Breast-feed him so that you become prohibited (^ar¥m) for him, and

what is in the heart of Ab‰ ¤udhayfah disappears.” She, then,

returned. As she herself stated, she breast-fed S¥lim and Ab‰ ¤udhyfah

no longer became uncomfortable.2

Commenting on this report, al-NawawÏ mentions that the consen-
sus reached by all scholars from the generations of the Sa^¥bah, the
T¥bi¢‰n, and across the Muslim world is that the age at which a foster
relationship can be established through breast-feeding is less than two.
He refers to three exceptions, Ab‰ ¤anÏfah who stated two and a half
years, Zufar (one of Ab‰ ¤anÏfah’s students) who stated three years,
and M¥lik ibn Anas, who mentioned two years and a few days. As 
for the hadith regarding S¥lim, al-NawawÏ claims that it was an excep-
tional provision meant for S¥lim only.3 This learned commentator of
Muslim seems to have ignored the tradition in which ¢®’ishah is repor-
ted to have advised Umm Salamah, another wife of the Prophet, to
breast-feed her adult slave, Ayfa¢ on the grounds that the Prophet had
advised Sahlah to do the same.4 If S¥lim’s case had indeed been a 
special one, why would ¢®’ishah whose intelligence and knowledge
made her superior to the other wives of the Prophet, then have advanced
it as a precedent for Umm Salamah? Nevertheless, al-NawawÏ prefer-
red the view of the other wives of the Prophet. In actual fact the whole
issue of S¥lim’s breast-feeding appears to be a controversial one. 

Instead of insisting on one or other ruling to be derived from the 
tradition, it is first necessary to establish whether the information 
contained therein is rationally acceptable. The first question which
immediately comes to mind is whether Sahlah bint Suhayl, who repor-
tedly breast-fed S¥lim, had breast milk at the time? If the answer is 
no, then the sanctity of the tradition can in no way be maintained.
According to history she could not have been lactating. Sahlah bint
Suhayl only had one child with Ab‰ ¤udhayfah, born during their stay
in Abyssinia after migration in the 5th year after Prophethood. After
the family returned to Makkah around a month later the same year,
they remained there until the Prophet’s emigration to Madinah eight
years later. The occurrence of the breast-feeding event as reported in
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the tradition took place in Madinah, which means that there existed a
gap of around 8–10 years between the birth of Sahlah’s child and her
breast-feeding of S¥lim.5Normally, a woman may continue secreting
milk for around three years after childbirth, and this being so it would
be impossible for Sahlah to have been lactating at the time that she is 
supposed to have breast-fed S¥lim. Physiologically, a white substance
may secrete from a woman’s dry breast, if the nipple is sucked for sev-
eral days in a regular manner. If this were the case, we would have the
bizarre situation of S¥lim having had to act this out for several days
continuously to enable Sahlah to secret a milk like substance, which
still may not be classified as milk. According to the known ruling of
scholars, it is breast milk which establishes a foster relationship (ri\¥
¢ah), and not any other substance whether that appear to be similar to
milk or not.

Furthermore, in order to breast-feed S¥lim, Sahlah would have had
to expose her breast, in other words to uncover her ¢awrah, something
which Islam forbids (24:31; 33:59). Scholars generally agree that a
woman’s ¢awrah includes every part of the body from head to toe
excluding the face, the hands up to the wrist, and the feet up to the
ankles. There is some disagreement over whether a woman’s face,
hands, and feet are also to be covered, but other than this there is no
other disagreement as to what designates a woman’s ¢awrah. The
Qur’an makes it compulsory for women to cover the alluring parts of
their body including the chest. (24:31). Moreover, breast-feeding
involves physical contact between two persons, the woman and the
child. If S¥lim had been breast-fed, physical contact would have had to
take place between him and Sahlah breaking yet another of Islam’s
strict rulings, that a woman and a man unrelated to each other, cannot
have physical contact except in certain exceptional circumstances such
as medical assessments by a physician. The Prophet never allowed any
Muslim woman to make a pledge by putting her hand on his hand,
unlike for men.6 Nevertheless, al-Q¥\Ï ¤asan (d.592 ah) suggests
another possibility by way of explanation. He conjectures that Sahlah
might have extracted her milk in a container and given this to S¥lim to
drink instead of uncovering her ¢awrah, this way no physical contact
would have taken place.7 This is a far-fetched idea and implausible
because foster relationships are to be established through contact, that
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is breast-feeding directly8 and not simply by drinking breast milk from
a place other than a woman’s breast.

Biologically, the woman’s breasts are among the most sexually
sensitive organs of her body, and any physical contact involving this
area would easily arouse carnal passion in both adults. Islam forbids
men and women even from prolonging and deepening their gaze upon
the opposite sex (24:29–30) and exhorts its adherents not only to keep
away from adultery but indeed any act which might lead to it (17:32).
Once again this particular tradition seems to go against well estab-
lished Islamic norms.

Then there is the question of why Ab‰ ¤udhayfah would feel
uncomfortable by S¥lim’s presence in front of his mother, for psycho-
logically a father would naturally never be affected, and S¥lim was the
adopted son of Ab‰ ¤udhayfah. According to age-old Arab (before
Islam) tradition, the adopted son was considered the real son. People’s
attitude towards others is governed not only by hereditary traits of
behavior but also by cultural traits and since Arabs looked upon their
adopted children as their biological children, it is hard to imagine that
Ab‰ ¤udhayfah would look suspiciously at his adopted son S¥lim
when he saw him near Sahlah. This leads to another obvious discrep-
ancy. If Ab‰ ¤ud-hayfah had been sensitive to S¥lim’s presence in
front of his wife, how could he possibly have allowed Sahlah to have
physical contact with him and through such a method? A normal man
would never tolerate any adult male touching his wife and in such a
compromising manner, and this is even more so the case with Arabs
who are deeply sensitive to principles of personal honor an integral
part of which is represented by the wife. All these issues throw very
serious doubt on the authenticity of this tradition. 

2–The Self-Indictment of Four Prophets on the Day of Judgment
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded a long tradition generally
known as ¤adÏth al-Shaf¥¢ah, the gist of which is that: 

On the Day of Judgment all mankind will be gathered together at one

place. They will be in a state of deep sorrow and pain. They will decide

to approach Adam for help. When they approach him and draw his
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attention to their plight, he will express his helplessness due to his sin of

eating the fruit of the prohibited tree. The people will, then, seek Noah

for help. He will also be unable to help them because he will be empty-

handed, having been granted a supplication, which he had used against

his people. They will thereafter visit Abraham who will extend the

excuse, referring to the three lies he had spoken. They will [then] meet

Moses who will express his inability to help them due to his killing a

person without reason. They will, then, go to Jesus who will send them

to Prophet Muhammad. In the end they will reach Prophet Muhammad

who will try to help them…9

The central element and underlying message is that only Prophet
Muhammad will have the power and honor to intercede on behalf of
mankind on the Day of Judgment. The hadith may seem acceptable
until more attention is paid to the objectionable way in which four
prominent prophets, Adam, Noah, Abraham, and Moses, have been
described as not daring to beseech Allah for help due to having com-
mitted sins in the past. 

Adam who refers to his sin of eating the forbidden fruit should not
have done so because he had repented and Allah had forgiven him. As
repentance and forgiveness make a person innocent of their error, it
does not befit a personality like Adam to mention what had been
erased from his account as he was well aware of the divine pardon he
had received from Allah. 

Noah mentions the mistake of having prayed against his own 
people. This in fact is not a sin. The prophet spent almost a thousand
years calling his people to the message of God, yet aside from a small
number they refused to listen to him. The situation was such that he felt
if the rebels were allowed to continue living on earth, human life would
sink into chaos warranting the prayer he made to Allah to punish the
culprits. In reality Noah did not pray against his people but tried to
save humanity by praying that Allah help him to establish peace and
justice on the earth, the first step of which was the annihilation of the
anti-social elements existing among society. What he did was just and
right. It was not a sin. His prayer in fact saved humanity. Conversely
the tradition seems to be describing him as feeling guilty for having
made the prayer, but if he had not done anything wrong, why would he
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feel guilty? Noah was a prophet and knew better than anyone what
was wrong and what was right. 

As for the self-indictment of Abraham, the issue of Abraham’s
alleged ‘lies’ has already been discussed in an earlier chapter. Suffice it
to say that as Allah Himself describes Abraham as “|iddÏq, a man of
truth” (19:41) it is inconceivable that the Prophet would use a humili-
ating and derogatory remark against him. 

Moses’s reference to his sin of manslaughter, committed before his
apostleship, does not seem to be justified. Moses had not killed the 
person concerned intentionally but accidentally, and furthermore,
after being appointed as a prophet, was no longer to be blamed for the
killing. Moses prayed throughout his life for the sake of his people, and
his prayers were all granted. It is strange to suppose that he would fail
to mention his sin while praying to Allah but then fear to talk to Allah
on the Day of Judgment because of it. If the tradition is true, then it sim-
ply demonstrates Moses’s ignorance of the nature of his relationship
with Allah, and of course no prophet can ever be guilty of this.

Finally we come to prophet Jesus. Although the tradition does not
refer to any sin on the part of this great prophet, it still astonishingly
deprives him of the right to help people. According to the tradition,
Jesus will say to those who ask him for help: “Go to Muhammad
because Allah has forgiven all his sins.” This implies that Prophet
Muhammad is only able to help people because Allah has forgiven
him. Is Allah’s forgiveness the privilege of the Last Prophet only or an
honor granted to all His prophets? Allah’s forgiveness is conditional
upon true faith and sincere deeds and whoever fulfils the condition
deserves His forgiveness (3:31). Furthermore, does not this general
rule apply to all Allah’s Prophets who were protected throughout their
lives from committing sinful deeds? All the prophets carry the great
honor of having been forgiven by Allah and if this is the case, it is
wrong to claim that Prophet Muhammad’s privileged role of interces-
sor is due to his having been forgiven by Allah. The tradition in fact
contradicts the Prophet’s advice to his followers: “It is not appropriate
for anyone to say that I (Muhammad) am better than Jonah son of
Mathew.”10 This tradition concerning intercession is a clear example
of extolling the Prophet at the expense of the honor accorded to the
other great prophets of Allah. Ostensibly the main theme of the 
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tradition is simply to establish the inability of other prophets to help
human beings.

3–Moses Running Naked in Public
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of Ab‰
Hurayrah a tradition which states that, 

The children of Israel used to bathe naked, exposing their genitals to

one another. Since Moses used to take a bath alone, they commented:

“By God, nothing prevents Moses to bathe with us except that he 

suffers from hydrosol.” One day, Moses went to take a bath and the

moment he placed his clothes on a rock, the rock flew off with them.

Moses ran after the rock desperately trying to stop it until he reached an

inhabited area where the people saw Moses’s genitalia and stated:

“Nothing is wrong with Moses.” After this, the rock stopped and

Moses took his clothes and started hitting the rock with them.11

This tradition seems to come perilously close to undermining the
respectable position of a prophet. Muslim has recorded it under the
title “Praise of Moses” which is rather inexplicable for how can public
humiliation be considered a virtue? Needless to say running around
naked in public is an utterly shameful act and if Moses’s clothes had
somehow been taken away by the rock surely he would not have lost
his sense of modesty and run after them. This does him great disservice.
Furthermore, by first extolling the modesty of Moses by referring to his
abstinence from taking a public bath, the tradition seems to undermine
itself by then pointing immediately to his immodesty. 

What are we being told exactly by this entire event? The tradition
seems to suggest that the entire incident occurred to clear Moses of the
accusation of being physically impaired. In other words since Moses
did not care for people’s comments it implies that Allah had him run
naked so that people could see his private parts and become convinced
that he did not harbor any disease. It is repulsive to think this or to
imagine that nature would somehow plan to disrupt Moses’s natural
inclination toward modesty. Al-NawawÏ suggests that the rock flying
away with Moses’s clothes was a miracle.12 Miracles were given to
prophets either to prove their authenticity as Allah’s representatives or
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to help their followers to overcome certain unusual problems and
Moses was in fact given many miracles, which fall into either of these
two categories. A miracle is not a circus act, and for it to take place, the
need has to be very pressing. In this particular incident however the
need seems negligible (even if we are to accept the ‘clearing of an accu-
sation’ hypothesis) or nonexistent. If anything the ‘miracle’ undermines
Moses dignity and standard of morality, putting him through a humili-
ating experience and Allah never lets his chosen servants be humiliated.
Because of this issue Ibn al-JawzÏ refers to the probability of Moses
having worn an undergarment at the time of running after the rock.13

Given its many serious difficulties one could surmise that this tradi-
tion is not a story related by the Prophet but most probably by someone
from among the narrators who possibly picked it up from Judeo-
Christian sources and attributed it to the Prophet to assign it credibility
and sanctity. 

4–The Prophet’s Supposed Order to Kill the Innocent
Only Muslim has recorded this tradition on the authority of Anas ibn
M¥lik:

A man was accused of having an affair with the Prophet’s servant girl

(M¥riyyah). The Prophet, then, ordered ¢AlÏ to behead him. ¢AlÏ went

to him, found him in a pond, and asked him to come out. When he came

out, ¢AlÏ found him without male genitalia. ¢AlÏ did not carry out the

execution, and informed the Prophet about it.14

The man who was accused of the affair was a eunuch named
Ma¢b‰r presented to the Prophet by the Egyptian ruler, Muqawqis.
The Prophet’s servant girl referred to was M¥riyyah who had also been
sent to the Prophet by the same ruler.15 The narration raises many
questions. Had ¢AlÏ carried out the Prophet’s command the innocent
eunuch would have been put to death for no fault of his own. ¢AlÏ how-
ever refrains from killing him once he realizes that the affair could not
have been possible. This would mean that the Prophet passed judg-
ment against an individual without establishing the truth of the matter
and failing to call any witnesses. The case, as reported in the tradition,
was that of adultery for which there should either have been four 
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witnesses or a confession by the accused or any other certain evidence
of sexual involvement. Although Ma¢b‰r’s case contained no witnesses
let alone four, no self-confession, and no other irrefutable evidence, the
Prophet is reported to have issued the order for his execution. It is
unimaginable that the Prophet who refrained from sentencing a
woman accused of adultery mainly because there was no evidence
against her,16 would order a man to be killed simply on the grounds
that he had been accused of adultery.

According to established history, Ma¢b‰r had actually been pre-
sented to the Prophet as a eunuch, so it cannot be claimed that no one
knew of this. Furthermore, eunuchs have certain recognizable effemi-
nate mannerisms, which naturally alert others to their state. Thus,
Ma¢b‰r’s being accused of adultery should have raised some doubt. 

Then there is the question of who actually accused the eunuch of
having an affair with someone in the Prophet’s family, for this was a
serious thing to do. It was not possible for Muslims to smear the
Prophet’s own household, they loved and respected him far too much.
One could speculate that the accusation had been made by certain 
hypocrites, however, the time scale involved does not allow for this.
Muqawqis had sent M¥riyyah, Ma¢b‰r and others to the Prophet in the
year 8 ah.17 During this period we do not find any hypocrites in the
Islamic society of Madinah. 

Finally, the story leaves us with one final unanswered question. Did
the Prophet eventually identify the accusers and subject them to the
stipulated punishment of slander (qadhaf) once it had been proven that
Ma¢b‰r was innocent? It would have been the responsibility of the
society to bring the culprits to justice but we do not find any reference
of this. Historical non-availability of such information denotes the
non-existence of such slanderers. And non-availability of slanderers
signifies that the story has been fabricated.

5–The Prophet’s Wish to Burn People Due to their not 
Joining the Salah
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of Ab‰
Hurayrah a tradition which states that “The Prophet said, ‘No prayer
is harder for the hypocrites than the Fajr and the ¢Isha prayers and if
they knew the reward for these prayers at their respective times, they
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would certainly present themselves [in the mosques] even if they had to
crawl.’ The Prophet added, ‘Certainly I decided to order the Mu’adh-
dhin to pronounce Iq¥mah and order a man to lead the prayer and then
take a fire flame to burn all those who had not left their houses so far
for the prayer along with their houses.”18

This tradition conveys two messages. First, that the Prophet was a
harsh and hard-hearted man. Second, that being absent from the con-
gregational prayers in the mosque is cognizable. The first message
contrasts with the great mercy and gentleness of the Prophet as
described in the Qur’an as well as the highly authentic a^¥dÏth. The
Qur’an says: “It was by Allah’s grace that you deal gently with your
followers: for if you had been harsh and hard-hearted, they would
indeed have broken away from you” (3:159). In a hadith the Prophet
describes his disposition and demeanor in the following words: “I am
Muhammad, Ahmad, the final Prophet, leader of the people on 
the Day of Judgment, an apostle of repentance, and an apostle of
mercy.”19 The Prophet was very gentle in his dealings, kindhearted
towards people, and a paragon of mercy, therefore it is inconceivable
that he would wish to burn his followers alive.

Skipping salah in the mosque is obviously not a desirable action,
however the offense is not so terrible that it would warrant the death
penalty, and that by fire. Furthermore, no offense or crime in Islam, no
matter how serious, carries with it the punishment of being burnt alive.
It could be argued that the Prophet did not enforce this punishment on
any one but simply wanted to make the people realize the significance
of prayer in congregation. It is possible that the Prophet wanted to send
a message, yet once again it is inconceivable that he would do so by
frightening people in this way. It was also not possible for a man of
mercy to even imagine burning his own followers. 

How can one possibly attribute these words to the Prophet, when
he had prevented his followers from using fire in torture? The Prophet
said: “None can be punished with fire except with the fire of the
Lord.”20 It is clear from this tradition that the punishment of fire is not
allowed; it is the prerogative of Allah alone. Therefore, the Prophet
would not have intended to punish these people with fire, for it would
have contradicted his own ruling. 
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It is obvious from a report that the Prophet may have made this
statement against certain hypocrites who had absented themselves
from the salah.21Nevertheless, even if directed against the hypocrites
it is inconceivable that the Prophet, who throughout his mission never
dealt harshly with the hypocrites, would say anything of this nature.
He always dealt with them gently. Dealing is not confined to only
action and interaction; it includes comments and observation in
words. If the Prophet had used harsh words, the people around him
would certainly have broken away from him. According to all avail-
able accounts, the Prophet did not even reproach those who had failed
to carry out their duty properly in the battle of U^ud, although their
negligence caused the victory of Muslims to turn into defeat.22 Being
negligent of military duty on the battlefield is more serious than skip-
ping salah in a mosque. If the Prophet did not wish to punish the guilty
in the battle of U^ud, is it rational to assume that he would intend to
kill those lagging behind others in prayers?

6–An Unrelated Woman Delousing the Prophet’s Head
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of Anas
ibn M¥lik the following tradition: “The Prophet used to frequently
visit Umm ¤ar¥m bint Mil^¥n, the then wife of ¢Ub¥dah ibn ß¥mit.
One day he visited her. She served him food, and then she started pick-
ing lice from his head. The Prophet fell asleep…”23

Umm ¤ar¥m was a Muslim of Madinah. She was the maternal aunt
of Anas ibn M¥lik, one of the Prophet’s assistants.24 She hailed from
the same tribe, al-Najj¥r, as the Prophet’s great grandmother, Salmah
bint ¢Amr ibn Zayd ibn LabÏd.25 There does not seem to be any blood
or foster relation between the Prophet and Umm ¤ar¥m. How could,
then, one imagine that physical contact occurred between the Prophet
and Umm ¤ar¥m? It is obvious that this tradition represents some sort
of attempt to tarnish the Prophet’s unblemished and pure character. 

Al-NawawÏ claims that there exists consensus amongst Muslim
scholars that Umm ¤ar¥m was ma^ram (an unmarriageable kin) for
the Prophet. He also refers to disagreement among scholars over the
nature of how she was a ma^ram. According to Ibn ¢Abd al-Barr, Umm
¤ar¥m was the maternal aunt of the Prophet through suckling
(ri\¥¢ah). He also quotes others anonymously as having said that Umm
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¤ar¥m was the maternal aunt of the Prophet’s father or grandfather
through suckling (ri\¥¢ah).26 Ibn ¤ajar, commentator of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
ßa^Ï^, finds in the tradition permission for an unrelated woman to
entertain a male guest, and delouse his head. But this issue he observes
has become an intricate one in the eyes of a group of scholars. He also
refers to the view of Ibn Abd al-Barr in these words: “Umm ¤ar¥m or
her sister Umm Sulaym, I guess, suckled the Prophet hence one of them
was the Prophet’s foster mother and the other foster aunt. That is why
the Prophet used to sleep beside Umm ¤ar¥m and received from her
the services that are allowed between a male ma^ram and his female
ma^ram relatives.”27 Ya^y¥ ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn Muzayn (d.259 ah), a
commentator of Im¥m M¥lik’s al-Muwa~~a’, has tried to advance
another argument to prove the foster relationship between the Prophet
and Umm ¤ar¥m. He states that the Prophet’s great grandmother
Salm¥ and Umm ¤ar¥m were both from the same tribe, al-Najj¥r.28

Ibn Wahb (d.197 ah) is reported to have made two observations on
this matter. First, Umm ¤ar¥m was a foster aunt of the Prophet.
Second, Umm ¤ar¥m was the foster aunt of the Prophet’s father or his
grandfather.29 Ibn al-JawzÏ refers to some tradition memorizers’ view
that Umm Sulaym was the foster sister of the Prophet’s mother.30

It is obvious that most of the scholars, in their bid to maintain the
validity of the tradition, have advanced the notion of a foster relation
between the Prophet and Umm ¤ar¥m. According to established his-
tory, no woman from Madinah has ever been mentioned by historians
as the foster mother of the Prophet. Umm ¤ar¥m was from Madinah.
Al-Dimy¥~Ï (d.705 ah) emphatically denies any blood or foster rela-
tionship between the Prophet and Umm ¤ar¥m. He argues that the
women who suckled the Prophet are known and Umm ¤ar¥m’s name
is not among them. He further disproves the theory of a foster relation-
ship between the Prophet’s grandfather and Umm ¤ar¥m. He insists
that there was no possibility of any link between Umm ¤ar¥m and
Umm Salm¥, the Prophet’s great grandmother, who was from
Madinah, because the two came from two different families. He gives
the genealogy of both.31 Thus the two are linked to each other but not
later than previous four generations. If there was any foster relation
between them, he maintains, it could not be considered as the basis of a
foster relation between the Prophet and Umm ¤ar¥m.32
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As for Ibn al-JawzÏ’s suggestion that Umm Sulaym, the sister of
Umm ¤ar¥m, was a foster sister of the Prophet’s mother, ®minah bint
Wahb, this is a far-fetched idea. The idea of a foster sisterhood between
Umm Sulaym and ®minah indicates that both were of almost the same
age. When the Prophet was born, his mother was thirty years old33

hence Umm Sulaym was also of the same age. Thus, at the time of the
Prophet’s entry into Madinah Umm Sulaym was already eighty to
eighty-three. Historical calculation may not corroborate it. When the
Prophet entered Madinah, Umm Sulaym devoted to the Prophet’s serv-
ice her son Anas ibn M¥lik who was then only 8–10 years old.34 This
means that at the time of Anas’s birth she was seventy-one to seventy-
three. It should be born in mind that Anas was the first and only child
through her first husband, M¥lik ibn Na\\¥r.35 Biologically, women
in their seventies are unable to conceive due to the menopause, which
generally sets in at the age of fifty. Aside from this, Umm Sulaym, after
she embraced Islam, married Ab‰ >al^ah and bore him two children,
Ab‰ ¢Umayr and ¢Abd All¥h.36 Is it believable then that at the time of
her marriage with Ab‰ >al^ah she was eighty-four years old? History
has it that Ab‰ >al^ah had been very much impressed by her features
before he proposed to her.37Ab‰ >al^ah’s proposal to her speaks vol-
umes for her age for he was hardly twenty-five to thirty years old.38At
that time Umm Sulaym should not have been more than twenty-five to
thirty. In this case, she was twenty-three to twenty-eight years junior to
the Prophet. It is, then, not possible for Umm Sulaym to have been the
foster sister of ®minah.

In light of this, the theory of a foster relation between the Prophet
and Umm ¤ar¥m is untenable, and it seems obvious that the scholars
developed this idea on the basis of mere speculation. This is why some
scholars like Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-¢ArabÏ and al-Dimy¥~Ï have proposed 
the theory of the Prophet’s exclusive privilege.39 This proposal also
strengthens the belief that no foster relationship existed between the
Prophet and Umm ¤ar¥m. The proposal of the Prophet’s exclusive
right to have physical contact with Umm ¤ar¥m also seems to be mere
speculation. Undoubtedly, the Prophet had several exclusive privileges
granted to him by Allah such as marriage with any number of women.
But there are unequivocal statements on his exclusive privileges either
in the Qur’an or in the Hadith.40 There is no reference in either of the
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two sources to his privilege of being deloused by an unrelated woman.
In order to declare anything specific concerning the Prophet strong 
evidence must be provided, mere speculation will not do. 

It is unthinkable that the Prophet would have had physical contact
with an unrelated woman in the form of delousing, when he himself
refused to shake hands with women while conducting their pledge of
allegiance.41 In fact, no one would have raised any questions if the
Prophet had done so, that is taken women’s hands into his own for this
sacred act, yet he avoided it. If this tradition is considered authentic
then certain people may misuse it and the Prophet did not do or say
anything which could mislead the people. The only way to end the con-
troversies surrounding this tradition, and to maintain the integrity of
the Prophet is to declare the tradition to be false.

7–Encouraging a Man to Commit More and More Sins
Muslim and others (though not al-Bukh¥rÏ) have recorded on the
authority of Ab‰ Ayy‰b and Ab‰ Hurayrah the following tradition:
“The Prophet said: ‘By the One in whose Hands is my soul, if you do
not commit sins, Allah will destroy you and bring another people who
will commit sins and ask Allah for His forgiveness, Allah will, then,
forgive them’.”42

What are we being told here, that Man should be daring in commit-
ting sins, and, if he does not commit sins, he will have no chance to
repent and ask Allah for His forgiveness? In other words if a nation
remains pious committing a minimum amount of errors only, it may
lose the chance of survival. Can anyone imagine that the Prophet
would encourage his followers to commit sins so as to be able to seek
Allah’s forgiveness? It is strange that al-NawawÏ, a commentator of
Muslim’s work, has said nothing on this matter, meaning that he does
not seem to have found any problem with the tradition.

The Qur’an reiterates that nations are destroyed because of their
sins (6:6; 8:52, 54 etc). Allah has given glad tidings of a blissful life both
in this world and the hereafter for only those who do good deeds (2:25;
10:9; 16:97 etc). The Qur’an invites mankind to develop exceptionally
admirable qualities (25:62–74), which enable them to easily keep away
from sinful thoughts and acts. Believers have been warned against
falling victim to the tricks of Satan who always leads man into sin.
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Whilst it is true that believers have been advised to always seek Allah’s
forgiveness for the errors they may have committed in their daily life,
this can in no way be construed to mean that mankind has been invited
and encouraged to commit more and more sins. A life dominated by
sins is a bane, not a boon, and psychologically, if man keeps commit-
ting sins deliberately and keeps repenting, he cannot be expected to live
a sincerely pious life. Sins when accumulated may turn into chaos
(fas¥d) and such a situation is highly condemned in the Qur’an
(30:41–42).

The tradition uses the word dhun‰b for sins. Practically known sins
are categorized into two types, major and minor. Major sins (apart
from shirk) include, illicit sex, unjust killing, theft, robbery, confisca-
tion of someone’s rights, misbehavior with parents, dishonesty in
dealings etc. It seems that the tradition encourages one to commit not
only the minor but also the major sins although it is well known that
major sins are cognizable and punishable. 

The Prophet established a new society based on new Islamic princi-
ples in the Arabian Peninsula, an ideal society in terms of piety and high
moral values. Had the Prophet really allowed his people to feel free in
committing sins, the Arabs would never have been required to sever
their relationship with their past, and the Arabian Peninsula would
never have experienced a peaceful era. The Prophet came to discourage
people from doing anything wrong. The entire premise of Islam is
based on the “promotion of the good and the eradication of evil” (al-
amr bi al-ma¢r‰f wa al-nahyi ¢an al-munkar). How could this theory
ever be adjusted to the requirements of a tradition which is in total
disharmony with both it and basic Islamic principles?

8–¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b’s Friday Sermon and ®yat al-Rajm
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of ¢Abd
All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s the last Friday sermon of the second Caliph, ¢Umar
ibn al-Kha~~¥b and its background. Only al-Bukh¥rÏ has quoted it in
detail and below is his version of the story:

[According to ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ¢Awf, someone reported to ¢Umar

the Caliph who was in Makkah for pilgrimage that a particular person

observed:] “If ¢Umar should die, I would certainly pledge my allegiance
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to so-and-so [>al^ah ibn ¢Ubayd All¥h], by God, the election of Ab‰

Bakr was but an expected lapse, which soon came to an end.” Upon this

¢Umar became angry and said: “I will surely stand before the people

tonight to caution those who want to usurp their leadership.” ¢Abd 

al-Ra^m¥n ibn ¢Awf, [then, advised him not to do so because the 

pilgrimage season saw a gathering of all sorts of people including the

mean and the ignorant] “who will dominate in the gathering you intend

to address, and also because they will take your words but without

understanding, and interpret them out of context. So, wait until you

return to Madinah, which is the place of hijrah and Sunnah, you will be

there with the scholars and the nobles so that when you talk to them,

they will grasp your message and interpret correctly.” [¢Umar agreed to

this idea, postponed his plan of addressing the people there, and decided

to do so in the first gathering in Madinah. On the first Friday upon his

return to Madinah, ¢Umar delivered the following sermon]:

“I am going to say something, which I am obliged to say because I do

not know whether my death is very close. So he who grasps my words

and preserves them in his heart should spread them as far as possible.

He who finds himself unable to grasp them should not attribute any lie

to me. Verily, Allah raised Muhammad with the truth, and revealed to

him the Book. One of the revelations was ®yat al-Rajm [concerning

stoning to death], which we recited, grasped and memorized. The

Prophet enforced the ruling of rajm and we did the same after him.

With the passage of time, I am afraid, someone might say: ‘By God, we

do not find ®yat al-Rajm in the Book of Allah.’ And thus they go astray

due to abandonment of an obligation Allah had revealed. Remember!

stoning to death is the ruling in the Book of Allah for married men and

women who commit adultery and [the act] is established either through

the prescribed evidence or through pregnancy or through confession.

We also used to read in the Book of Allah – ‘Do not attribute your blood

relationship to any other than your fathers; this is blasphemy on your

part,’ or – ‘It is blasphemy to attribute your ancestory to any other than

your fathers.’ Remember! The Prophet said: ‘Do not extol me as Jesus

the son of Mary was extolled, say only that I am Allah’s servant and His

Messenger.’ It has reached me that someone has said: ‘If ¢Umar should

die, I would pledge allegiance to so-and-so’. Let no one be beguiled into
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saying that the election of Ab‰ Bakr was but a sudden lapse, which

soon came to an end. Undoubtedly, it was like that but Allah removed

its evil impact. There is none among you who could be considered on a

par with Ab‰ Bakr. He, who pledges allegiance to someone without

consultation with the people, risks himself as well as the person he

elects, to be killed. After the Prophet’s death we were informed that the

Supporters (al-An|¥r) remained behind and assembled altogether in

the hut of Ban‰ S¥¢idah; and ¢AlÏ, al-Zubayr and their confidants also

remained away from us. The emigrants (al-Muh¥jir‰n), then, gathered

around Ab‰ Bakr. I said to Ab‰ Bakr: ‘let us go to our brethren from the

Supporters.’ We went to them. When we were close to them, we met

two pious persons of theirs who informed us about the consensus [of

the Supporters] over the selection of the leader. They asked us about

our destination. When we told them that we wanted to see our brethren

from the Supporters, the two advised: ‘Do not go to them. Carry out

whatever we have already decided.’ I said: ‘By God, we shall certainly

approach them.’ When we reached the hut of Ban‰ S¥¢idah, we spotted

a person covered sitting among them. I asked: ‘Who is this?’ They

answered: ‘This is Sa¢d ibn ¢Ub¥dah.’ I, then, asked: ‘What is wrong

with him?’ They said: ‘He is not well.’ No sooner had we sat down than

their speaker stood and after due praise of Allah said: ‘We are the

Supporters of Allah and the majority of the Muslim army. And, O

Emigrants! You are only a small group; some people from your people

came forward attempting to uproot us and prevent us from [our right-

ful accession to the Caliphate].’ When he stopped, I intended to speak –

I had already prepared a speech that I liked with a view to delivering it

before Ab‰ Bakr, and I used to avoid provoking him. Ab‰ Bakr advised

me to wait a while, and I disliked to make him angry. So Ab‰ Bakr him-

self gave a speech and he was gentler and more sober-minded than I

was. By God, he never missed a sentence that I liked in my own pre-

pared speech, but he said the like of it or better than it spontaneously.

[He spoke more beautifully than what I had prepared in my speech]. He

spoke: ‘Whatever good you have said about yourselves, you deserve

that, but as for the [issue of Caliphate], it is recognized only for this par-

ticular group of the Quraysh. They are the noblest among Arabs with

regard to lineage and residence. I have approved for you one of these

two men. So give either of them the oath of allegiance’. He, then, took
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my hand as well as that of Ab‰ ¢Ubaydah ibn al-Jarr¥^ who was sitting

among us. I hated nothing of what he had said except that proposal. By

God, I preferred to be executed without just reason to my leadership of

the people among whom there was Ab‰ Bakr. Someone from the

Supporters, then, said: ‘I am the pillar … [and propose] that there

should be a leader from among us and a leader from among you [the

Quraysh].’ Thereupon there erupted furor and noise. I isolated myself

from the chaos and asked Ab‰ Bakr to stretch his hand. He stretched it;

I pledged my allegiance to him, so was done by the Emigrants, and the

Supporters followed suit. We, then, pounced upon Sa¢d ibn ¢Ub¥dah.

Someone said: ‘You killed Sa¢d ibn ¢Ub¥dah.’ I retorted: ‘Allah killed

Sa¢d ibn ¢Ub¥dah.’ [In his Friday sermon ¢Umar concluded:]… By God,

we did not find anything more appropriate than the election of Ab‰

Bakr. We were afraid that if we left the place without election of the

leader and they elected someone from among themselves, we would

have to willingly or unwillingly agree to it or in case of opposition there

would be chaos. So, he who pledges allegiance to someone without

consultation of other Muslims will risk himself as well as the one to

whom he pledged allegiance being killed.”43

This report consists of several components: 1) the background of
¢Umar’s Friday sermon, 2) the introductory part of the sermon, 3) the
event of Ab‰ Bakr’s election as the first Caliph, 4) the event after the
election, and 5) ¢Umar’s warning to the people. In order to understand
the true nature of this report, we need to analyze each of these five 
components.

The Background

A certain person makes the observation that he would favor so-and-so
after the death of ¢Umar. It is also reported that he added his own
understanding of how Ab‰ Bakr was unexpectedly elected to the office
of Caliphate. This observation enraged ¢Umar and he decided to speak
to the people about the facts related to Ab‰ Bakr’s election. The person
who made the observation does not ostensibly seem to have said any-
thing wrong. The right to elect a leader is vested in every individual’s
hands. If someone expressed his desire for a particular person, >al^ah
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ibn ¢Ubayd All¥h as identified by some authorities, it was not illegal or
undesirable for him to do so, but in fact his democratic right. Further-
more, there were certain other people like ¢AlÏ and al-Zubayr who had
initially disagreed to the election of Ab‰ Bakr. Their dissent was never
considered as harmful for the Ummah. So, if ¢AlÏ and al-Zubayr were
not blameworthy, why was this anonymous person blamed for causing
chaos? ¢Umar’s anger over his remark is hence somewhat perplexing.
Undoubtedly ¢Umar was a somewhat hot-tempered person but after he
became a Muslim this disposition surfaced only on religiously serious
matters. Had he been a man of uncontrolled temper, he would never
have been the successful ruler that he was. It is hard to imagine that
¢Umar became infuriated merely on the grounds of this statement. If he
really became disturbed over the observation, it should have been over
something other than what has been mentioned in the report.

The Introductory Remarks

¢Umar begins his Friday sermon with an introduction in which he
draws the attention of the audience to two so-called “abrogated”44

verses of the Qur’an and a hadith. The verses concerned, are ¥yat al-
Rajm [“Old man and old woman, if they commit adultery, stone them
both surely to death”], and ¥yat al-Raghb (“Do not attribute your
blood relationship to any other than your fathers; it is blasphemy on
your part, if you do so.”). The hadith quoted by ¢Umar in his speech is:
“Do not extol me as Jesus the son of Mary was extolled.” One wonders
what possible link there can be between the main theme of the sermon
and these references? It is almost impossible to identify any connection
between the two. Arabs were very eloquent in their speech and their
hatred of speaking something irrelevant to the occasion is historically
well known. ¢Umar was a man of rhetoric and eloquence. It is unlikely
that he would make a remark entirely irrelevant to the occasion. Al-
Muhallab attempts to make the link. He states that ¢Umar quoted the
abrogated verses and the hadith with a view to stressing the point that
no one was empowered to arrive at a decision on a matter unstipulated
in the Qur’an and the Sunnah.45 This seems to be a very vague sugges-
tion. Even if accepted, the ®yat al-Rajm and ®yat al-Raghb have noth-
ing to do with the observation concerning the election of Ab‰ Bakr.
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Had there existed any abrogated verses concerning the first Caliph’s
election only then would ¢Umar’s reference to them have had meaning.

The ®yat al-Rajm, as referred to by ¢Umar, is not mentioned in the
report. If ¢Umar read the other abrogated verse in full, he must have
read this one too. According to other sources the ¥yat al-Rajmas quoted
by ¢Umar was: “Old man and old woman, if they commit adultery,
stone them both to death” (al-Shaykh wa al-Shaykhah idh¥ zanay¥ fa
irjum‰hum¥ al-battah).46 The first question we need to ask is that is
this a Qur’anic verse? Does it corroborate the exemplary eloquence of
the Qur’an? Amin Ahsan Islahi, an expert in Qur’anic rhetoric and 
eloquence, observes: 

If you ponder over this tradition, it seems from every angle the fabrica-

tion of a hypocrite. Its purpose is to cast doubt upon the authenticity of

the Qur’an, and to create suspicion in unsuspecting hearts that some

verses have been excluded from the Qur’an. Consider, first of all, its

language. Can anyone with good taste accept it as a Qur’anic ¥yah? It is

impossible for any with sound academic taste to even attribute it to the

Prophet let alone consider it a Qur’anic verse. Where will you insert this

patchwork of jute into the velvet [beauty] of the Qur’an? There is 

no link whatsoever between the divine language as well as the most 

eloquent speech of the Qur’an, and the statement [¥yat al-Rajm].47

¢Umar is shown to have used this verse to prove the validity of the
punishment of stoning to death for a married adulterer. Do the words
“old man and old woman” necessarily mean married man and
woman? The Qur’an never uses a word to convey a message that may
not be inherent therein. To do so is against the concept of the Qur’an’s
eloquence. Islahi views the report concerning ¥yat al-Rajm as a frivo-
lous one, and finds its attribution to ¢Umar as an injustice to him.48

Moreover, ¢Umar’s statement – “with the passage of a long time, I
am afraid, someone might say: by God, we do not find ¥yat al-Rajm in
the Qur’an, and go astray because of abandoning an obligation Allah
revealed in the Qur’an. Stoning to death is a ruling in the Book of Allah
for the married man and woman who commit adultery” – seems to be
strange. Is stoning to death a Qur’anic obligation? A Qur’anic obliga-
tion is only available therein. What is unavailable in the Qur’an cannot
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form an obligation. ¢Umar must have been aware of the non-availability
of this verse, ¥yat al-Rajm, in the Qur’an, yet he refers to it as a
Qur’anic obligation. This is odd.

The Event of Ab‰ Bakr’s Election

¢Umar retold the story of Ab‰ Bakr’s election as the first Caliph. On the
whole, this story corroborates history. But the minute details of the
event seem to be doubtful. For instance, the An|¥r (Supporters) have
been described as greedy for power not wanting to share this with the
Muh¥jir‰n (Emigrants) on the grounds that they (the An|¥r) were the
real supporters of Islam, whereas the Muh¥jir‰nwere inferior to them.
This picture of the An|¥r contradicts the Qur’anic description. The
Qur’an says that, 

But those who before them, had homes (in Medina) and had adopted

the Faith, [An|¥r] – show their affection to such as came to them for

refuge, [Muh¥jir‰n] and entertain no desire in their hearts for things

given to the (latter) [Muh¥jir‰n], but give them preference over them-

selves, even though poverty was their (own lot). And those saved from

the covetousness of their own souls, – they are the ones that achieve

prosperity. (59:9) 

Historically, the An|¥r sacrificed almost everything they had for the
comfort of the Muh¥jir‰n; they gave their hereditary property share to
the Muh¥jir‰n and they welcomed warmly whoever came to
Madinah.49 Is it, then, believable that the same people would turn
overnight and become the enemies of the Muh¥jir‰n? It seems doubtful
that ¢Umar would describe the An|¥r in the way he is reported to have
described them in his sermon.

The Event after the Election of Ab‰ Bakr

Immediately after Ab‰ Bakr was elected by both parties (the Muh¥-
jir‰n and the An|¥r), people particularly the Muh¥jir‰n, including
¢Umar, attacked Sa¢d ibn ¢Ub¥dah, the candidate for leadership on
behalf of the An|¥r. This attack almost killed the victim. Here we come
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to the question as to why he was beaten when the problem had already
been resolved amicably. There was nothing wrong on the part of Sa¢d
ibn ¢Ub¥dah if he was fielded by his people as a potential candidate for
leadership. According to ¢Umar, Sa¢d was ill, yet he was attacked. If he
did anything wrong, he should have been left untouched until he had
fully recovered from his illness. Had ¢Umar and others who attacked
Sa¢d consulted the newly appointed Caliph? If not, why? In the presence
of a legal authority, none is authorized to take the law into their own
hands. If yes, it is unbelievable that Ab‰ Bakr who was very gentle and
kindhearted would have ordered an attack on one of his own Muslim
brethren. Would it not have occurred to the attackers that this could
cause further rift in the Muslim society? Such a rash step would only be
taken by simpletons. In fact, the Muh¥jir‰n and the An|¥r were all
highly astute Muslims and to ascribe such a disgusting act of physical
torture to them is to deny their quality of benevolence, as described in
the Qur’an itself: “Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah; and those
who are with him are strong and firm against the unbelievers, but com-
passionate among themselves” (48:29).

¢Umar’s Warning to the People

Caliph ¢Umar warned in the end that none should singly tackle the elec-
tion of the Caliph. But in his sermon he describes how Ab‰ Bakr had
proposed two names, ¢Umar and Ab‰ ¢Ubaydah for the leadership. It
was Ab‰ Bakr’s own suggestion. Did he consult others in this matter?
Even ¢Umar did the same when he proposed the name of Ab‰ Bakr and
pledged his allegiance to him. Had he consulted the community in
advance? It seems he did it on his own. When he did so, others followed
suit. The person with whose statement ¢Umar had become angry had
merely expressed his opinion on the next Caliph. If historical accounts
are true, he had proposed the name of >al^ah ibn ¢Ubayd All¥h who
was one of the most trusted followers of the Prophet from the Quraysh.
The person who suggested his name might have thought that >al^ah
would prove to be another successful leader of the Ummah. In doing
so, he had done nothing wrong as ¢Umar had done exactly the same.

In light of this analysis we may be surmise that what has been attrib-
uted to ¢Umar in the form of the Friday sermon is a fabrication, done so
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in a bid to smear firstly the image of ¢Umar himself, secondly, to blame
the An|¥r for causing rift in the ranks of the community, and finally to
create doubt in the minds of others that the Qur’an was vulnerable to
changes. Therefore, this report with its far-reaching negative impact
cannot be considered genuine, even though there is no problem in its
chain of reporters.

9–Intellectual and Religious Deficiency of Women
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded on the authority of Ab‰
Sa¢Ïd al-KhudrÏ and Ab‰ Hurayrah the following hadith: 

The Prophet addressed women: “O women! Do charity work. I have

been shown that most of the residents of Hell are women.” The women

asked why. The Prophet said: “You do too much cursing, and are often

unfaithful to your family. I have not seen any intellectually and reli-

giously deficient creature as harmful for men as you are.” The women

asked: “What is our intellectual and religious deficiency, O Prophet of

Allah?” The Prophet asked: “Is not the witness of a woman considered

half that of man?” The women answered in the affirmative. The Prophet

then said: “This is one of [the woman’s] intellectual deficiencies.” The

Prophet proceeded asking: “Do you not abstain from prayer [salah] and

fasting during menstruation?” When the women confirmed this, the

Prophet said: “This is among [the woman’s] religious deficiencies.”50

This tradition unequivocally declares women to be deficient, both
intellectually as well as religiously, as compared to men. In order to
ascertain that this statement, supposedly made by the Prophet is accu-
rate, we need to thoroughly analyze the report.

Normally, the answer to a question should be relevant to and in
consonance with the issue raised. Here the women ask the Prophet why
they will form the majority of the inmates of Hell. The Prophet in
response refers to three things, 1) excessive cursing, 2) excessive infi-
delity, and 3) intellectual and religious deficiencies. The first two
reasons are relevant to the issue. The third reason however does not
seem to be. The Prophet further clarifies intellectual deficiency, among
other things, to mean the inability of a woman to stand as a fully-
fledged witness in a case, and concerning religious deficiency as the
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woman’s inability to observe her religious duty of performing obliga-
tory prayer and fasting during menstruation. This is odd, for it is 
Allah who has determined the woman’s witness to be half that of a
man’s, and it is He who created the menstrual cycle to serve a particular
purpose. How could, then, these natural and legal compulsions be
regarded as reasons for women to be thrown into Hell? As their 
perceived intellectual and physical handicaps are not their own handi-
work, why should they be held responsible for something which is
beyond their control? 

The Prophet, according to the report, puts women to blame for
playing tricks with men and dominating their minds and hearts, thus
misleading them. Again this makes no sense. Is it possible for the less
intelligent and the less capable to dominate the more intelligent and the
most capable? If women are intellectually deficient, how can they play
tricks or outwit men who possess superior intelligence? In fact if any-
thing the reverse applies, for psychologically, the less intelligent are
dominated by the more intelligent. If women really do dominate men
and mislead them, then the former should be as strong intellectually as
the latter. 

The Prophet advances, as is claimed, two examples, one to explain
intellectual deficiency and the other to prove religious deficiency. The
example for intellectual deficiency is a woman’s eligibility to be a half
witness only. Here it seems intellectual deficiency denotes lack of
knowledge. Al-NawawÏ mentions three components required of the
intellect (¢aql), 1) knowledge, 2) information about the basic and nec-
essary matters related to life, and 3) the power of discernment.51 This
means that deficiency of mind is actually that of knowledge as well as
that of discernment. In this case it is, then, not necessarily only the
woman’s prerogative to suffer from this, for men may also be victims.
Thus, why should women alone be referred to as intellectually defi-
cient? Many men are also found lacking in knowledge and having less
sagacity. There are also women in their millions who are more saga-
cious, more knowledgeable, and far more intelligent than men. Umm
Salamah, one of the Prophet’s wives, once advised the Prophet on a 
specific issue. After the treaty of ¤udaybiyyah, Muslims in general
were very upset due to the humiliating nature of the treaty provisions.
When the Prophet asked them to sacrifice an animal to mark the end of
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the sojourn for ¢umrah, they did not do so, and demonstrated a some-
what silent protest against the apparently unjust treaty. Consequently,
the Prophet felt uncomfortable with this approach of his followers,
contemplating how to control the situation. Umm Salamah was with
him during this journey. She advised him to sacrifice his animal first,
assuring him that his action would make the others believe that the
Prophet’s decision was unalterable, and they would then certainly fol-
low suit. The Prophet did exactly as advised by his wife and the
reaction of the followers was the same as that anticipated by Umm
Salamah.52 Was Umm Salamah a woman suffering from intellectual
deficiency? ¢®’ishah, another wife of the Prophet, is known in history
as an extremely intelligent woman, the most intelligent of her time,
who was consulted during her life-time on matters of a serious nature
by men of the highest intellect including ¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b. In what
category will she be placed, that of N¥qi|¥t ¢aql (intellectual deficiency)
or that of K¥mil¥t ¢aql (intellectual perfection)?

The reference to women’s half eligibility as witnesses is based on
Qur’anic verse 2:282. Does this ¥yah really talk about women’s intel-
lectual deficiency? Muhammad Asad observes: 

The stipulation that two women may be substituted for one male 

witness does not imply any reflection on women’s moral or intellectual

capabilities: it is obviously due to the fact that, as a rule, women are less

familiar with business procedures than men and, therefore, more liable

to commit mistakes in this respect.53

The ¥yah itself spells out the reason for its stipulation. The two
women as witnesses are supposed to help each other because of their
unfamiliarity with matters related to monetary transaction. It could be
concluded that if the reason of forgetfulness due to unfamiliarity with
the matter does not exist, there may not be any need to call two women
to stand as witnesses, substituting a male witness. It should be borne in
mind that applicability of a ruling requires availability of the relevant
situation. If a highly qualified woman particularly in the field of busi-
ness management is available to act as witness, it seems unfair to still
give her half credibility. But in a society where women are generally
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uneducated and confined to domestic matters, the provision of two
women’s witnessing may be justified. 

The reason given for religious deficiency is women’s inability to
perform obligatory prayer and to fast during menstruation. As obser-
ved earlier menstruation is a natural phenomenon in women and during
this time they are not allowed to carry out their religious duties. What
is then wrong on the part of women? If they refrain from prayer and
fasting, it is not because they want to but because they have to. That
being so, how could this then be considered a reason for their supposed
religious deficiency? Women do not pray because prayer during men-
struation is not binding on them according to Islamic law. This is why
they are not even required to make up the missed prayers. Likewise,
they do not fast because it is forbidden for them during this time,
although in the case of fasting they are required to make them up later.
By doing compensatory fasting, a woman manages to redeem the loss,
so non-fasting entails no loss at all on the part of women. 

Furthermore, the term N¥qi|¥t ¢aql wa dÏn (intellectually and reli-
giously deficient) is a derogatory and insulting phrase tantamount to
calling someone an idiot, and Islam does not allow use of humiliating
words: 

O you who have attained to faith! No men shall deride [other] men: it

may well be that those [whom they deride] are better than themselves;

and no women [shall deride other] women: it may well be that those

[whom they deride] are better than them selves. And neither shall you

defame one another, nor insult one another by [opprobrious] epithets:

… (49:11)

It is inconceivable that the Prophet would hurt the feelings of
women by calling them N¥qi|¥t ¢aql wa dÏn. His words and acts were
the living interpretation of the Qur’an. If the Qur’an prohibits the
believers from hurting or offending anyone by the use of such words,
would not the Prophet have practiced this to the highest level? More-
over, the Prophet is reported to have expressly shared his feeling toward
women in these words: “The love for women has been deposited in my
heart.”54 One who was so kindhearted towards them would never
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have employed such an epithet against them. Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s’s observation on women in these words:
“Verily, women constitute the majority of the best in the Ummah.”55

It seems Ibn ¢Abb¥s developed this view about women on the basis of
some utterances of the Prophet, and if this is so, the concept of
women’s intellectual and religious deficiency is seriously questionable.

10–¢®’ishah’s Trickery on the Prophet
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others have recorded two traditions describ-
ing how ¢®’ishah played a trick upon the Prophet to hurt his feelings.
Both traditions are cited as reported by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim: 

1–¢Ubayd ibn ¢Umayr reported that he heard ¢®’ishah saying that: 

The Prophet used to stay for a period in the house of Zaynab bint Ja^sh

and drink honey in her house. [She said] “¤af|ah and I decided that

when the Prophet entered upon either of us, we would say, ‘I smell

magh¥fÏr [a particular flower which gives an unpleasant odor] on you.

Have you eaten magh¥fÏr?’ When he entered upon one of us, she said

that to him. He replied, ‘No but I drank honey in the house of Zaynab

bint Ja^sh and I will never drink it again’.” Then came the revelation –

“O Prophet! Why do you make unlawful what Allah has made lawful

for you, seeking to please your wives?…” (66:1–4).56

2–¢®’ishah reports: 

The Prophet loved sweets and honey very much. As a routine the

Prophet would visit his wives daily after ¢A|r prayer one after another.

One day when the Prophet visited ¤af|ah, he stayed with her longer

than normal. I checked concerning the reason; I was told that some rel-

ative had sent a leather container of honey to ¤af|ah, and the Prophet

drank some honey from the gift. I, then, said: “By God, I will certainly

play a trick on him [the Prophet].” I mentioned it to Sawdah and

advised her to say to the Prophet, when he drew close to her, whether he

took magh¥fÏr; when the Prophet denied [this], [to] ask him about the

reason of the smell; since the Prophet was very sensitive to any kind of

foul smell, he would, then, say that ¤af|ah [had] served him honey

drink… 
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¢®’ishah continues, 

“You have to, then, say: ‘It seems the bee of that honey derived honey

element from al-¢urfu~ [a smelly plant].’ I will do the same to the

Prophet.” I also advised ßafÏyyah [the Prophet’s other wife] to do the

same. When the Prophet visited Sawdah, she was on the verge of dis-

closing the plan to the Prophet but when the Prophet drew close to her,

she said as advised. When the Prophet visited me, I said the same as

planned. When the Prophet visited ßafÏyyah, she did the same. In reac-

tion to the same statement from us the Prophet, on his visit to ¤af|ah,

refused to take honey there. Upon this Sawdah said that they [the

Prophet’s wives] deprived the Prophet of his favorite drink. I, therefore,

warned her to keep silent.57

Both these reports contain some clear contradictions. First, which
of the two wives did the Prophet stay longer with to drink honey? The
first stipulates Zaynab bint Ja^sh, whereas the second ¤af|ah. Second,
which of the wives did ¢®’ishah collude with against the Prophet? The
first mentions ¤af|ah, whereas the second refers to two wives, Sawdah
and ßafiyyah. As the chains of narrators for both reports are authentic
how are we to explain the discrepancies? Any evaluation will be con-
sidered an attack on al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim who are believed to have
recorded only authentic traditions in their works. But nevertheless
silence on the part of scholars is an offense against the Prophet and his
wives. It is obvious that both reports cannot be correct, but identifying
the correct one and on what grounds seems to be a very difficult task.
Al-NawawÏ has tried to resolve the problem. He first acknowledges
that conflict exists between the reports and then comments that the
first tradition is the correct one in comparison to the second based on
two reasons: (1) some scholars like al-Nas¥’Ï consider the chain of nar-
rators of the first tradition to be stronger than that of the second, and
(2) the first report mentions two wives (¢®’ishah and ¤af|ah), which is
in agreement with the Qur’an (66:1–4) which refers to only two
women anonymously.58

Al-NawawÏ is not categorical in his statement about the second
report in that he does not clearly mention his stand on the position of
the second tradition. Given his discussion, why did he then not declare
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the second report of both Muslim and al-Bukh¥rÏ to be unreliable? He
did not do so because this would have brought the authenticity of the
two scholars’ authentication of Hadith into question. It is regrettable
that al-¢AynÏ and Ibn ¤ajr, the most respected of commentators on al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^, did not touch on this apparent conflict at all. Why?
Was it not to simply maintain the reliability of the methodology of
Hadith examination developed by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, an
approach in fact which only serves to put their own reliability at stake?
What would have been wrong in simply referring to the issue as al-
NawawÏ had done in his comment on Muslim’s reports? Would honest
analysis not have been the best approach? 

There is another clear problem in the two reports. Are we really to
accept that ¢®’ishah the most beloved wife of the Prophet would vow to
play a trick on him? The Prophet was loved and respected by all to such
a degree that no one, including his wives, would even think of hurting
him psychologically or play tricks with him. Ibn ¤ajar and al-NawawÏ
do not say anything on this matter. Only Badr al-DÏn al-¢AynÏ takes
note of the problem and observes that ¢®’ishah at the time was still
young and inexperienced and did not actually intend to hurt the
Prophet.59This is a plausible explanation to some extent, but the ques-
tion yet remains as to why the other wives of the Prophet would agree
to go along with it. ¤af|ah was a mature woman who knew very well
the negative repercussion of their plan. Why did she therefore not 
prevent ¢®’ishah from carrying it through? 

Moreover, the two reports mention not only the plan to trick the
Prophet but also ¢®’ishah’s campaign to make the other wives lie to
him concerning the smell of the honey he consumed. It is inconceivable
that ¢®’ishah would utter a lie or advise others to do so to the Prophet.
The practice is condemned in Islam. Again if we excuse ¢®’ishah on the
grounds that she was young and inexperienced, this does not explain
the actions of the other more mature wives. All these valid questions
and observations have been entirely ignored by Hadith commentators. 

It seems easier to consign the two reports of al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim
to the bin than to even conceive of the Prophet’s wives as intending to
trick him by speaking lies. The position of the Prophet is far greater
than that of Hadith scholars. Moreover, ¢®’ishah, ¤af|ah and the
other wives mentioned in the two reports, are considered as the 
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“mothers of believers” and it is incumbent upon all believers to love 
the Prophet’s wives and believe in the integrity of their character. But
Muslim scholars in general and Hadith authorities in particular never-
theless insist on the authenticity of the two reports merely because
these have been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. It seems they have
more respect for the latter than the Prophet’s own wives and care little
if the traditions subvert the sanctity of ¢®’ishah as long as they preserve
that of al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. This is utterly unacceptable. It is better
to denounce the two reports as fabrications or unreliable than to 
smear ¢®’ishah, as well as the Prophet’s other wives, which the reports
undoubtedly do.

Amin Ahsan Islahi offers an interpretation which does not adversely
affect the Prophet’s wives. He states that 

Once the Prophet consumed honey in the house of some of his wives.

The honey caused a particular foul smell, which was disliked by some

of [them]. Certain kinds of honey give a foul smell. Even if there is no

foul smell, some sensitive people particularly women do not like all

kinds of smell. People differ in their taste and disposition. Some of the

Prophet’s wives did not like that particular honey, which gives the smell

of magh¥fÏr. When they expressed their aversion to the smell, the

Prophet who had a fine taste and was also very sensitive to the feelings

of women, vowed never to take honey.60

It may be argued here that the Qur’anic statement – “[Say, O
Prophet:] ‘Would that you two turn unto God in repentance, for the
hearts of both of you have swerved [from what is right]! And if you
uphold each other against him (ta·¥har¥ ¢alayhi), [who is God’s mes-
sage-bearer, know that] God Himself is his Protector, and [that,]
therefore, Gabriel, and all the righteous among the believers and all the
[other] angels will come to his aid” (66:4) – corroborates the event as
depicted in the above reports. Undoubtedly, the two wives of the
Prophet did something wrong by backing each other against the wish
of the Prophet. But the offense indicated in the Qur’anic statement is
that one of the wives of the Prophet disclosed to another wife a secret
which the Prophet had shared with her and asked her not to divulge to
anyone else. The seriousness of the offense on the part of the two wives
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was that they had not upheld the Prophet’s command concerning the
secret. The secret which the Prophet had shared with one of his wives
was that he had vowed not to drink honey anymore asking her not to
divulge this resolve to anyone.

When finding a problem in any report, Hadith commentators often
make the remark that “One or other of the narrators must have
become deluded” (wahima). It could however, also be said that one or
other of the reporters made a mistake. An error in reporting from any
narrator in a chain of narrators is something that is very possible. If a
reporter by mistake for instance in this case changed the names of the
Prophet’s wives in his report, some other reporter might have presented
the report, advertently or inadvertently, in a modified version. The
reporters did not certainly report the event exactly as described by
¢®’ishah. Their wordings were not necessarily the wordings of ¢®’ishah.
While passing the report verbally to others, it would have been quite
natural for the narrators to use different words. We can only conclude
that this report seems to have been subject to a large degree to some
non-precise presentation by reporters.

11–Burning of the Ant Nest
Muslim has recorded a tradition on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah
that “One of the previous prophets took shelter under a tree, he was
bitten by an ant there; he, then, commanded his companions to move
from there and burn the anthill in its entirety. Thereupon Allah asked
him as to why he had killed all the ants, whilst only one ant had bitten
him.”61

This tradition presents a case of rashness on the part of a prophet.
The Qur’an depicts a very excellent image of Allah’s prophets. They
were all patient, kind, sensible, generous, pious, brave, honest, truthful
etc. Of course, the Qur’an does not mention all the prophets that were
sent to mankind but it is axiomatic that the prophets who are men-
tioned in the Qur’an exude the highest qualities, representing the
institution of prophethood itself, as well as the character of all those
prophets who remain anonymous to us. 

It is therefore inconceivable that a prophet would become so infuri-
ated by the bite of an ant that he would have their entire nest burnt.
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When an ordinary person is unlikely to react so impetuously how
much more ridiculous to presume that a prophet would do so.

Conclusion

To conclude, eleven a^¥dÏth have been read and checked minutely in
this chapter, employing the light of human reason. Given the issues
raised and the force of logic brought to bear, it would be hard for any-
one to digest and accept them, albeit recorded by great Hadith scholars,
as authentic. As the maxim goes, “the face is the index of mind,” so in
this case, the text of a hadith indicates its nature, that is whether it is
acceptable. As explained in the beginning of the chapter, human rea-
son is not meant to signify mental power free from all bounds. Having
said this however, if the Qur’an declares time and again that human
reason is a reliable criterion to judge the truth from the false, then
scholars and students from any background should use their reason to
discover the truth in Hadith literature.
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6

Authentication of Hadith 
Through Established History

The study of history is  essential and one of its more
primary purposes is educative. More than a simple representation

of past events, history should ideally be a guide to help humanity cor-
rect the mistakes it may have made earlier and to draw inspiration from
the very best it may have achieved. The Qur’an presents history in this
vein and in the guise of a teacher. Both the Qur’an and the Bible
describe the history of many nations and individuals. However, many
historical accounts in the Bible seem inaccurate in the light of Qur’anic
accounts and a case in point is that of prophet Lot or L‰~. The Bible
depicts him as a man of low character who becomes sexually involved
with his own daughters1 (though unknowingly), whereas the Qur’an
presents him as a man of high character and integrity.2 In order to
authenticate a historical report concerning an event, the established
historical account on the matter concerned is to be checked. In case of
similarity in both the descriptions reported and the historical event, the
report is to be declared as reliable. If there is a clash between the repor-
ted event and the well-known historical account, the reported event is
to be rejected as unacceptable. 

Hadith literature contains many historical accounts including sub-
ject matter that in one way or another often deals with history. The
reports, at times, corroborate history and at times, contradict it. In a
situation where a report contradicts established history, the tradition,
regardless of its authenticity in terms of the chain, is to be considered
dubious if not declared fabricated.



1–The First to Die after the Prophet, Sawdah or Zaynab? 
Al-Bukh¥rÏ records the following tradition as to who would be the first
to die after the Prophet, on the authority of ¢®’ishah: 

Some of the Prophet’s wives asked him as to which of them would be

the first to die after his death. The Prophet answered: “The one with the

longest hand.” They, then, measured their hands and found Sawdah to

have the longest hand. She was the first to die after the death of the

Prophet. When she died, they realized that the meaning of the longest

hand was the one most generous in charity, as she loved charity work

very much.3

This report claims that Sawdah was the first to die after the
Prophet’s death. However, according to established history, Sawdah
died in 54 ah,4 and it was Zaynab bint Ja^sh who died before her in 20
ah.5 This is why the report is defective. Muslim records another tradi-
tion on the authority of ¢®’ishah, according to which it was Zaynab
bint Ja^sh who was the most generous among the Prophet’s wives and
it was she who died first after the death of the Prophet.6 Ibn ¤ajar,
after a long discussion on al-Bukh¥ri’s report, concludes that a
reporter made a mistake in transmission.7 Al-NawawÏ declares al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s report to be false.8

2–Madinah versus Syria as the Place of Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s Death
Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded on the authority of Zaynab bint AbÏ Salamah
a tradition which states that “When the news of Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s death in
Syria reached Umm ¤abÏbah, she mourned for three days only.”9

Muslim and others also record the same report but without identi-
fying Syria as the place of Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s death.10 Ibn ¤ajar criticizes
this statement as an error because, according to established history,
Ab‰ Sufy¥n died in 32ah in Madinah.11

3–Khubayb ibn Is¥f or Khubayb ibn ¢AdÏ, A Combatant 
in the Battle of Badr
Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah a report,
according to which in the battle of RajÏ‘ the enemy took several
Muslims including Khubayb ibn ¢AdÏ captive and killed them later on.
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Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report explains that Khubayb ibn ¢AdÏ was one of the 
participants in the battle of Badr and during the battle had killed a
Quraysh soldier, al-¤¥rith ibn ¢Amr ibn Nawfal.12

Ibn Hish¥m, Ibn Sa¢d, and Ibn KathÏr have compiled a list of
Muslim combatants in the battle of Badr and there is only one
Khubayb mentioned and he is Ibn Is¥f.13 Ibn Hish¥m has listed who
killed who in the battle of Badr and according to his account Khubayb
ibn Is¥f, a Muslim from the An|¥r, killed al-¤¥rith ibn ¢Amr ibn
Nawfal.14 This means that the information available in the report
recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ contains a historical error. Khubayb ibn ¢AdÏ
who participated in the battle of RajÏ‘, and was killed by Quraysh later
on is not mentioned as having participated in the battle of Badr. 

Ibn ¤ajar suggests that the history could be corrected in light of al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s authentic report. His argument is that if Khubayb was not
the one who killed al-¤¥rith in the battle of Badr, why did al-¤¥rith’s
family later kill him in retaliation? At the same time, Ibn ¤ajar refers to
a possibility that the killer of Khubayb ibn ¢AdÏ actually mistook him
for Khubayb ibn Is¥f. He also suggests another possibility that both
Khubayb ibn Is¥f and Khubayb ibn ¢AdÏ may jointly have killed al-
¤¥rith.15 Ibn ¤ajar seems to ignore the fact that mere speculation and
presumed possibilities do not change historical facts on the ground.

4–Residence of the Prophet’s Daughter, F¥~imah
Al-Bukh¥rÏ records on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah a tradition that
“the Prophet walked one day silently towards the market of Ban‰
Qaynuq¥¢ and sat in the courtyard of F¥~imah’s residence.”16

Al-D¥w‰dÏ (d.828 ah) remarks that certain parts of this report
were either omitted or different reports somehow became merged into
it. According to him, F¥~imah’s residence was not in the locale of the
Jewish tribe, Ban‰ Qaynuq¥¢.17 Ibn ¤ajar agrees that there is an error
in the report. He considers the report recorded by Muslim in his ßa^Ï^
as correct which is why he suggests rectifying al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report with
that of Muslim adding: “…Until he reached the market of Ban‰
Qaynuq¥¢, and then he returned until he arrived in the courtyard of
F¥~imah.”18 Muslim’s report clearly indicates that the residence of
F¥~imah was not in the Jewish quarter but elsewhere. 
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5–Punishment for Drinking Alcohol, Eighty Lashes Versus Forty
Al-Bukh¥rÏ records a long tradition on the authority of ¢Ubayd All¥h
ibn ¢AdÏ ibn al-Khiy¥r concerning the punishment of al-WalÏd ibn
¢Uqbah for drinking wine. The last sentence of this states: “Then
¢Uthm¥n ibn ¢Aff¥n called ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib and ordered him to flog al-
WalÏd. So ¢AlÏ flogged him with eighty lashes.”19

Muslim records the same story on the authority of Ab‰ S¥s¥n
¤u\ayn ibn al-Mundhir, but his report indicates that al-WalÏd was
punished with forty lashes for drinking alcohol.20 Al-Bukh¥rÏ himself
records another tradition which clearly mentions that ¢Uthm¥n ordered
¢AlÏ to flog al-WalÏd with forty lashes, and ¢AlÏ did so.21 So, al-Bukh¥rÏ
has recorded two sets of hadith on this case. In the second there is a
mention of forty lashes instead of eighty as in the first one. Ibn ¤ajar
declares the second narration reporting forty lashes as more reliable
than the one referring to eighty lashes. He also refers to the report
recorded by Muslim declaring it to be more reliable.22

6–The Prophet’s Age, Sixty-Three Versus Sixty-Five
Muslim records a report on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s
which states that “When the Prophet died he was sixty-five years
old.”23

However, Muslim himself also records a report on the authority of
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s and Mu¢¥wiyah that the Prophet’s age at the
time of his death was sixty-three.24

It is strange that Muslim would consider both traditions to be
authentic given the clear difference in number but his decision seems to
be based on only the apparent authenticity of the chain of narrators. If
he had checked the text against well-known historical facts however,
he would certainly have quoted only one of them in his work. Al-
NawawÏ considers the report mentioning the age of the Prophet as
sixty-three to be more authentic.25 Ibn Sa¢d is certain that the Prophet
was sixty-three at the time of his death.26

7–Duration of the MakkÏ and MadnÏ Periods
Muslim records on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s that the
Prophet stayed in Makkah 15 years after his prophethood, and 10
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years in Madinah after hijrah.27Muslim also records another version
of the report but according to this version, as Ibn ¢Abb¥s mentions, the
Prophet stayed in Makkah for 13 years and in Madinah for 10 years.28

Muslim’s report runs counter to established history whereas Bukh¥rÏ’s
does not. Ibn ¢Abd al-Barr has quoted Ibn Is^¥q’s view that the Prophet
lived 13 years in Makkah after he was appointed God’s Messenger and
according to other sources, as quoted by Ibn ¢Abd al-Barr, the Prophet
lived 10 years in Madinah after hijrah.29

8–Time Gap Between the Construction of al-Masjid al-¤ar¥m
and al-Masjid al-Aq|¥
Al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim have both recorded on the authority of Ab‰
Dharr the following tradition:

Ab‰ Dharr says, I asked the Prophet as to which mosque was built on

the earth first. The Prophet answered, “al-Masjid al-¤ar¥m.” I, then,

asked, “which one was built after that?” The Prophet said, “al-Masjid

al-Aq|¥’.” I asked, “What is the time-gap between them?” The Prophet

said, “Forty years.”30

This report contradicts general agreed historical facts. Al-Masjid
al-¤ar¥m was built by Ibr¥hÏm and Ism¥¢Ïl,31 and al-Masjid al-Aq|¥
by Sulaym¥n32 and between both the prophets, Ibr¥hÏm and Sulay-
m¥n, there existed a gap of several generations. Ibr¥hÏm’s youngest
son, Is^¥q had a son named prophet Ya¢q‰b whose son prophet Y‰suf
settled in Egypt,33 where he also invited his other brothers to settle.
During Y‰suf’s period in Egypt the children of Israel flourished.34 It
seems that after a long spell of prosperity in Egypt, the Israelites gradu-
ally degenerated into slavery to the ruling dynasty. It was during these
terrible times that Moses was raised to redeem their lost glory.35

Moses established Hebrew authority over a large area of the Middle
East, a few generations after which prophet David came to the
throne.36 It was prophet Sulaym¥n, his son, who built the mosque in
Jerusalem.37

Ibn al-JawzÏ expresses doubt over the authenticity of this report on
the grounds that the time difference between Ibr¥hÏm constructing the
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Ka¢bah, and Sulaym¥n constructing the mosque in Jerusalem, covers
more than a thousand years.38 Al-Qur~ubÏ, also finds a contradiction
between the report and established history, but tries to resolve the
problem by referring to an unsubstantiated story of Adam’s construc-
tion of the Ka¢bah and one of his son’s construction of the mosque in
Jerusalem, thus establishing a time difference of around forty years
between the construction of the two mosques.39 Both al->abar¥nÏ and
al-Kha~~¥bÏ also adopt the same line of argument as al-Qur~ubÏ. Ibn
¤ajar, in a bid to protect the sanctity of the report, suggests two possi-
bilities: 1) the founder of al-Masjid al-Aq|¥ was either Adam, the
angels or Ya¢q‰b, and 2) Ibr¥hÏm was not the founder of the Ka¢bah
but erected the building on an already existing foundation. He then
states his preference for the theory that Ya¢q‰b was the original archi-
tect of the mosque in Jerusalem and Ibr¥hÏm that of the Ka¢bah, trying
to validate the forty-year time difference. Nevertheless Ibn ¤ajar
remains uncomfortable with this speculation declaring Ibn al-JawzÏ’s
view of the thousand year time difference between the construction of
the two mosques to be preferable.40

Had the mosque in Makkah already been built, mention would cer-
tainly have been made of Adam having been the first architect of the
Ka¢bah. What the Qur’an actually states about the Ka¢bah is that Allah
assigned a particular place in Makkah to Ibr¥hÏm for construction of
this place of worship.41 As for the construction of the mosque in
Jerusalem, al-Nas¥’Ï has recorded on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn
¢Amr‰ ibn al-¢®| the following tradition: “The Prophet said: ‘When
Sulaym¥n the son of David built Bayt al-Maqdis, he requested Allah to
grant him three things…’”42 The Qur’anic verse and this authentic
hadith therefore establish beyond any doubt that the Ka¢bah was built
by Ibr¥hÏm and al-Masjid al-Aq|¥ by Sulaym¥n leaving no room for
the myth that Adam was the founder of the Ka¢bah and his son that of
Bayt al-Maqdis. We can only conclude that this report is not authentic.

9–Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s Offer of His Daughter in Marriage 
to the Prophet 
Muslim records the following tradition on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h
ibn ¢Abb¥s: 
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Muslims were not paying attention to Ab‰ Sufy¥n, nor socializing with

him. So he said to the Prophet: “O Prophet of Allah! Grant me three

things.” When the Prophet agreed, he said: “My daughter, Umm

¤abÏbah, is the most beautiful woman in Arabia. I will give her to you

in marriage.” The Prophet, then, accepted…43

This report clearly indicates that when Ab‰ Sufy¥n embraced Islam
his daughter, Umm ¤abÏbah, (note in Arabic the word umm does not
necessarily refer to the woman as the mother of so and so) was not yet
married to the Prophet, and it was Ab‰ Sufy¥n who arranged the mar-
riage between the two. However, Ab‰ Sufy¥n accepted Islam on the eve
of the conquest of Makkah, which took place on 20th Ramadan 8
ah44whilst his daughter had married the Prophet when she was still in
Abyssinia as a Muslim emigrant along with other Makkan Muslims.45

The sources report that she returned to Madinah along with others
from Abyssinia in the year of the ¤udaybiyyah treaty, that is the 6th
year after hijrah.46 SÏrah writers have mentioned details of Ab‰
Sufy¥n’s visit to Madinah to persuade the Prophet to postpone his plan
of marching towards Makkah. The account of Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s arrival in
Madinah includes information on how his daughter, Umm ¤abÏbah,
as a wife of the Prophet, treated her father. When Ab‰ Sufy¥n entered
the apartment of his daughter and tried to sit on the Prophet’s bed, she
stopped him from doing so because it belonged to the Prophet whereas
he (Ab‰ Sufy¥n) was a mushrik (non-believer).47 This clearly shows
that when Ab‰ Sufy¥n travelled to Madinah before the conquest of
Makkah, he was still a non-believer, and his daughter Umm ¤abÏbah
was already married to the Prophet.

Al-NawawÏ finds a problem in the report because, as he maintains,
Ab‰ Sufy¥n accepted Islam in 8 ah, whereas the Prophet married 
Umm ¤abÏbah in 6 ah.48 Ibn ¤azm considers the report fabricated
(maw\‰¢) due to two reasons: 1) it contradicts established historical
fact for the Prophet married Umm ¤abÏbah in Abyssinia long before
Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s conversion to Islam, and 2) one of the narrators,
¢Ikrimah ibn ¢Amm¥r, is unreliable.49 Ibn al-ßal¥^ criticizes Ibn
¤azm’s approach stating that ¢Ikrimah is a reliable narrator in the eyes
of great scholars like WakÏ¢ and Ibn Ma¢Ïn. He offers another interpre-
tation of Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s proposal to the Prophet stating that the
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proposal might have been for the renewal of the marriage between the
Prophet and Umm ¤abÏbah.50Al-NawawÏ rejects this suggestion stat-
ing that the Prophet is not reported to have renewed his marriage with
Umm ¤abÏbah, and Ab‰ Sufy¥n did not mention that he wanted to
remarry his daughter to the Prophet. Yet, he conjectures that Ab‰
Sufy¥n may have intended the renewal of marriage in his statement – “I
will give you Umm ¤abÏbah in marriage.”51 This is an unjustified
attempt to retain the sanctity of the report and Ibn ¤azm’s criticism
seems to be strong and tenable.

10–The Prophet’s Marriage to Maym‰nah 
Al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim and others record on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h
ibn ¢Abb¥s that the Prophet married Maym‰nah when he was still in
the state of i^r¥m (pilgrimage attire).52

According to Maym‰nah herself however, the Prophet married her
after having completed his hajj and when out of i^r¥m.53 There is an
obvious conflict between the two reports. Ibn ¢Abb¥s states that the
Prophet’s marriage to Maym‰nah took place while the Prophet was
still in i^r¥m whereas Maym‰nah states that the marriage took place
after the Prophet was out of i^r¥m. Logically, Maym‰nah’s statement
should be taken as more valid than that of Ibn ¢Abb¥s and considered
more authentic than that offered by others, given that it was she after
all who actually got married. According to Sa¢Ïd ibn al-Musayyib, Ibn
¢Abb¥s made a mistake in his report.54Al-NawawÏ states that accord-
ing to many Sa^¥bah, the Prophet’s marriage to Maym‰nah took place
after the Prophet had come out of i^r¥m.55 Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-¢ArabÏ
does not accept Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s report as reliable on two grounds: 1)
nobody aside from Ibn ¢Abb¥s reports this statement, and 2) others
who have reported differently have been more knowledgeable on the
matter than Ibn ¢Abb¥s.56

Moreover, there also exist authentic traditions according to which
the Prophet prohibited marriage whilst in the state of i^r¥m. Muslim
has recorded several reports through different chains of narrators
which contain the Prophet’s statement: “Verily, one who is in the state
of i^r¥m is not allowed to marry or to be married.”57 It is hard to imag-
ine that the Prophet himself would then break the rule. In Ibn ¢Abd
al-Barr’s opinion Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s report represents an error, even though
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the chain of the report is authentic, and he prefers the other report 
narrated by many people.58 Regardless of the differences of opinion
which exist among scholars concerning the matter, ultimately it is 
reasonable to accept the wife’s own account of her marriage to the
Prophet as being the most authentic. In conclusion the information
given on the authority of Ibn ¢Abb¥s may be considered a mistake and
the report hence deemed unreliable.
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7

Moderation in Relation to
Authentication of Hadith 

Islam was revealed as a balanced way of life, in total
consonance with human nature, which tends to prefer that which is

moderate and reject or dislike that which is immoderate. Its rules and
regulations therefore reflect the principle of balance in all things and
anything attributed to Islam which appears to be either exaggeration
or extreme, is not an original part of the faith. 

The Qur’anic Stand on Moderation

The Qur’an calls the adherents of Allah’s messages as an ummatan
wasa~an (or justly balanced nation): “Thus have We made of you a
nation justly balanced (ummatan wasa~an)” (2:143). In practice this
definition means that the Muslim perspective and position on all mat-
ters is one of moderation, with true believers avoiding extremism and
extravagance in all affairs. Followers are required to abandon exces-
sive materialism and the excessive spiritual deprivation of the followers
of earlier prophets. Neither materialism, nor extreme spiritualism,
denotes a normal pattern of life, which should accommodate within its
boundaries a balanced pursuit of both the material and the spiritual. 

Man is a multi-dimensional being and justice demands that all
aspects of his life are given due, proportionate care and attention.
Features such as family life, social order, economic undertaking, politi-
cal activity, cultural activity, educational pursuit, intellectual growth,
moral sanction, and religious practice, constitute the real makeup and



drives of man. Imbalance in any aspect of these will cause a resulting
extremity in one or other elements of his life. For instance, if a person
takes excessive interest in religious rituals and rites, devoting far more
time and energy to these than required, this will certainly have an effect
on his family life as well as other social and economic responsibilities. 
The Qur’an invites man to take the middle path in every situation, stat-
ing for instance: “Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant
and not niggardly, but hold a just balance between those extremes”
(25:67). Although this verse seems to offer advice specific to economic
life, it is however far wider in scope. The chief message conveyed is the
principle of moderation, applicable everywhere regardless of time and
space. Verses 25:63–74 describe a normal believer as one who does not
suffer from a superiority complex (63); who does not become entan-
gled in non-issues with anyone, particularly the ignorant (63); who
devotes himself sincerely to his Lord (64); who always feels concerned
about the end result of his acts in this life (65–66); who remains frugal
in his earning and spending (67); who abstains from unjust killing (68);
who maintains his chastity (68); who repents for wrong doing (69–71);
who desists from false testimony (72); who eschews frivolous acts hon-
orably (72); who tries to have insight into the message of God (73); and
who takes care of his family fulfilling his role in the most appropriate
manner. 

This description speaks volumes of Islam’s view of humankind for
it requires man to know himself, and to apply a balanced approach to
all his affairs, preventing any form of extremism in character or Islamic
life. In addition, Allah commands the believers to uphold justice and
demonstrate generosity: “Allah commands justice, the doing of good,
and liberality to kith and kin” (16:90). The message conveyed is that all
acts of mankind should be based on a balance between justice and 
generosity, an important principle of moderation. 

The Prophetic Approach to Moderation

The Prophet kept away from any form of extremism and also advised
his followers to be just and balanced in their life, avoiding all sorts of
instability. We have for instance the case of ¢Uthm¥n ibn Ma·¢‰n, and
certain others like him, who were very much inclined to an extreme
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form of spirituality, wanting to run away from worldly affairs, includ-
ing marriage. They appealed to the Prophet to allow them to castrate
themselves, a request which the Prophet vehemently rejected making it
clear that Islam allowed no room for any kind of injury or infliction. 

We also have the case of certain individuals who having asked the
Prophet’s wives about his daily routine, decided to do more with one of
them vowing to spend his time always in prayer, another deciding to
fast daily, and yet another imposing celibacy upon himself. When the
Prophet learnt of their approach, he expressed his displeasure over
what they had decided, stating that piety lay not in extremity but in
rather a balanced way of life comprising both material and spiritual
enterprises.

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Amr‰ ibn al-¢®| was very much inclined towards
high spirituality with one of his practices being to recite the entire
revealed portions of the Qur’an everyday. The Prophet disapproved of
this and exhorted him to recite the Qur’an in a stretch of two weeks. He
also used to fast everyday, with the Prophet once again advising him
not to go to such extremes. While sending Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ and
Mu¢¥dh ibn Jabal as his representatives to Yemen, the Prophet advised
them, among other things, to make things easy for the people and not
to make them difficult. 

Ab‰ al-Dard¥’ had lost interest in worldly affairs, including his
matrimonial life. He devoted most of his time to prayers. He fasted
quite often. He ignored almost totally the conjugal rights of his wife.
He did not give rest to his body. He avoided sleep even at night. When
Salm¥n al-F¥rsÏ came to know about this approach of his friend, he
advised him to equally pay heed to all of his needs, devotional as well as
material. Ab‰ Dard¥’ was skeptical of his friend’s advice. So he took
Salm¥n to the Prophet and sought his guidance on Salm¥n’s advice.
The Prophet conformed to the advice of Salm¥n saying that “your
body has rights over you; your eyes have rights over you; your soul has
rights over you; your wife has rights over you, hence you must fulfill all
these rights due on you.” It is clear that the Prophet was not meant to
convey anything indicative of extremism but rather only moderation,
and all his teachings, actions and sayings represent this. It is for this
reason that anything extreme attributed to the Prophet should be
rejected as false or fabricated. 
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Furthermore, the Prophet was sent as a mercy (ra^mah) to mankind
(21:107). This is indicated in the nature of his character, messages, and
teaching, the latter precisely in accordance with human nature. As
mentioned earlier, man is generally averse to extremism and had the
lessons given by the Prophet been of an extreme nature, man would
surely have rejected them outright. The Arabs were the first people
addressed by the Prophet and one of the main reasons they accepted his
message was because of the beautiful aspect of moderation contained
therein.  

Moderation: Precise Definition and in Relation to
Pertinent Traditions

It is now obvious that moderation appears to be one of the bases of the
Islamic message with neither the Qur’an nor the Prophet Muhammad
advocating any kind of excessiveness. Moderation therefore is the way
of Islam and may be defined as a justly balanced approach to affairs
and life, whether conceptual or practical, excluding all forms of exces-
siveness and extremism therein. Examples of certain traditions are
given below to explore the principle of moderation and to gauge how
these traditions stand up before it. 

1–ßal¥h al-TasbÏ^
It is reported that the Prophet taught his uncle ¢Abb¥s ibn ¢Abd al-
Mu~~alib a special kind of salah which within its cycles contained
elements extra to the normal prayer. This is known as the ßal¥h al-
TasbÏ^. Its procedure is as follows: (1) after completing the reading of
al-F¥ti^ah and another surah (as required in normal prayer), in the
state of standing the following phrases need to be recited – Sub^¥n
Allah wa al-¤amdu li Allah wa L¥ Il¥ha ill¥ Allah wa Allahu Akbar
(Glory be to Allah; All praises are due to Allah; There is no god but
Allah; and Allah is the Greatest of all) – fifteen times, (2) in the state of
ruk‰¢ (bending) one has to recite the same ten times, (3) after rising
from ruk‰¢ one has to recite the same ten times, (4) in the state of suj‰d
(prostration) one has to recite the same ten times, (5) the same is to be
repeated in every cycle of the prayer which contains four cycles. The
significance of this peculiar prayer, as mentioned in the tradition, is
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that the performer will be granted general pardon for ten categories of
his sinful acts, the first sin, the last sin, the old sin, the new sin, the
minor sin, the major sin, the deliberately committed sin, the inadver-
tently occurred sin, the hidden sin, and the open sin.1

Ibn al-JawzÏ has declared this tradition unreliable due to the occur-
rence of some unreliable reporters in its chain of narrators. He has
quoted this tradition through three chains of narrators: 

(1) Hibat All¥h ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-¤u|ayn, Ab‰ ¢AlÏ al-¤asan
ibn ¢AlÏ ibn al-Mudhahhab, Ab‰ al-¤asan al-D¥rqu~nÏ, ¢Uthm¥n ibn
A^mad ibn ¢Abd All¥h, Ab‰ al-A^wa| Mu^ammad ibn al-Haytham
al-Q¥\Ï, A^mad ibn AbÏ Shu¢ayb al-¤arr¥nÏ, M‰s¥ ibn A¢yun,
ßadaqah ibn YazÏd al-Khur¥s¥nÏ, ¢Urwah ibn Ruwaym, Ibn al-Day-
lamÏ, al-¢Abb¥s ibn ¢Abd al-Mu~~alib, The Prophet; 

(2) Al-¤u|ayn, Ab‰ ¢AlÏ ibn al-Mudhahhab, al-D¥rqu~nÏ, Ab‰ Bakr
al-NÏs¥purÏ and ¢Abd All¥h ibn Sulaym¥n ibn al-Ash¢ath, ¢Abd al-
Ra^m¥n ibn Bishr ibn al-¤akam, M‰s¥ ibn ¢Abd al-¢AzÏz, al-¤akam
ibn Ab¥n, ¢Ikrimah, Ibn ¢Abb¥s, The Prophet; 

(3) Ibn al-¤u|ayn, Ibn al-Mudhahhab, al-D¥rqu~nÏ, Ab‰ ¢AlÏ al-
K¥tib ¢AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn al-Juhm, A^mad ibn Ya^y¥
ibn M¥lik al-S‰sÏ, YazÏd ibn al-¤ub¥b, M‰s¥ ibn ¢Ubaydah al-RindÏ,
Sa¢Ïd ibn AbÏ Sa¢Ïd mawl¥ Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-¤azm, Ab‰ R¥fi¢ mawl¥ of
the Prophet, The Prophet. 

ßadaqah ibn YazÏd al-Khur¥s¥nÏ in the first chain and M‰s¥ ibn
¢Ubaydah in the third chain are unreliable narrators, with M‰s¥ ibn
¢Abd al-¢AzÏz in the second chain being an unknown person. This is
why Ibn al-JawzÏ categorizes the report on the special prayer as unreli-
able even though there exist several other traditions on the same matter.
He rejects all of them as unacceptable on the grounds that one or other
of the reporters in these chains is weak, unknown or unreliable.2

However, even if all or only one of the chains of narrators were
authentic, the subject matter of the report is such that it would not
allow the tradition to be classified as reliable, for what it reports 
concerning this special kind of prayer exudes extremity. The Prophet
taught a very balanced method of praying the obligatory and supere-
rogatory prayers (salah), in terms of the time and energy involved. This
tradition on the other hand relates a method which appears odd in that
it demands much time and energy on the part of the performer. In 
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conclusion therefore the tradition can be rejected on the basis of its 
disproportionate nature, and not merely on the existence of weak and
unknown reporters in its chains of narrators.

2–Other Supererogatory Prayers
In Muslim society across the world, particularly in mystic circles, some
supererogatory prayers are given special attention and people perform
them in the hope of being highly blessed both in this world and in the
hereafter. These distinct prayers are the Saturday prayer, Sunday
prayer, Monday prayer, Friday prayer, 10th Muharram prayer, 1st
Rajab prayer, 15th Sha¢ban Night prayer, prayer on the eve of ¢¬d al-
Fi~r, Hajj Day prayer etc. The very basis of such practice lies in the
availability of traditions which refer to special supererogatory prayers.
An example of one such tradition follows:

He who prays four cycles of prayer on Sunday night, reciting in each

cycle fifteen times S‰rah al-Ikhl¥| [112] after al-F¥ti^ah, Allah, on the

Day of Judgment, will grant him a reward reserved for reading the

entire Qur’an ten times and acting upon all the injunctions of the

Qur’an; he will be raised from his grave with his face radiant like the

full moon; he will be given for each cycle of this prayer one thousand

bungalows made of ruby stone; each bungalow will contain one thou-

sand rooms; each room will be furnished with one thousand beds; on

each bed will be seated a maiden before whom there will be one thou-

sand male and one thousand female servants.”3

This and other traditions describing the method of performing 
special supererogatory prayers and their reward(s) have been rejected
as unacceptable simply on the grounds of their defective chains of nar-
rators. However, it is surprising that they were not rejected on the
bizarre nature of their content alone, which speaks volumes of their 
fabrication. 

3–Excessive Reward and Punishment
Like the Qur’an, a^¥dÏth also teach man about the rewards for doing
good deeds and the punishment for doing evil. The Qur’an provides
such information in a general manner stating, for instance, in a number
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of places, that the denial of the truth will lead to grievous suffering and
humiliation, and obedience to Allah and the Prophet will be rewarded
graciously on the Day of Judgment. At times, it does mention details of
both the reward and the punishment, but nowhere does this seem to be
disproportionate. The case of Hadith literature is a little different. One
can find therein minute details concerning reward and punishment
which appear to be exaggeration. There are for instance traditions,
which relate of great reward for negligible good acts, and severe pun-
ishment for an insignificant evil act. Such traditions abound in the
sources and a few illustrative examples are given below: 

(1) He who recites Sub^¥n Allah wa bi ^amdihi, Allah will plant for

him in Paradise thousands of date palm trees, whose roots will be made

of gold.4

(2) He who reads a particular du¢¥’ while going to bed, 700,000 angels

will be raised for each letter of the recitation, who will glorify him and

ask Allah for his forgiveness.5

(3) He who reads a poetic verse after the night prayer, his prayer of that

night will not be accepted.6

(4) He who reads words of praise for Allah while going to bed will

become as innocent as he was on the day of his birth.7

(5) If one remembers Allah only once in the market place, Allah will

remember him a hundred times.8

(6) If one says in the beginning of night: “May Allah bless Noah and

peace be upon him,” he will not be stung by a scorpion that night.9

(7) If one reads Al-¤amdu li Allah Rabb al-¢®lamÏn [All praise is due to

Allah, the Lord of all the worlds], an angel will call him [the one reciting

these words] from the place from where his words cannot be heard:

Allah has indeed come forward to you, so ask Him.10

(8) O Ibn ¢Umar! Read from the dawn until the morning prayer one

hundred times these words: Sub^¥n Allah wa bi ¤amdihi; Sub^¥n

Allah al-¢A·Ïm; Astaghfir Allah, the world will be at your feet with all

its treasures; and Allah will create out every word you recite an angel

who will glorify its reward until doomsday.”11

(9) One who devotes himself to Allah for forty days, from his tongue

will gush out springs of wisdom.12

(10) One hour pondering is better than sixty years of devotion.13
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Hadith scholars have declared these traditions to be fabricated.
However, one need not examine their chains to determine this, for the
examination of text alone is indicative enough of this. According to Ibn
al-Qayyim reports consisting of exaggeration in reward and punish-
ment are evidently unreliable.14

4–Denunciation of the Rich
A number of traditions reported in the sources denounce rich people
and association with them. For example:

(1) Allah curses the poor [man] who honors the rich for the sake of

wealth. He who does so, Allah will take away one third of his 

religion.15

(2) The Prophet advised his wife ¢®’ishah that “The secrets of your join-

ing me in the life hereafter are that (1) you do not have any relations

with rich people and (2) you do not put on a dress without adding a

patch on it.”16

These traditions are fabrications and without question unaccept-
able. Ibn al-JawzÏ condemns them as lies.17The Qur’an time and again
invites its followers to be generous in making financial contributions to
the cause of Islam, in helping the poor meet their needs, in developing
military power, and advancing the Islamic state in all aspects of growth
and development. If people do not devote their time and energy to earn
wealth, to invest it and to save it, how will a positive response to the call
of Allah come about? 

5–Condemnation of Certain Sections in the Muslim Community
Hadith literature contains many traditions attributed to the Prophet,
which condemn certain sections of the Muslim community dispropor-
tionately. For example:

(1) The optimist [Murji’ite], the supporter of human freedom

[Qadarite], the rejecter [Shi¢ite], and the rebellious [Kharijite], one

fourth of their faith in the unity of God will be withdrawn, and Allah

will throw these disbelievers into Hell to abide therein forever.18
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Ibn al-JawzÏ has declared this tradition to be fabricated.19

6–Disapprobation of Certain Individuals
There exist a number of traditions which are taken for granted as
acceptable by the Muslim community, which condemn and curse 
certain well known figures in history. For example:

(1) The Prophet cursed YazÏd ibn Mu¢¥wiyah because he would kill

¤usayn, the grandson of the Prophet before the eyes of people who

would not help the victim, and said: “YazÏd and the people who would

not help ¤usayn will be subjected to grievous suffering.”20

(2) The brother of Umm Salamah, the Prophet’s wife, had a son named

al-WalÏd. The Prophet disapproved of this name, saying: “You have

named the child with a name of your pharaohs; there will certainly be a

person who will be named al-WalÏd who will be far more mischievous

to this Ummah than the Pharaoh was to his people.”21

(3) The Prophet said: “There will soon be in my Ummah a person

named Wahb; Allah will grant him wisdom; and also there will be

another man by the name of Ghayl¥n who will be far more harmful for

my Ummah than Satan.”22

Ibn al-Qayyim very categorically denounced these traditions as fab-
ricated.23 He did so on the basis of the unacceptable nature of their
text. However, he also classified them as unreliable due to the existence
of unreliable reporters in their chains of narrators.24

7–Unreasonable Admiration of Some Companions
Traditions doting unnecessary praise on some Companions of the
Prophet abound in the literature. For example:

(1) The Prophet said: “Ab‰ Bakr is the best of my Ummah and the most

pious person in my Ummah; ¢Umar is the most beloved and the most

just in my Ummah; ¢Uthm¥n is the most modest and the most generous

in my Ummah; ¢AlÏ is the most intelligent and the smartest in my

Ummah; ¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d is the most trustworthy and the most

honest in my Ummah; Ab‰ Dharr is the most pious and the most 

truthful in my Ummah; Ab‰ al-Dard¥’ is the most devoted to Allah in
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my Ummah; and Mu¢¥wiyah is the most clement and the kindest in my

Ummah.”25

(2) The Prophet said: “Verily, Allah made me His friend just as He did

Abraham; in Paradise my residence and that of Abraham will be in

front of each other, whereas al-¢Abb¥s will be placed in between the

two friends of Allah.”26

These traditions reflect exaggeration and are hence unreliable.

8–The Amazingly Peculiar Significance of Qur’anic Surahs
There are traditions which describe the significance of Qur’anic surahs
in a proportionate manner, and there are traditions which depict the
advantages of Qur’anic surahs in an inordinate way. For example:

(1) The Prophet said: “If one hears S‰rah Y¥ SÏn, the reward of spend-

ing ten dÏn¥r in the path of Allah is credited into his account; if he reads

it, the reward [equivalent] of twenty hajj is adjusted for him; if he 

writes it and drinks its potion, there enter into his heart one thousand

satisfactions, one thousand lights, one thousand blessings, one thou-

sand mercies, and one thousand sustenances, and from his heart are

removed all kinds of ill-will and diseases.”27

(2) The Prophet said: “One who reads S‰rah al-Dukh¥n at night, 

seventy thousand angels pray to Allah for his forgiveness until the 

following morning.”28

(3) The Prophet said: “If one reads S‰rah al-Ikhl¥s after ablution one

hundred times followed by his reading of S‰rah al-F¥ti^ah, Allah

writes for each letter ten good deeds, effaces ten evil deeds, raises him to

ten levels [higher], builds in Paradise one hundred castles, makes his

deeds of that day equivalent to the deeds of a prophet; [makes his] read-

ing of the surah [equivalent to] reading the whole Qur’an thirty-three

times. This surah serves as freedom from polytheism, causes the angels

to be present with him, chases Satan away, echoes around the throne of

God as to the name of its reader until God looks at him, [and] if Allah

looks towards him, he will never be punished.”29

Ibn al-JawzÏ finds these traditions to be enormously excessive hence
unreliable merely on the grounds of their defective chains of narrators.
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However, they should be denounced as unreliable merely on the nature
of their exorbitant statements and not simply from verification of their
chain. 

9–Incredible Position of One who Reads the Qur’an
Almost the entire Muslim world attaches great significance to the
reading and memorization of the Qur’an. These hugely praiseworthy
actions are based on authentic traditions found in the most authentic
works of Hadith. However, alongside this position Muslims also hold
many misconceptions concerning the position of the memorizers and
readers of Qur’an, some of which are so remarkable in their incredibi-
lity that one cannot help but entertain misgivings as to their authen-
ticity. Two such traditions are given below:

(1) The Prophet said: “If one reads one third of the Qur’an, he is granted

one third of prophethood; if one reads two thirds of the Qur’an, one is

given two thirds of prophethood; if one reads the whole Qur’an, he is

virtually in the perfect position of prophethood; he will be told on the

Day of Judgment to read the Qur’an and become elevated a level higher

for each verse recited; when the process of elevation will be over, he will

be granted two things: (1) immortality, and (2) everlasting blessings.”30

(2) The Prophet said: “If one who was taught the Qur’an by Allah 

complained of poverty, Allah would write poverty between his eyes to

remain there until Doomsday.”31

These traditions are undoubtedly fabrications. In addition, their
chains of narrators are all deficient. 

10–Unnecessary Praise of Cities and Towns 
Traditions which heap great praise on certain cities and towns abound
in the memory of Muslims as well as in their literature. For example:

(1) The Prophet said: “¢Asqal¥n is one of those brides from where Allah

will raise on the Day of Judgment seventy thousand martyrs.”32

(2) The Prophet said: “Four gates of Paradise are opened into the

world, Alexandria, ¢Asqal¥n, Quzwayn, and Jeddah; the position of
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Jeddah is superior to these cities just as the House of God in Makkah is

superior to all the other mosques in the world.”33

Ibn al-JawzÏ counts these and other similar traditions as unreliable
on the grounds of deficiency in their chains of narrators. However,
once again, the words and statements are enough to consider them as
lies attributed to the Prophet.

11–Classification of Week Days
There are traditions in which certain days of the week have been
praised whilst other days have been condemned. These are undoubtedly
fabrications. For example, the Prophet said: 

Saturday is the day of beguilement because the Quraysh wanted to

beguile that day; Sunday is the day of construction and plantation

because Paradise was built and planted that day; Monday is the day of

travel and business because one son of Adam killed another on that

day; Wednesday is the day of evil omen causing errors and letting the

young grow old because Allah sent the tornado to destroy the people of

¢®d on that day, Pharaoh was born that day, Pharaoh proclaimed god-

hood that day, and he was destroyed on that day; Thursday is the day of

visiting the ruler and getting needs fulfilled because Abraham entered

the court of the Egyptian ruler and got his wife back along with having

his needs fulfilled [on that day]; and Friday is the day of proposal 

and marriage because the prophets proposed and solemnized their 

marriages on that day for blessings.34
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8

Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Chapter
on Predetermination: An

Evaluation and Interpretation 

One of the most widely respected Hadith scholars in
Muslim history, and perhaps the most famous, is al-Bukh¥rÏ. His

al-J¥mi¢ al-ßa^Ï^ also commonly known as ßa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ, is widely
considered by many to be the most authentic book after the Qur’an.1

So esteemed is the text in fact, that its contents are generally held to 
be unquestionable. Al-J¥mi¢ al-ßa^Ï^has exerted great influence on the
Muslim mind, and the work is widely read and referred to throughout
the Muslim world as a source of Islamic law. 
Al-J¥mi¢ al-ßa^Ï^ contains a chapter on predestination entitled

Kit¥b al-Qadar (book of predestination) consisting of twenty-seven
traditions relating to the concept of a fore-written destiny for man; the
evident message for believers is that human life, in all its detail, includ-
ing man’s final destination, has been predetermined, even before a
person’s coming into the world. The great significance that these tradi-
tions have for Muslim understanding of human responsibility cannot
be underestimated, and seen in this context the chapter and traditions
contained therein need careful examination. 

Debate over a fore-written destiny has existed in the Muslim world
since the first Islamic century. The main arguments advanced in favor
of the theory are based on certain Qur’anic ¥y¥t as well as certain tradi-
tions, particularly those recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ in Kit¥b al-Qadar. As
emphasized in previous chapters, and according to the general
approach of mu^addith‰n, the authenticity of traditions is heavily



dependant on authenticity of reporters. Al-Bukh¥rÏ is believed to have
been scrupulous in ascertaining the reliability of the sanad of his selec-
ted traditions leaving no gap. According to this criteria, the traditions
mentioned in Kit¥b al-Qadar are conceivably sound. However, from
the standpoint of textual content (matn) there may be some cause for
questioning. Many scholars have tried to interpret these traditions in
one way or another and these interpretations are available in well-
known commentaries on ßa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ. This chapter is a humble
attempt to critically review these interpretations and advance a new
interpretation of most of the twenty-seven traditions contained in the
chapter Kit¥b al-Qadar. All the traditions that will be cited are authen-
tic in terms of their chain of narrators (sanad).This reinterpretation is
based on a so far untouched methodology that is not applied by Hadith
commentators. The objective of the exercise is to reassert the validity of
a^¥dÏth in Muslim life on the one hand, and to identify probable errors
in the text of reports, on the other. 

The General Approach in Hadith Interpretation

Almost all the well-recognized works of Hadith have been interpreted
by Hadith scholars with some works such as al-Bukh¥rÏ’s having mul-
tiple commentaries by different Hadith authorities. A deep study of
Hadith commentaries will reveal that there exists no well-defined 
and articulated methodology for interpreting Hadith. Generally, five
methodological components are available in Hadith commentaries.
First, the commentator examines the chain of narrators (sanad) in a bid
to prove the reliability or unreliability of reports. Second, the message
contained in the tradition is highlighted or further elaborated upon in
light of well-known scholars’ views. Third, the commentator spends
time to identify reports from other sources with a view to developing a
complete picture of the tradition in view. Fourth, the commentator, at
times, describes the background of a particular hadith. Fifth, the schol-
ar at times advances his own view either favoring or rejecting the views
of others. 

Every so often the commentator seems to lose the objectivity
required for examination, and which is consequent upon the method-
ology mentioned. Well-known commentators of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s work
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include al->ÏbÏ, al-Kirm¥nÏ, Ibn ¤ajar, al-¢AynÏ (d.855 ah), al-
Qas~al¥nÏ (d.923 ah), al-SindÏ (d.1138 ah), and Hamzah Muhammad
Qasim. They have all used almost the same methodology as mentioned
above in their commentaries.

Reflection on the Meaning of the Term Al-Qadar

Al-Far¥hÏdÏ (d.175ah) cites the literal meaning of al-qadar as being the
appropriate judgment (al-qa\¥’ al-muwaffaq).2Al-R¥ghib al-A|fah¥nÏ
identifies the literal meaning as power (al-qudrah). When it is attrib-
uted to man, he further elaborates, it signifies his ability to do
something; when it is ascribed to Allah, it denotes His infinite power
shared by none.3 Al-Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ (d.817 ah) describes its original
import as being final judgment (al-qa\¥’), command (al-^ukm), the
real form of a thing (mablagh al-shay’e), and capacity (al-~¥qah). The
meaning of the statement qadar All¥h al-rizq, he explains, is “Allah
determined the sustenance.”4Allah’s distribution of sustenance is due
to His limitless power.

Al-Kirm¥nÏ defines al-qadar as the command of Allah.5 Ibn ¤ajar
quotes scholars anonymously as having said that al-qa\¥’ is the general
outlines of the divine judgment existing from eternity, and that al-
qadar is the minute details of that judgment.6 Al-Qas~al¥nÏ puts it
otherwise stating that al-qadar is the basis and al-qa\¥’ is its precise
detail.7 It seems Muslim scholars’ understanding of al-qa\¥’ vis-a-vis
al-qadar is based on mere speculation. Hamzah Muhammad Qasim
considers al-qadar as Allah’s knowledge of things before their occur-
rence.8 He strengthens his view by advancing anonymous scholars’
statements that “al-qadar signifies that Allah knew the measures of
things and their times before their creation; and that He caused what
was in His knowledge to come into existence.”9 Ibn Taymiyyah (d.727
ah) identifies al-qadar as having a twofold meaning a) Allah’s eternal
knowledge about creation’s future deeds, about all aspects of man’s
obedience, his rebellion, his sustenance, his lifespan, and his position
whether rewarded or condemned. b) Allah’s comprehensive willpower
over everything, including man’s acts.10 It seems that Ibn Taymiyyah
expounded the idea of the two dimensions of al-qadar, keeping in view
the approach of two groups of Muslim scholars, the qadarite and the
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jabarite in terms of their theological debate over man’s freedom to act.
Although his view represents a particular group of theologians, he
adopts a moderate approach between the two extremes. However, not
everything moderate is necessarily right. The first component of Ibn
Taymiyyah’s explanation supports very much the Jabarite view and the
second one validates the Qadarite stand. His view is not actually a mod-
erate one. As a matter of fact, what the scholars have stated concerning
al-qadar refers to the fatalistic theory of predetermination hence kit¥b
al-qadarmay be rendered into English as the chapter on predetermina-
tion. The question of whether the term al-qadar implies predeter-
mination or not, may easily be resolved by looking at its Qur’anic
usage. The Qur’an uses the word qadar with all its variant forms
(noun, verb, adjective, singular, plural etc.) one hundred and thirty
two times, with the meaning of the word qadar varying with variation
of context. An honest reading of all the relevant ¥y¥t in the Qur’an
reveals that the word qadar has been applied with around fourteen
shades of meaning: 

(1) power (e.g. 2:264; 16:75–76; 21:87; 57:29; 90:5; 97:1–3), 
(2) estimation (e.g. 6:91; 22:74; 39:67; 74:18–20), 
(3) balance (e.g. 34:11), 
(4) capacity (e.g. 13:17), 
(5) empowerment (e.g. 77:23), 
(6) restriction (e.g. 13:26; 17:30; 29:62; 30:37; 34:36; 34:39;

39:52; 42:12; 65:7; 89:16), 
(7) due proportion (e.g. 25:2; 65:3; 80:19), 
(8) scheduled time (e.g. 20:40; 77:22), 
(9) decree (e.g. 54:12), 
(10) encompassing (e.g. 48:21), 
(11) overpowering (e.g. 5:34), 
(12) measure (e.g. 15:21; 23:18; 42:27; 43:11; 54:49; 73:20), 
(13) final judgment (e.g.15:60; 27:57), and
(14) determination (e.g. 54:12). 

Some of these shades of meaning belong to both the human and divine
aspects (power, empowerment), while some are exclusively associated
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with man (estimation, balance, capacity, accessibility), and others
attributed to God alone (determination, final judgment, measure,
restriction, due proportion, scheduled time).

The Qur’an does not mention the determination of God or His final
judgment in the sense of a predetermination of all the minute details of
human life. Logically, the concept of predetermination hardly fits into
the Qur’anic framework. The Qur’an places only two created beings
(humans and jinn) as being morally responsible for their acts (6:112;
6:128; 6:130; 7:179; 51:56; 55:39) and as such man’s moral thoughts
and acts may not be deemed as predetermined. The physical and intel-
lectual features of man however may be considered fully predetermined
just as in the case of animals, animate and inanimate beings, celestial
creatures, earthly and heavenly phenomena etc.  

In order to substantiate the idea of predetermination of human life
in all its detail scholars advance the Qur’anic statement: “It is Allah
who created you and all that you do” (37:96). Ibn ¤ajar (d.857 ah)
claims, in the light of a tradition recorded by Muslim, that this ¥yah
was revealed in response to the Quraysh’s argument concerning
human freedom to act. He derives from this ¥yah that everything in
human life is predetermined with all its details.11 This ¥yah (37:96)
does not speak about the creation of human acts but is actually that
part of prophet Ibr¥hÏm’s statements made to his people who wor-
shiped idols made of stones and wood. He wanted to make his people
realize their error in worshipping idols. His main argument was that
Allah was the Creator not only of themselves but also of the materials
they used for carving idols hence the creation’s worship of creation was
a folly. Reading an ¥yah in isolation of its context is wrong and leads to
misunderstanding and misinterpretation.

Evaluation and Interpretation of Traditions in
Kit¥b al-Qadar

What follows is an evaluation and reinterpretation of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
chapter on predestination with reference to the a^¥dÏth contained
therein. Note, the a^¥dÏth are numbered according to their number in
Kit¥b al-Qadar and not consecutively.
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Hadith No. 1Prefixing of Man’s Destiny in the Mother’s Womb

¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d quotes the Prophet as having said:

[as regards your creation], verily, everyone of you is gathered in the

womb of his mother for forty days, then in the form of ¢alaqah [leech]

for the same period, and thereafter in the form of mu\ghah [chewed

lump] for the same period. Then Allah sends an angel to write four

words: He writes his deeds, time of his death, means of his livelihood,

and whether he will be wretched or blessed [in religion]. Then the soul

is breathed into his body. So a man may do deeds characteristic of the

people of the [Hell] Fire, so much so that there is only the distance of a

cubit between him and Hell, and then what has been written [by the

angel] surpasses, and so he starts doing deeds characteristic of the peo-

ple of Paradise and enters Paradise. Similarly, a person may do deeds

characteristic of the people of Paradise, so much so that there is only the

distance of a cubit between him and it, and then what has been written

(by the angel) surpasses, and he starts doing deeds of the people of the

(Hell) Fire and enters the (Hell) Fire.”12

Critical Analysis and Interpretation
The chain through which this tradition has been narrated is: Hish¥m
ibn ¢Abd al-Malik (d.227 ah) from Shu¢bah ibn al-¤ajj¥j (d.160 ah)
from Sulaym¥n ibn Mihr¥n al-A¢mash (d.147 ah) from Zayd ibn
Wahb (d.96 ah) from ¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d from the Prophet. All
four reporters (Hish¥m, Shu¢bah, Sulaym¥n and Zayd) following the
Companion ¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d are known as thiqah thabt (highly
reliable), thiqah ̂ ¥fi· mutqin (perfectly authentic), thiqah ̂ ¥fi· (highly
authentic), and thiqah jalÏl (respectably authentic) respectively.13This
particular chain perfectly well meets the three main criteria of continu-
ity (itti|¥l), integrity (al-¢adl), and retentive memory (al-\ab~). This
leaves the text of the report. Does it fulfill the other two criteria, ¢adm
al-shudh‰dh (non-anomaly) and ghayr al-¢illah (non-deficiency)? Note
that out of these five criteria developed by the great Hadith scholars for
authentication of traditions the first three are applied to the chain and
the last two mainly to the text. There is no denying the fact that the last
two criteria are also, at times, applicable to the chain.
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The opening statement of the report outlines the duration of the
first three stages of the human fetus in the mother’s womb. The first
stage, which has been mentioned anonymously in the report, is appar-
ently nu~fah as specified by the Qur’an (23:13). It lasts for forty days.
The subsequent two stages, ¢alaqah and mu\ghah hold on for the same
period each. The total period for the first three stages of the embryo is
thus one hundred and twenty days i.e. seventeen weeks. Information
on embryological development is now well established and no longer a
subject for speculation. Modern scientific discoveries in the field of
Genetic Engineering have long provided all the minute details of the
embryonic and fetal stages. According to Genetic Engineering, the
embryonic period enters the fetal period after two weeks. The above
three stages as mentioned in the report constitute the embryonic peri-
od. If modern scientific terms are used to describe the three embryonic
stages, they are zygote (nu~fah), blastocyst (¢alaqah), and differentia-
tion (mu\ghah). A brief description of the three stages may further
clarify the matter. When a sperm is deposited in the vagina, it travels
through the cervix and into the fallopian tubes. A single sperm pene-
trates the mother’s egg cell, and the resulting cell is called zygote
(nu~fah). The zygote spends the next few days traveling down the fal-
lopian tube and divides to form a ball of cells, which continue dividing
further. As a result, there forms an inner group of cells with an outer
shell. This stage is called blastocyst (¢alaqah). The blastocyst reaches
the uterus (ra^im) at roughly the fifth day, and implants into the uter-
ine wall on about day six. It adheres tightly to the endometrium (lining
of the uterus), where it receives nourishment through the mother’s
bloodstream. The cells of the embryo now multiply and begin to take
on specific functions. This process is called differentiation (mu\ghah),
which produces the varied cell types that make up a human being. This
stage is a very critical stage in human formation.14 Scientific discovery
puts the duration of the embryonic period at roughly two weeks,
whereas the above report calculates it at seventeen weeks. This is
strange. How can a compromise be affected between the two claims?

One may easily raise doubt over the equivalence of the scientific
terms for the embryonic stages (zygote, blastocyst, and differentiation)
to the terms used in the hadith (nu~fah, ¢alaqah and mu\ghah). It may
be suggested that the terms used in the report represent the fetal period
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and not the embryonic period. The clear solution to this problem is
available in the Qur’an. The relevant verses read: 

Indeed, We created man from quintessence of clay; then We placed him

as nu~fah in a firmly fixed place of rest [fallopian tube]; then We made

nu~fah into ¢alaqah; then of that ¢alaqahWe made mu\ghah; then We

made out of mu\ghah bones (¢i·¥m) and clothed the bones with flesh

(la^m); then We developed out of it a new creation (khalq ¥khar):

Hallowed, therefore, is Allah, the best to create. (23:13–14)

From this Qur’anic statement, one may identify altogether six
stages, three embryonic (nu~fah, ¢alaqah, and mu\ghah) and three fetal
(¢i·¥m, la^m and khalq ¥khar). Semantically, nu~fah refers to the 
seminal fluid, which when deposited in the fallopian tubes causes con-
ception. ¢Alaqah literally signifies leech. This naming of the second
embryonic stage is remarkable. At this stage the embryo really adheres
tightly to the uterine wall just like a leech sticks to a relevant surface.
Scientifically, the embryonic stage of this nature is called blastocyst,
which, as mentioned earlier, adheres to the uterine wall, hanging from
there. Mu\ghah denotes a chewed form of a thing. Biologically, it is
this stage of the embryo that produces varied cell types, which make up
a human being. The Qur’anic statement (23:13–14) is in total con-
formity with modern biology. The literal meaning of the embryonic
terms, as stated in the Qur’an, also supports scientific accuracy on the
matter. To consider nu~fah, ¢alaqah and mu\ghah as the stages of the
fetal period, and not of the embryonic period is to discredit the
Qur’anic statement. 

Professor Keith Moor, one of the pioneers of IVF conception,
admits the miraculous nature of the Qur’anic statement. According to
him, the stages of ¢alaqah and mu\ghah are so minute that they are
completely invisible to human eyes and can only be observed through a
microscope. He declares that these stages form the embryonic period.
He is of the view that the Prophet or anyone else could not have formu-
lated this Qur’anic statement (23:13–14) because of the non-avail-
ability of microscopes or any other such tools during the Prophet’s
time. The microscope was developed in the 16th century, roughly a
thousand years after the Qur’an’s revelation. He acknowledges that
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the Qur’anic description of the embryonic stages is exactly the same as
that of modern scientific discovery. Keeping in mind the Qur’an’s
statement and the findings of science one may feel uncomfortable by
the statements made in the report and cited in al-Bukh¥rÏ.15

It is most probable that one or other of the reporters (not ¢Abd All¥h
ibn Mas¢‰d, a Companion) erred (wahima) in reporting the duration.
Ya¢q‰b ibn Sufy¥n (d.277 ah) was one of the most reliable authorities
in Hadith (thiqah ^¥fi·).16 He comments on the position of Zayd 
ibn Wahb, the reporter who narrates the report from ¢Abd All¥h ibn
Mas¢‰d, in these words: “There is many a deficiency in his reports.”17

Al-DhahbÏ protests this observation of Ya¢q‰b and says: “He is not
right.”18 Ibn ¤ajar echoed the same sentiment.19 But neither al-
DhahbÏ nor Ibn ¤ajar advanced any argument to rebut Ya¢q‰b’s
observation of Zayd ibn Wahb. The objective here is not to discredit
the authentic position of Zayd ibn Wahb, but to show the possibility of
the mishandling of his reports by others. This message may be derived
from the observation made by Ya¢q‰b ibn Sufy¥n. It seems that the
mention of the embryonic period as spreading over seventeen weeks is
a later insertion in the hadith. This, hence, refers to a defect (¢illah) in
the report in which case the report is deemed defective (ma¢l‰l). 

Muslim recorded a tradition on the same subject on the authority of
¤udhayfah ibn AsÏd al-Ghif¥rÏ (d.42ah) that: 

I heard the Prophet to have said: “Forty two days after the position of

nu~fah [zygote], Allah entrusts to it an angel who fashions it and makes

its ears, eyes, skin, flesh and bones. He [the angel] then, asks Allah

whether [it is] male or female. He writes what Allah determines. He,

then, asks about its lifespan. He writes what Allah decrees. He, then,

asks about its sustenance. He writes what Allah decides. The angel,

then, goes out with the document in his hand. He does not add to what

he was commanded nor does he exclude anything from there.”20

This tradition is no less significant than the one recorded by al-
Bukh¥rÏ. This is an authentic report. In terms of the chain of narrators
it has an edge over al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report in that Muslim’s chain contains
two Companions, ¢®mir ibn W¥thilah and ¤udhayfah ibn AsÏd with
the former reporting from the latter. All the other reporters after ¢®mir
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ibn W¥thilah are reliable sources. This equally authentic report contra-
dicts al-Bukh¥rÏ’s. As we have seen al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report puts the point
of human destiny as being after seventeen weeks, whereas Muslim’s
report puts this after only six weeks. Muslim’s tradition is in conso-
nance with scientific fact. In such cases of conflict between two equally
reliable traditions, only one of them is to be accepted. Rationally speak-
ing, Muslim’s report emerges stronger than al-Bukh¥rÏ’s. The former
does not have any internal defect (¢illah) and is in agreement with 
modern findings in the field of Genetic Engineering. Consequently, al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s report appears to be strange and peculiar (sh¥dhdh) because
it is in conflict with the comparatively more reliable report of Muslim. 

The second statement in al-Bukh¥rÏ’s tradition concerns the deter-
mination of four things for man, however, only three are specifically
mentioned, with the fourth missing from the report. The stated three
things are his sustenance, his lifespan, and his position as one of being
rewarded or condemned. Ibn ¤ajar agrees that the mention of “deed”
is missing from the list of four items.21 He identifies the fourth item
from two other reports of al-Bukh¥rÏ, one from the chapter on the
Beginning of Creation (Bad’u al-Khalq) and the other from that on the
Unity of God (al-Taw^Ïd). But there is once again an error in the report
under “Beginning of Creation.” One item (lifespan) is missing there. It
mentions only three: deed, sustenance and being rewarded or con-
demned.22The report under “Unity of God” certainly mentions all the
four items.23 Undoubtedly, the fourth item is known from other
reports but what about the position of the report in view? Does it not,
then, become defective (mu¢allal) and strange (sh¥dhdh)? Badr al-DÏn
al-¢AynÏ suggests that the item “deed” was not mentioned in the report
as quoted from al-Bukh¥rÏ’s kit¥b al-qadar due to it being well-
known.24 One may respond with the question, are the two items
(sustenance and lifespan) out of the three items already mentioned in
the report concerned not well known? Certainly, they are as well
known as the unmentioned “deed.” Al-¢AynÏ’s argument does not go
down well. It seems Ibn ¤ajar and al-¢AynÏ are both aware of this par-
ticular defect of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report but do not want to declare it
strange (sh¥dhdh) hence the feeble justification. Al-Bukh¥rÏ has
recorded the same report in four places, kit¥b bad’u al-khalq, kit¥b
a^¥dÏth al-anbiy¥’, kitab al-qadar, and kit¥b al-taw^Ïd. Out of these
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four reports only two (in kit¥b a^¥dÏth al-anbiy¥’ and kit¥b al-taw^Ïd)
mention all the four items, while the other two (kit¥b bad’u al-khalq
and kit¥b al-qadar) state only three items. This situation is certainly
one of strangeness (shudh‰dh).

The third statement in al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report explains that a person
does evil deeds (of the people of Hell) throughout his life but shortly
before his death destiny (al-kit¥b) overtakes him and he begins doing
good deeds (of the people of Paradise) hence he deserves entry into
Paradise; and vice versa that a person does good deeds throughout his
life but shortly before his end destiny overtakes him and he commits
evil deeds and hence is thrown into hellfire. There seems to be a very
apparent contradiction between this component of the report and the
second one as mentioned above. According to the second statement
there is only one destiny (al-kit¥b) prepared by the angel, which com-
prises four items, deed, sustenance, lifespan and the end result. This
determination of four things is enough to conclude that man is bound
to act in accordance with what had been written while he was still in his
embryonic or fetal stage of life. The third statement refers very clearly
to one more destiny (al-kit¥b) made by man himself. It is on the basis of
this freedom that he chooses to act according to his preference. The
fore-written destiny overtakes him at a later stage of his life and the
person concerned starts doing deeds accordingly. No commentator of
al-Bukh¥rÏ seems to have realized this incongruity in the report. The
first part of the tradition specifies a fore-written detailed destiny,
whilst the last part mentions a man-made destiny, which is ultimately
dominated by natural destiny. A very natural question arises, how can
it be possible for man to act on his own for a considerable period of
time in his life, and not in accordance with his fore-written destiny?
Does the fore-written destiny take effect only at the last stage of man’s
life?

This idea that a natural destiny can overtake man, and can snatch
Paradise from him, sends out a frightening message, that man stands
coerced at the hands of the unseen. It hardly fits into the Qur’anic
framework concerning man’s position. Man is in charge of the earth
(khalÏfah), placed in a situation of test, and will be rewarded or pun-
ished in accordance with his good or bad deeds: (1) “Behold, your Lord
said to the angels: ‘I will create the inheritor of the earth.’” (2:30), (2)
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“It is He who has made you the inheritors of the earth: He has raised
you in ranks, some above others, so that He may try you by means of
what He has bestowed upon you.” (6:165), (3) “If Allah had so willed,
He could surely have made you all one single community but [His plan
is] to test you in what He has given you.” (5:48), (4) “Behold, We have
willed that all beauty on earth be a means by which We put men to
test – as to which of them are best in conduct.” (18:7), (5) “He who has
created death as well as life, so that He might put you to a test [and thus
show] which of you is best in conduct…” (67:2). Positions of khil¥fah
and ibtil¥’ require, to the extent of necessity, freedom of thought,
choice and action. The end result, man’s ultimate destination, is to be
based on his performance in this life. If the end result is already fore-
written, then the ideas of khil¥fah and ibtil¥’become a mockery. 

It is said that al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report does not represent the predetermi-
nation of man’s destiny in all its detail, but reflects Allah’s omniscience
(Allah is all-Knowing, and knows how things will be).25Undoubtedly,
Allah is omniscient; nothing is hidden from Him; the present, the past
and the future are all in His eternal knowledge. The Qur’an has cate-
gorically mentioned this: “And that Allah encompasses all things with
His knowledge” (65:12). However, al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report does not make
any reference to the knowledge of God but rather uses the word kit¥bah
(writing). Did the Arabs of the Qur’an’s time use, even though meto-
nymically, the word ‘writing’ in the sense of knowing? Certainly not. If
the report had stated that Allah had foreknowledge of the future of man
yet to be born, there would be no problem. But the report describes
four components of man’s life in such a way that it looks like predeter-
mination of human destiny, with man enjoying no freedom at all. 

Ibn ¤ajar has also researched the nature of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report.
According to his analysis, the tradition has not only been merely
reported on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d but there are other
Companions involved i.e. ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar, Ab‰ Hurayrah, Anas
ibn M¥lik, ¤udhayfah ibn AsÏd etc. He manages to identify around
forty different chains (isn¥d) through which this report has been trans-
mitted. He also expresses his confidence in being able to uncover many
more sources of this tradition, were he to delve deeper into the search.26

He remains short of declaring the tradition as mutaw¥tir (recurrent),
but what he says leads ultimately to this conclusion. ¤adÏthMutaw¥tir
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has two main classifications: literal (laf·Ï) and conceptual (ma¢nawÏ).27

The report does not fall under the category of literal recurrence (taw-
¥tur laf·Ï). The reporting in all the available reports is not literally the
same and a few examples may be enough to substantiate this conclu-
sion. Al-Bukh¥rÏ himself has recorded seven traditions on the same
subject i.e. predetermination of human destiny.28 Out of these seven
reports four have been narrated on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn
Mas¢‰d, and the remaining three on the authority of Anas ibn M¥lik.
The reports of ¢Abd All¥h contain two versions. Two of them mention
determination of four items but only three are counted therein. The
narration of Anas has another variation. It mentions the determination
of gender (male or female) in place of “deed.” Muslim has recorded
around eight chains for the same tradition, two on the authority of
¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d, five on that of ¤udhayfah ibn AsÏd, and one on
that of Anas ibn M¥lik.29 In the report by Ibn Mas¢‰d human destiny is
determined after one hundred and twenty days pass over various
embryonic stages, whereas according to the report through ¤udhay-
fah ibn AsÏd, it takes place only after forty, or forty-two, or forty-five
days. The predetermined items in the reports on the authority of
¤udhayfah vary from one another. In one version (Hadith No. 6667)
the number of the determined items are six: end result, gender, deed,
effect, lifespan and sustenance. In another version (Hadith No. 6668)
the determined items are only three: gender, lifespan, and sustenance.
It is interesting to note that both these reports end with the statement:
“There does not take place any addition or reduction in what was
decided.” Certainly, the two reports contradict each other. In another
version of ¤udhayfah’s report (Hadith No. 6670), the items deter-
mined are six: gender, physical nature (normal or abnormal), suste-
nance, lifespan, conduct, and end result (whether condemnation or
reward). Here in this report, one item (physical nature) is different.
Does this situation refer to the unity in meaning or to the disunity 
in meaning? It is difficult to prove the continuity (taw¥tur) of al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s report due to the variations which exist in the other versions
of the report. Logically, each report remains in the category of solitary
(¥^¥d) reports.

While interpreting al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report, neither al->ÏbÏ, nor Ibn
¤ajar, nor al-¢AynÏ, nor al-Qas~al¥nÏ discuss the implication of its 
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message on one’s faith. In all likelihood they probably avoided saying
anything on the matter because they asserted their view in their respec-
tive introductory notes to their commentary of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s kit¥b al-
qadar. They have emphatically declared that neither the Jabarites nor
Qadarites are right in their belief; and that only the stand of Ahl al-
Sunnah is correct. Jabarites see man’s life as absolutely predetermined.
They claim that man enjoys no freedom at all; what he does is pre-
ordained. Qadarites attribute to man freedom of thought, choice and
action and do not agree with the idea of a fore-written destiny. Ahl al-
Sunnah find themselves treading the middle path, avoiding both
extremes. They insist that there does exist a fore-written destiny but
this does not adversely affect man’s freedom to choose and act. It is not
proper to be engaged here in the discussion as to which group holds the
most valid attitude. 

It is undeniable that al-Bukh¥rÏ’s report goes against both ahl al-
Sunnah and Qadarite opinion, but gives support to those with a
fatalistic approach towards life. Some might suggest the total rejection
of the report on the one hand (based on it being replete with internal
defects), and designating it as strange (sh¥dhdh) on the other because
of other more authentic versions. This is not reasonable. It seems
appropriate to identify the errors contained in the report and rectify
them in accordance with other available versions. A careful scrutiny
may help scholars to recast the report, which may resemble something
like the following possible version: 

Forty two days after the stage of nu~fah, Allah entrusts it to an angel

who fashions it, and makes its ears, eyes, skin, bones and flesh. He,

afterwards, in accordance with the command of Allah determines its

gender (dhakar or unth¥), its lifespan (ajal), its deed (¢amal), its physi-

cal feature (sawÏyyun or ghayr sawÏyy), its sustenance (rizq), and its

disposition (shaqiyy or sa¢Ïd). By God, a person performs good deeds

throughout his life, but at a time close to the end of his life destiny (al-

kit¥b) overtakes him and he begins to do evil deeds until he dies hence

he enters Hell. Likewise, a person does bad deeds throughout his life

but shortly before the end of his life destiny (al-kit¥b) overtakes him

and he begins to do all that ultimately leads him to Paradise.
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This carefully remolded form of the tradition in kit¥b al-qadar
stands in need of a highly rational as well as universally acceptable 
interpretation.
Nu~fah (zygote) refers to the beginning of conception. Roughly six

weeks after conception the fetus undergoes rapid growth, and the
baby’s main external features begin to take form. Eyes, ears, skin,
bones and flesh etc. start growing at this stage. According to modern
scientific discovery in Genetic Engineering, the first six weeks of the
fetus are very crucial; formation of human organs take place during
this period. It is, then, during this crucial period that Allah determines
man’s destiny. The gender of the baby is determined. Whether it is male
or female is decreed in the womb of the mother. The physical features
of the baby are also established in the fetal stages. If it is born handi-
capped, this is because it was formed like this during pregnancy. 

Now we need to understand how and in what form the ajal (life-
span), rizq (sustenance), ¢amal (deed), and shaqiyyor sa¢Ïd (disposition)
are conditioned. Human lifespan is governed by certain divinely
decreed rules. According to these, man, at times, lives a long age and, at
times, a very short life. Man has hardly any control over this dimension
of his destiny. Yet, man has been granted certain privileges to prolong
his life. A^mad ibn ¤anbal records a tradition of the Prophet on the
authority of R¥fi¢ ibn MakÏth: “A good deed expands life and charity
work saves one from tragic death.”30 Al-TirmidhÏ has recorded a 
tradition of the Prophet on the authority of Sulaym¥n that “Nothing
but a good deed extends [one’s] lifespan.”31Rizq (sustenance) may not
necessarily mean a fixed amount of livelihood. It may be taken as the
area of interest, ability and propensity towards certain particular eco-
nomic activities. This is why people have different abilities in the
economic field. Some people are highly intelligent by birth, and some
are mediocre. Thus people earn their livelihood on the basis of their
respective aptitude. One may not deny the role of man in his economic
life. The amount of wealth may increase and, at times may decrease.
This is easy to understand. A person obtains a job with a specified
salary. When his employer finds him hard working, very honest, 
regular, punctual, and more productive, he rewards him by affecting
his promotion and increasing his salary. Conversely, if he finds the
employee irregular, lazy and non-productive, he may either fire him or
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demote him decreasing his salary. In the same way Allah may also
increase or decrease the amount of man’s sustenance keeping his per-
formance in view. Once the Prophet prayed for his personal assistant
(voluntary attendant), Anas ibn M¥lik: “O Allah! Increase him in
wealth and children, and bless him for what you have already bes-
towed upon him.”32 The ¢amal (deed) denotes mental, physical and
moral abilities to think, to decide, to choose, and to act. This is why
people differ from one another in their intellectual and physical abili-
ties. The Prophet taught his people to pray to Allah in these words: “O
Allah! I seek refuge in You from evil hearing, evil sight, evil speech, evil
thought, and evil desire.”33 This advice of the Prophet in itself indi-
cates that man has certain freedom in his choice of action, and in order
to act rightly he seeks the help of Allah. Almost all the Hadith works
contain a chapter entitled kit¥b al-Da¢aw¥t (Chapter on Invocation to
God), which consists of a number of a^¥dÏth encouraging believers to
seek Allah’s help to abstain from evil deeds and to do good deeds. This
substantiates the idea that man has freedom of thought and action to
the extent that he can easily demonstrate his position as a human being,
that is one who thinks and acts according to his own will. This is his
special feature.

The concept of determination of shaqiyy or sa¢Ïdmay not necessa-
rily be in the sense of condemnation or reward. According to al-Fayr‰-
z¥b¥dÏ, shaq¥’ literally means harshness/hard-heartedness (shiddah)
and difficulty (¢usr).34 Shaqiyy is a person who is very hard and harsh
in his natural disposition and can easily lose his temper. He is short as
well hot tempered. The term shaqiyy al-qalb signifies a person who is
hard-hearted. The word sa¢Ïd originally means happy. A person who is
of a happy temperament is sa¢Ïd. Such a person meets and behaves with
others smilingly and merrily. These two words may be deemed as the
expression of man’s natural temperament. Shaqiyy is hot tempered
and sa¢Ïd is cool-minded. These two terms also refer to human behavior.
Ab‰ D¥w‰d has recorded a tradition on the authority of Ab‰
Hurayrah: “Verily, Allah has taken away from you the pre-Islamic 
criteria of superiority based on ancestral pride. There are now only two
people, a believer who is God-conscious and a transgressor who is
hard-hearted.”35 It is evident from this tradition that people stand
divided into groups on the basis of their conduct. Those who fear Allah
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and submit to him are believers; and those who reject the message of
Allah and do not stand in awe of Allah are transgressors. In the hadith
the word shaqiyy has been used as opposite to taqiyy (God-consci-
ous). Shaqiyy, therefore, will mean a person who out of his harshness
rejects submission to Allah. These two categories of people are to be
seen everywhere in every society. The notion that the two terms
(shaqiyy and sa¢Ïd) refer to the predetermined position of man either as
condemned or as rewarded runs counter to the Qur’anic declaration.
In Surah H‰d (11) ¥y¥t25–100we have a description of the story of the
people of Noah, ¢®d, Tham‰d, the people of Lot, the people of
Madyan, and the Pharoah and his people. The conclusion of these sto-
ries has been given in verses 11:101–109. Three statements in this
concluding remark are noteworthy. ®yah 11:101 reads: “It was not
We who wronged them but they wronged their own souls…” and ¥yah
11: 105–106 reads: “Among those are condemned (shaqiyy) and
rewarded (sa¢Ïd). Now those who will have brought wretchedness
upon themselves (al-ladhÏna shaq‰) will be in the fire…”, “…and of
those [that are gathered together], some will be wretched (shaqiyy) and
some, happy (sa¢Ïd). Now as for those who [by their deeds] will have
brought wretchedness upon themselves, (al-ladhÏna shaq‰) [they shall
live] in the fire….” These three ¥y¥t (11: 101, 105 & 106) hold the
wrongdoers responsible for their ill fate. Their position as condemned
and rewarded is determined only on the Day of Judgment. When Adam
was sent down to the earth to begin his life, he was assured of guidance
from Allah in these words: “There shall certainly come unto you guid-
ance from Me: he who follows My guidance will not go astray
(ya\illu), and neither will he be unhappy (yashq¥)” (20:123). Here
unhappiness (shaq¥’) is consequent upon rejection of guidance hence
happiness (sa¢¥dah) is consequent upon acceptance of guidance.

The last part of the tradition speaks of the domination of destiny
(al-kit¥b) over man, due to which he will deserve either Paradise or
Hell. Apparently, the tradition teaches that a person once known as
pious will be forced by destiny to perform evil deeds so as to justify his
entry into Hell; and that a person known for his bad deeds will be
coerced into acting righteously so as to let him enter Paradise. If the
meaning of this statement is that man is denied freedom, then this will
surely contrast with the divine attribute of justice. The corollary of
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Allah’s justice is that man should be rewarded or punished on the basis
of his performance. Most probably, destiny (al-kit¥b) signifies the gen-
eral rules of guidance and misguidance, reward and punishment. The
guidance or misguidance are both dependent, to the extent of neces-
sity, upon man. It is the will of man, which takes initiative to accept or
reject God’s message. The Qur’an says: “By it He causes many to stray
and many He leads into the right path; but He causes not to stray but
the iniquitous” (2:26). The dominance of destiny over man means that
human life is governed by the eternal divine rule of righteousness and
evildoing. A person who performs good deeds may not necessarily be
sincere in his approach. His good deeds might be all mere show hence
the general impression about him will be that he is a pious man. His
insincerity will not remain hidden from the eyes of the people around
him for long. He will become exposed one way or another for his insin-
cerity and hypocrisy. Ultimately, his insincerity will cause him to enter
Hell. Human destiny reads that the insincere person will be punished.
A person who performs bad deeds may not necessarily be an insincere
person. He might be sincere and God-fearing in his heart but circum-
stances may have forced him to commit evil. This is why he appears as a
man destined for Hell. Since he is sincere and wishes to do only good,
he will be helped by Allah to give up his bad deeds and do only what is
good. Thus, due to his sincerity and concern to do good destiny will
guide him on how to fulfill his wish, and, then, good deeds will take
him to Paradise.

Hadith No. 2 (Human Destiny)

The Prophet said: “Allah appoints an angel for the womb of the mother.

He says: ‘O my Lord! This is nu~fah. O my Lord! This is ¢alaqah. O my

Lord! This is mu\ghah.’ When Allah willed to accomplish its creation,

the angel says: ‘O my Lord! Male or female; fortunate or unfortunate

[shaqiyy or sa¢Ïd]; what about the sustenance, what about the lifes-

pan?’ Thus, these things are written in the womb of the mother

itself.”36

The report’s chain runs as follows: Sulaym¥n ibn ¤arb (d.224 ah)
from ¤amm¥d ibn Zayd (d.197 ah) from ¢Ubayd All¥h ibn AbÏ Bakr
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ibn Anas (d.uncertain) from Anas ibn M¥lik (d.93 ah) from the
Prophet. The three reporters after Anas ibn M¥lik (Sulaym¥n,
¤amm¥d, and ¢Ubayd All¥h) are known as thiqah im¥m ̂ ¥fi· (perfec-
tly authentic authority), thiqah thabt faqÏh (genuinely authentic jurist),
and thiqah (authentic) respectively. 

Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded this tradition also in kit¥b al-^ay\ and
kit¥b a^¥dÏth al-anbiy¥’. The authority there is the same i.e. Anas ibn
M¥lik. The wordings of these two reports are almost the same as in the
above-mentioned report. One may not find any variation in meaning
between the three versions of the report. Muslim has also recorded the
same report in kit¥b al-qadar. 

This tradition does not mention the duration of the period covering
the embryonic stage. It seems quite rational to remain silent about the
precise timing of the fetal growth and determination of human life with
its four basic dimensions: gender, disposition, sustenance, and life-
span. It is strange to note that this tradition does not refer to deed. It is
hard to believe that the Prophet did not mention anything about it.
One’s deeds form a very crucial part in human life. One could suggest
that the Prophet himself might have described details of human destiny
in various ways. On occasions he might have mentioned only four
items, at other times only three, on some occasion he counted six items,
to someone he talked about some items and to someone else he added
an item. This suggestion may not be substantiated. The Prophet must
have received this information (that is concerning the determination of
human destiny in its fetal stage) from Allah. It is therefore not to be
supposed that he would have altered it whilst sharing it with his
Companions. 

Where there are missing elements in the reported tradition, the
error may be attributed only to the narrators coming after the Com-
panions of the Prophet. One may also theorize that, in the case of the
above-mentioned tradition, Anas himself condensed the Prophet’s
statement. 

The possible interpretation of the determination of human destiny
has already been made under the first tradition on the authority of
¢Abd All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d. There is no need to repeat the same ideas here
again. 
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Hadith No. 3 (Preordainment)
The Prophet said: “The pen has become dry on what you are destined
to receive.”37

This tradition has been recorded on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah
(d.59 ah). Since it is not included in kit¥b al-qadar as a full-fledged
report, al-Bukh¥rÏ has not given it its full chain. Its complete chain and
the text are available in kit¥b al-nik¥^. In order to have a justified
understanding of this tradition, it is important to read the full report in
kit¥b al-nik¥^.

It is related that Abu Hurayrah said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I am a

young man and I fear fornication for myself. I cannot afford to marry.’

He was silent. Then I repeated the like of that and he remained silent.

Then I repeated the like of that yet again and he was silent. Then I said

the like of that and the Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him

peace, said, ‘Abu Hurayrah, the pen is dry, having written what you

will encounter, whether you are castrated or not.’”38

Its chain comprises six narrators: A|bagh ibn al-Farj (d. 225 ah)
from ¢Abd All¥h ibn Wahb from Y‰nus (d.159 ah) from Ibn Shah¥b al-
ZahrÏ (d.125 ah) from Ab‰ Salamah (d.2 ah) from Ab‰ Hurayrah.
They are all highly authentic reporters. 

This report gives rise to many questions. Why did Ab‰ Hurayrah
not find means to marry? Did he not do anything to earn his livelihood?
Was he a person below the poverty line or an indigent? If yes, why?
How did he, then, manage to meet his daily needs? Did he depend on
others for his sustenance? If wealthy people were supporting him eco-
nomically, why did they fail to see his inability to afford marriage? The
answer to these and many other related questions may render the
report doubtful. 

Ab‰ Hurayrah was a member of the Madinan Islamic society where
everyone was always ready to help the other. He was inclined towards
learning, memorizing and disseminating the Prophet’s teachings
devoting most of his time to these activities. This devotion to intellectu-
al pursuits left him with no opportunity to earn a decent livelihood
requiring him to depend heavily on charity. The people knew of his
interest and contribution and must have respected him as well as 
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supported him materially for his needs. If society took care of his daily
needs, is it to be supposed they would be ignorant of his need for a
wife? Al-Bukh¥rÏ himself has recorded a report which relates that the
Prophet solemnized the marriage of a poor man to a woman merely on
the condition that the groom teach the bride the Qur’an; the Prophet
making it clear to the groom before marriage that his teaching of the
Qur’an to the bride would be deemed as his dowry for her.39 Ab‰
Hurayrah deserved the same treatment. When he shared his problem
with the Prophet, he well knew that he would find a way out of his
predicament. 

Ab‰ Hurayrah sought the Prophet’s permission to castrate himself
to eliminate the sexual needs of his body, speaking volumes for the seri-
ousness of the challenge he was facing. The report indicates that the
Prophet did not take his Companion’s complaint and request seriously
as apparent from the response. It is however inconceivable that the
Prophet would treat the matter lightly brushing it aside as simply pre-
determined destiny. The Prophet’s advice to Ab‰ Hurayrah to be
patient until his destiny brought into effect what had already been
written for him contrasts with the Prophet’s approach in general. Ab‰
Hurayrah was afraid of committing wrong if an immediate solution
was not in place. The Prophet was duty bound to resolve the problems
of his people. His apparent observation that “it does not matter
whether you castrate or not” (suggesting that he did not see anything
wrong in castration) goes against his own judgment: “There is no room
for any kind of injury or physical affliction.” Muslim jurists are all
unanimous that castration is totally prohibited in Islam. The basis for
this view is the Prophet’s own verdict given in response to the problem
of his Companions, including ¢Uthm¥n ibn Ma·¢‰n who had also
sought the Prophet’s permission to castrate himself.40 What was
wrong for ¢Uthm¥n ibn Ma·¢‰n to do must also have been wrong for
Ab‰ Hurayrah. Logic demands that the Prophet would not have left
the decision to Ab‰ Hurayrah and would in no uncertain terms have
discouraged the young man from crippling himself. Furthermore, there
does not seem to have been any real obstacles in arranging a marriage
for Ab‰ Hurayrah, with the dowry either possibly paid from the offi-
cial exchequer or by some generous member of society. 
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Al-¢AynÏ raises an issue concerning the phrase “dry pen.” Referring
to the view of al-Karm¥nÏ that this signifies the immutability of the
written command of Allah, he rebuts this idea and quotes an ¥yah
which states that “Allah effaces whatever He wills and retains whatever
He wills” (13:39). According to this Qur’anic statement al-¢AynÏ argues
Allah changes what He wants to change. Thus, he seeks to emphasize
that predetermined destiny is not absolute; it may be modified if Allah
so wills. 

Ibn ¤ajar seems to be in favor of the immutability of a fore-written
destiny and to strengthen his argument cites a dialogue between the
governor of Khur¥s¥n, during al-Mam‰n’s time, ¢Abd All¥h ibn >¥hir
and a scholar of the time, al-¤usayn ibn al-Fa\l. The former saw a con-
tradiction between the tradition – “The pen has dried on what has been
written down” – and the Qur’anic statement: “Every day He is in new
splendor” (55:29). He asked the latter to explain this and received the
reply that the ¥yah refers to what Allah displays and not to what he
creates afresh. Upon this, the governor was very much impressed and
out of appreciation kissed the scholar’s forehead.41However, although
the governor was satisfied with what al-¤usayn had stated this is not
necessarily the case for all. 

There are other ¥y¥t that spell out unequivocally the continuous
directing of affairs by Allah, i.e. “He still regulates all affairs” (13:2),
and “He directs the affairs from the heavens to the earth” (32:5).
Abdullah Yusuf Ali interprets the second Qur’anic statement (32:5) in
these words: “In the immense past was Allah’s act of creation: it still
continues, for He guides, rules, and controls all affairs.”42While inter-
preting ¥yah 55:29, Abdullah Yusuf Ali observes: “Allah’s is still the
directing hand in all affairs. He does not sit apart, careless of mankind
or of any of His creatures. But His working shows new splendor every
day, every hour, every moment.”43

The drying up of the pen, as stated by the Prophet in the report,
means that Allah has determined the basic and general laws for every-
thing and that those predetermined rules are absolute. However, as for
the details of life, they are made, written, modified, and rewritten every
moment in accordance with the situation and time involved.
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Hadith No. 4 (The Predestined Role of Man)

A man said, “O Allah’s Apostle! Can the people of Paradise be differen-

tiated from the people of the Fire?” The Prophet replied, “yes.” The

man said, “Why do people [try to] do [good] deeds?” The Prophet said,

“Everyone will do the deeds he has been created to do or he will do

those deeds which will be made easy for him to do.”44

The chain of this report is as follows: ®dam ibn AbÏ Ay¥s (d.221ah)
from Shu¢bah from YazÏd ibn AbÏ YazÏd al-Rishk (d.130 ah) from
Mu~arrif ibn ¢Abd All¥h (d.220 ah) from ¢Imr¥n ibn ¤u|ayn (d.52
ah). All the narrators of this tradition are highly reliable. 

Ibn ¤ajar states that the man’s question referred to the angels or
some other creation which Allah has informed us of, concerning the
symptoms of both the people of Paradise and those of Hell.45 This is
mere speculation with no substantial evidence to prove its accuracy. It
would seem that Ibn ¤ajar reached this far-fetched assumption under
the impact of a theological debate taking place during his era between
various groups of theologians. Ibn ¤ajar hailed from a theological
group other than the Qadarite (exponents of human liberty and the
doctrine of free will) or Jabarite (inclined to the doctrine of predestina-
tion) and this would explain why he advances an interpretation which
surely contests the belief of others whilst substantiating the view of his
own particular group. An objective examination of the question leaves
little room for doubt that the questioner wanted to know whether peo-
ple could be recognized as to their final fate on the basis of their acts,
and not the meaning the author of Fat^ al-B¥rÏ derives. The answer
given by the Prophet was in the affirmative, by which he meant that the
people of Paradise would look different from those of Hell on the basis
of their deeds. The second question asked might not have been what al-
Bukh¥rÏ has recorded i.e. “Why do people [try to] do [good] deeds?”
The question recorded by Muslim seems to be more pertinent and intel-
ligible: “What should, then, be the act?” Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s question leads 
to one direction and Muslim’s to another. According to the question
recorded by the latter, the questioner wanted to know as to what kind
of special deeds might make someone distinctly destined for Paradise.
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It is odd that Ibn ¤ajar does not find any difference between the ques-
tion quoted by al-Bukh¥rÏ and that by Muslim reading the same
message in both. The Prophet’s answer to the second question has also
become the subject of controversy between the version of the report
recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ and that by Muslim. In al-Bukh¥rÏ’s version the
narrator is uncertain as to which word was used by the Prophet. In
Muslim’s version the narrator does not express any doubt. Muslim’s
version is preferable to al-Bukh¥rÏ’s because Muslim’s wordings get
referred to in al-Buk¥rÏ’s report. When the Prophet stated that every-
one is facilitated towards his/her deeds, he actually elucidated the
following Qur’anic statements: 

(1) And He inspired it as to its wrong and its right. (91:8) 

(2) Thus, as for him who gives [to others] and is conscious of God, and

believes in the truth of the ultimate good for him shall We make easy

the path towards [ultimate] ease. But as for him who is niggardly, and

thinks that he is self-sufficient, and calls the ultimate good a lie – for

him shall We make easy the path towards hardship (92:5–10) 

In these ¥y¥t Allah vividly states that man has been equipped with
the capability to do either good or evil and that man’s preference is
honored; should he want to act rightly, he is helped further to continue
in this; and if he chooses to act sinfully, he finds the path smooth for
him. Whether he chooses to act rightly or wrongly, the choice is man’s
and to claim that man is forced to act in accordance with what is prede-
termined for him is to challenge the Qur’anic statements quoted above. 

In his commentary on this tradition Ibn ¤ajar quotes a dialogue
between Ab‰ al-Aswad al-Dawliyy and ¢Imr¥n ibn ¤u|ayn as recorded
by Muslim. The latter asked the former his opinion on people’s deeds,
their efforts in this regard, whether deeds are predetermined and pre-
destined or whether they represent people’s choice of acceptance or
rejection of their prophets’ message. Al-Dawliyy replied that deeds had
already been predetermined, to which Ibn ¤u|ayn commented that
this would be an injustice to man. Al-Dawliyy trembled with horror at
this remark stating that everything was the creation of Allah and in His
control and that Allah would not be questioned for what He did but
rather they would be questioned. At this Ibn ¤u|ayn expressed good
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wishes for the former and said that he did not mean what he had asked
but was testing his understanding. Thereafter Ibn ¤u|ayn narrated a
tradition: 

Two tribesmen of Muzaynah met the Prophet and shared their concern

with him: “Are people’s efforts which they make every moment in their

life mere manifestation of the predetermined destiny or will their 

destiny be shaped in future in accordance with their acceptance or

rejection of the message of prophets?” The Prophet responded to this

query saying that man’s fate has already been predetermined and the

Qur’an conforms to it.46

This report, as recorded by Muslim, gives the impression that the
mission of all prophets was meaningless and that their role in guiding
mankind of little use for whether humanity acted rightly or wrongly
their destiny had already been written. This message conflicts with the
Qur’an which in a number of ¥y¥tmakes it crystal clear that prophets
were raised one after another to show man the right path and that the
fate of man depends on his reaction to the message they conveyed. A
few ¥y¥t are enough to substantiate the significance of the role that
prophets play in affecting human destiny:

[We sent all these] apostles as heralds of glad tidings and as warners, so

that men might have no excuse before God after [the coming of] these

apostles: and God is indeed Almighty, Wise. (4:165) 

O mankind! Verily, there has come unto you the Messenger with the

truth from your Lord. So believe in him, it is better for you. But if you

disbelieve, then certainly to Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and

the earth. (4:170)  

Who receives guidance receives it for his own benefit; who goes astray

does so to his own loss. (17:15)

These ¥y¥t clearly show that Messengers were sent to mankind to
guide them and to teach them right from wrong, and that it is man’s
own choice which either takes him to the path of benefit or that of loss. 
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In the dialogue cited between Ab‰ al-Aswad al-Dawliyy and ¢Imr¥n
ibn ¤u|ayn, Ab‰ al-Aswad is reported to have said: “Allah will not be
asked but the people will be asked.” This is true. But it begs the ques-
tion, how will people be questioned for actions committed in precise
accordance with a predetermined destiny? Logically, people can only
be questioned if they have enjoyed the freedom to choose and act. In
the absence of freedom, questioning a man and considering him
responsible for his actions is little more than injustice. The report
claims that two individuals from the Muzaynah tribe asked the
Prophet about the status of human actions, whether these were predes-
tined or whether man had freedom to choose the path shown by God’s
Messengers. The question is purely philosophical and this as well as the
way it is posed demonstrates the intelligence of the questioners for it
cannot have come from simple Arabs who at the time of revelation
were not theologians. It would therefore appear that the questioners
were used as mouthpieces by those with a vested interest to have their
question expressed and to give it credibility. 

In Muslim’s report the Prophet is said to have cited Qur’anic ¥yah
91:8, “And He inspired it as to its wrong and its right,” as confirmation
of the existence of a predetermined human destiny. However, it is
inconceivable that the Prophet quoted this ¥yah to prove what it does
not do. Verse 91:8 expresses the capability of man to act freely to do
both good and bad. This innate ability of man is God-given. 

It is worth noting that Muslim’s report is not available in any other
sources of tradition including the other five books of Hadith literature.
A solitary tradition, which is entirely in contrast with the Qur’an is
unreliable.

Hadith No. 6 (Natural Innocence)
The Prophet is reported to have said: “No baby is born but with natural
innocence (fi~rah); it is his parents who make him a Jew or Christian. It
is like your live-stock giving birth to its young. Do you find any of them
with its ears chopped? It is you who cut their ears.”47

The chain of narrators of this tradition is as follows: Is^¥q ibn
Ibr¥hÏm (d.238 ah) from ¢Abd al-Razz¥q ibn al-Hamm¥m (d.211 ah)
from Ma¢mar ibn R¥shid (d.154 ah) from Hamm¥m ibn Munabbih
(d.132ah) from Ab‰ Hurayrah. All the narrators are reliable. 
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Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded the same tradition in kit¥b al-jan¥’iz on
the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah but through a different chain. In this
report there is a slight variation and it reads as follows: “The Prophet
said: ‘Every baby is born with its natural innocence; it is only his par-
ents that make him a Jew or Christian or Magian. It is just as the animal
gives birth to its baby. Do you, then, find its ear slit?’”48

One may wonder why this tradition has been included in kit¥b al-
qadar. The tradition puts the issue of predetermination to rest for it
does not refer to human destiny as governing people’s fate but rather
blames parents for turning their children into Jews or Christians or
Magians, parental contribution therefore playing a considerable part
in one’s ultimate belief structure. Likewise, a child born into a Muslim
family and raised as a Muslim becomes a Muslim because of his par-
ents’ contribution, with Islam being consequent upon his parents’
efforts. Where does a destiny predetermined in the mother’s womb fit
into all this? We can only conclude therefore that this statement of the
Prophet apparently conflicts with traditions emphasizing the role of a
predetermined destiny.

Hadith No. 8 (Prohibition on Snatching Others’ Rights)
“The Prophet said: ‘No woman should seek her sister’s divorce so as to
find the bowel empty and arrange her own marriage, as she will get
what has been determined for her.’49

The chain runs as follows: ¢Abd All¥h ibn Y‰suf (d.218 ah) from
M¥lik ibn Anas from A‰ al-Zin¥d ¢Abd All¥h ibn Zakw¥n (d.130 ah)
from ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Hurmuz al-A¢raj (d.117 ah) from Ab‰
Hurayrah from the Prophet. All the narrators are highly authentic.
This tradition has also been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ in four additional
places on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah but with a slightly different
chain.50

The tradition teaches Muslim women to place their trust in Allah
and seek His help in marriage; one is not allowed to snatch away what
others have but should make concerted effort in the right direction.
Modern society is facing many crises, one of which is a shortage of suit-
able husbands for women. This leads to the very obvious problem of
jealousy arising between unmarried and married women, further exac-
erbated by a climate of free mixing allowing unmarried women access
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to married males. Where free mixing leads to a tenuous relationship of
sorts divorce becomes the ultimate outcome with the waiting woman
seizing the opportunity to enter the life of someone who had belonged
to someone else. This tradition is equally applicable to a man who may
ask his brother to divorce his wife so as to marry her. 

Hadith No. 9 (Allah is the Sole Owner of Everything)

Once a messenger of one of the daughters of the Prophet came to the

Prophet and informed him that her son was breathing his last breath.

The Prophet, then, sent a message to her to keep patient and hope for

Allah’s mercy, as everything happens at its scheduled time and also

because what Allah gives is His and what He takes back is His. 

The chain of narrators of this report is: M¥lik ibn Ism¥¢Ïl (d.217ah)
from Isr¥’Ïl ibn Y‰nus (d.160ah) from ¢®|im ibn Sulaym¥n (d.140ah)
from Ab‰ ¢Uthm¥n ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-NahdÏ (d.95 ah) from Us¥mah
ibn Zayd (d.54ah). All The narrators are highly authentic. 

The same report has been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ in five additional
places.51The whole incident as cited in all the reports may be described
as follows: One of the daughters of the Prophet sent a message to him
that her son was breathing his last, and requested the Prophet to visit
her. The Prophet sent words of solace to her saying: “Verily what Allah
takes away is His and what He has given is His. Everything to Him has
its appointed schedule. Be patient and hope for Allah’s mercy.” She,
then, sends another message to the Prophet urging that he visit her.
Upon receiving this the Prophet goes to her place along with Sa¢d ibn
¢Ub¥dah, Mu¢¥dh ibn Jabal, Ubayy ibn Ka¢b, Zayd ibn Th¥bit and
many others. The dying child is put into the Prophet’s lap. The breath-
ing sound of the baby is very dry and the Prophet’s eyes fill with tears.
Sa¢d states: “What is this O Prophet of Allah!” The Prophet answers:
“This is compassion which Allah has put into the hearts of His ser-
vants. Allah showers His merciful servants with mercy.”

This tradition conveys several messages; first that death is certain,
second, that man’s life belongs to Allah hence it is His prerogative to let
it remain as long as He wills, third, that death occurs at its time sched-
uled by Allah, fourth, that the relatives of the dying person should keep
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patient and hope for something good from Allah, fifth, that visiting the
dying person is a nice tradition, sixth, that man has been made by Allah
very soft-hearted, and seventh, that Allah is with those who show com-
passion to others. 

Hadith No. 11 (The Prophet’s Prophesies)
¤udhayfah ibn al-Yam¥n states that 

The Prophet delivered a speech to us in which he left nothing out con-

cerning what would happen until doomsday. One who understood it

remembered it; one who ignored it lost it. If I see something I will recog-

nize it, even though I might have forgotten it, just as a person recognizes

another person who appears after a long disappearance.52

The chain of narrators is: M‰s¥ ibn Mas¢‰d (d.220ah) from Sufy¥n
al-ThawrÏ from Sulaym¥n al-A¢mash from Ab‰ W¥’il ShaqÏq ibn
Salamah (d.100ah) from ¤udhayfah ibn al-Yam¥n (d.36ah).

This chain appears to be very defective due to the inclusion of M‰s¥
ibn Mas¢‰d. Many Hadith scholars have given negative observations
about him. Bund¥r declares him weak (\a¢Ïf) in Hadith. He wrote his
traditions but later on abandoned them. Ab‰ ¤¥tim mentions that he
is famous for reporting from al-ThawrÏ but used to distort (change as a
result of misplacing of the diacritical marks, ta|^Ïf) reports. According
to al-TirmidhÏ, he was considered weak in reporting. Ibn ¤ibb¥n has
included his name in the list of authentic reporters but accepts that he
erred in reporting. ¢Amr ibn ¢AlÏ al-Fall¥s comments that anyone with
insight into Hadith never reported from him. Ibn Khuzaymah does not
deem him reliable. Ab‰ A^mad al-¤¥kim viewed him as weak. Ab‰
¢Abd All¥h al-¤¥kim states that he made a lot of errors and his memory
was defective. Al-S¥jÏ observed that he used to distort reports.53

A^mad ibn ¤anbal was of the view that the source of M‰s¥ was not the
famous Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ but someone else.54 These observations
from some of the greatest scholars in the field of Hadith throw suspi-
cion on the position of M‰s¥ and thus render him unreliable. There-
fore, the report, even though it has been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ, may
not be considered authentic.
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In addition the wording of the report also renders it doubtful. The
report states that the Prophet described in this speech everything that
was going to happen on earth until doomsday. If this were the case, his
speech would have to be a very lengthy one, taking weeks if not months
to complete. This is no doubt exaggeration and of rather an extraordi-
nary kind. In the known history of the Prophet there is no reference to
such a speech. Furthermore, the Prophet never did anything frivolously
and if he had really mentioned all the events that were to take place in
the future, what would have been the wisdom behind this? Would this
detailed information have served any purpose to his mission? It is more
likely that during his speech the Prophet mentioned various significant
events that were to take place in the future. 

Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded another report on the authority of ¢Umar
ibn al-Kha~~¥b in kit¥b bad’u al-khalq that: “The Prophet stood among
us and informed us about many things right from the beginning of cre-
ation until the entry of people into Paradise or Hell. There were those
who remembered it and also those who forgot it.”55 This report is not
as exaggerated as the first one and there is no problem in accepting that
the Prophet shared certain important information concerning the future
with his Companions. As the report mentions, many people forgot the
Prophet’s prophesies, and many remembered them. Now the question
arises: did those who remembered the future predictions made by the
Prophet communicate them to others? If yes, where are those reports?
Hadith sources are replete with such predictions of the Prophet. Non-
availability of such predictions gives rise to doubt as to the authenticity
of the report mentioned above. It is strange that al-Bukh¥rÏ could not
investigate the integrity of a reporter (M‰s¥ ibn Mas¢‰d) in the chain he
used.

Hadith No. 12 (Predetermined End Result)
¢AlÏ reports that 

We were sitting with the Prophet. While nudging the ground with his

stick, he raised his head and said: “For every one of you has been prede-

termined a place either in Hell or in Paradise.” Upon this someone

retorted: “O Prophet of Allah! Shall we not, then, resign [ourselves] to
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fate?” The Prophet said: “No, you have to act because each one of you

is facilitated towards his destiny.” The Prophet, then, read the ¥yah:

“Thus, as for him who gives [to others] and is conscious of God, and

believes in the truth of the ultimate good for him shall We make easy

the path towards [ultimate] ease. As for him who gives in charity and

fears Allah, and believes in the best, We will make smooth for him the

path of ease (92:5–7).”56

The chain of this report is: ¢Abd¥n ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Uthm¥n (d.221
ah) from Ab‰ ¤amzah Mu^ammad ibn Maym‰n (d.168 ah) from
Sulaym¥n al-A¢mash from Sa¢d ibn ¢Ubaydah (d. uncertain; after 100
ah) from Ab‰ ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¤abÏb (d.70 ah) from
¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib. All these reporters are highly authentic. 

The same report with slight variations is available in eight more
places.57 All these versions have been quoted mainly through three
authorities: Sa¢d ibn ¢Ubaydah from Ab‰ ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n from ¢AlÏ.
The main variation among these versions of the report is in the first
statement of the Prophet. Out of nine versions only three refer to the
fact that “For every one of you has been predetermined a place either in
Hell or in Paradise.” The remaining six versions contain the statement:
“For each of you a place in Paradise and a place in Hell have been
reserved.” The former version of the report from kit¥b al-qadar refers
to the predetermination of one’s ultimate destination, either in Paradise
or in Hell, meaning that the end result of every human being has
already been decided in eternity. The problems associated with this
sort of interpretation have already been discussed at length, namely
that predetermination is injustice to man and his position as khalÏfah
on the earth. There is no reason for taking this statement attributed to
the Prophet as being correct. What has been reported in the other six
versions, that “for each of you a place in Paradise and a place in Hell
have been reserved” seems to be quite reasonable. Humanity has been
told time and time again in the Qur’an that man’s bad deeds will take
him to Hell and his good deeds to Paradise. For example: (1) Yea!
Those who earn evil and by their sinfulness are engulfed – they are des-
tined for the fire: therein to abide; (2:81). (2) “He that works evil will
not be requited but by the like thereof: and he that works a righteous
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deed – whether man or woman – and is a Believer – such will enter the
Garden (of Bliss): Therein will they have abundance without measure”
(40:40).

In light of the Qur’anic clarification, the statement that for every-
one has been reserved a place either in Paradise or in Hell seems to be
correct. It is up to mankind to act in accordance with deserving one or
the other. As the statement attributed to the Prophet in the report cited
in kit¥b al-qadar is in absolute contrast with the Qur’an we therefore
cannot accept it as correctly reported.

The question as to whether one should resign oneself to fate indi-
cates a misunderstanding on the part of the questioner. He might have
thought that as places in Paradise and Hell had already been allotted
and one’s place was assured one way or another it would not matter
how he acted. The Prophet’s answer reveals the misunderstanding of
the questioner. The Prophet emphatically states “No, you must act
because each of you is led smoothly to the end result.” This statement
does not mean that man is bound to act in accordance with his prede-
termined fate. Since the Prophet quotes Qur’anic verses 92:5–7 to
confirm his view, there does not remain any room for confusion. These
verses explain that the path of man is made smooth according to the
choice of man. One who believes in the unity of God, does good deeds,
fears Allah and takes care of the less fortunate people around him, his
path leading to Paradise will be made smooth. Likewise, one who
rejects the message of Allah, does not act righteously, and does not help
others around him, his path leading to Hell will be made smooth.

In three versions of the report (hadith nos. 1362, 4948, and 4949),
the following statement has been attributed to the Prophet: “One who
is from among the rewarded (ahl al-sa¢¥dah) will be facilitated to act
righteously; and one who is from among the condemned (ahl al-shaq¥’)
will be facilitated to act sinfully.” There is no indication in this state-
ment that the two positions, of reward and condemnation, have been
predetermined in eternity. Those who take the initiative towards a
righteous life are the ahl al-sa¢¥dah and those who choose to lead an
iniquitous life should be considered as ahl al-shaq¥’. There is complete
conformity between this understanding and verses 92:5–7 as quoted
by the Prophet. 
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In two versions of the report (hadith nos. 1362 and 4948) there is a
statement attributed to the Prophet that “and there is no human being
but he/she has been predestined as either condemned or rewarded [wa
ill¥ qad kutibat shaqiyyah aw sa¢Ïdah].” This statement is taken as evi-
dence for the existence of a predetermined human destiny. Although it
would appear so, it may also be interpreted otherwise. Keeping in mind
Qur’anic statements concerning the Day of Judgment, generally men-
tioned in the past tense, it may be stated that man by his actions is
certain to be either among the rewarded or among the condemned.
This is definite especially given use of the past tense for there is no deny-
ing the fact that application of the past tense is used at times for
confirmation and to indicate the certainty of a matter.

Hadith No. 13 (Companions of Hell)
During the expedition of Khaybar the Prophet said about a combatant
who claimed to be a Muslim that he was a dweller of Hell. In the war
the man fought bravely and was seriously injured. The people approa-
ched the Prophet and informed him of the man’s bravery and serious
injury. The Prophet once again confirmed his position as a dweller of
Hell. Some Muslims felt uncomfortable by this. In the meantime when
the pain of the injury became unbearable, the man killed himself by
thrusting an arrow into his neck. Some people rushed to the Prophet
and said: “O Prophet of Allah! Allah has confirmed your statement. He
committed suicide.” Upon this the Prophet asked Bil¥l to announce:
“None but the believer will enter Paradise; and Allah, indeed, makes
the iniquitous support Islam.”58

The chain of this report is: ¤ibb¥n ibn M‰s¥ (d.233 ah) from ¢Abd
All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak from Ma¢mar ibn R¥shid from Mu^ammad ibn
Muslim ibn al-Shih¥b al-ZuhrÏ from Sa¢Ïd ibn al-Musayyib (d.100 ah)
from Ab‰ Hurayrah. All these narrators are highly authentic. 

The same report has been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ in kit¥b al-
magh¥zÏ. That report is also on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah. But
there is a slight change in other names of the narrators.59

It seems that the brave combatant in the Muslim army was consid-
ered a true believer for when the Prophet cited the position of the man
as a dweller of Hell, his followers were surprised for they had found
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him to be apparently serious in his dedication. Until, that is, he com-
mitted suicide when he showed himself to be otherwise, for a true
believer cannot do anything prohibited in Islam and maintains his faith
throughout life until death. The man’s taking of his own life speaks vol-
umes for his level of commitment and insincerity to his faith, for had he
been a true believer he would never killed himself simply on account of
acute pain or injury. Generally, the message derived from this tradition
is that the combatant was a Muslim who became sinful before the end
of his life and thus entered Hell because he had been destined to be
doomed. This however may not be the correct derivation. The announ-
cement the Prophet made through Bil¥l clarifies matters. Bil¥l
announced: “None but the believer will enter Paradise; Allah, indeed,
makes the iniquitous support Islam.” As the man was sinful, non-
serious in his belief and an untrue Muslim his mere association with
Muslim society and army could not save him from Hell. He fought
bravely not because he was sincere towards Islam but because he was
an Arab. Arabs of the pre-Islamic era were by nature extremely coura-
geous. They loved war and they loved to die in the battle field. This
particular person supported Islam to show his valor and warlike
chivalry. It is the law of Allah that He allows Islam to be supported by
both Muslims as well as, at times, by non-Muslims. 

The tradition declares that only the faithful will enter Paradise. The
quality of faithfulness implies constancy, dedication, and commit-
ment. For believers it means a form of constant allegiance that lasts to
the end of one’s life. Although, granted, a sincere believer will be helped
by Allah to die with faith, the main role is that of man. A believer must
do his utmost to remain sincerely faithful throughout his life and the
Qur’an invites believers to do so: “O you who believe! Be conscious of
Allah with full consciousness and do not let death overtake you but in
the state of Islam” (3:102). 

Hadith No. 14 (Dwellers of Hell)
There existed a certain brave and courageous man who appeared to be
one of the finest representatives of the Muslims during a military expe-
dition led by the Prophet. The Prophet however looked upon him and
said, ‘Whoever wants to see a dweller of Hell should look at this man’.
Someone from among the Muslims followed the man and found him to
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be amongst the toughest of all in the fighting against the non-believers
until he became seriously injured; at this point he committed suicide by
pricking an arrow through his shoulder. The man who witnessed this
rushed to the Prophet and declared: ‘I bear witness that you are the
Prophet of Allah’. The Prophet asked as to what had happened. So he
recounted the whole story from the Prophet’s observation of his final
destination to his suicide. The Prophet then, said: “A man acts sinfully
but he is actually a dweller of Paradise; and a man acts righteously but
he is a dweller of Hell; the deeds that count are ones done towards the
end of [one’s] life.”6o

The chain of this report is: Sa¢Ïd ibn AbÏ Maryam (d.224 ah) from
Ab‰ Ghass¥n Mu^ammad ibn Mu~arrif (d.160 ah) from Ab‰ ¤¥zim
Salamah ibn DÏn¥r (d.144 ah) from Sahl ibn Sa¢d (d.99 ah). All these
narrators are highly reliable. 

This tradition is similar to hadith no. 13 in that it describes the
Prophet’s prophecy that the man’s destination would be Hell and how
this was proven true when he eventually committed suicide. However
it contains one additional piece of information, the Prophet’s state-
ment that whether one acts righteously or not, this ultimately has no
bearing on one’s final destination, for it is what one does at the end of
one’s life that determines whether one will enter either Paradise or
Hell. Hence man’s final destination is consequent upon the nature of
his last actions in life. 

People have unnecessarily read into this statement corroboration
for the predetermination of human destiny theory whereas all it simply
says is that the outward does not necessarily reflect the inner. A man
may be famous for his piety and good actions, but he might not be sin-
cere in his beliefs and acts; sooner or later he will be exposed
committing those sins which lead him to Hell. It should be noted that
someone who habitually sins but feels remorse for his evil deeds and
who may at times try to change his life by turning over a new leaf is not
in the same category. His concern and effort to change and repent will
one day materialize and he will be helped by Allah to repent and live a
good life hence assuring his entry into Paradise. In other words, the
basic element which determines one’s fate is sincerity or hypocrisy. 
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Hadith No. 15 (Position of a Solemn Vow)
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar reports that the Prophet prohibited making 
a solemn vow (al-nadhar) and said: ”It does not cause anything to 
happen; it rather serves as a way to extract wealth from the miser.”61

The chain of this report is: Ab‰ Nu¢aym al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn (d.219
ah) from Sufy¥n ibn ¢Uyaynah (d.198 ah) from Man|‰r ibn al-
Mu¢tamir (d.132 ah) from ¢Abd All¥h ibn Murrah al-Hamd¥nÏ (d.100
ah) from ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar (d.73 ah). All the reporters are highly
authentic. 

Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded the same tradition in kit¥b al-aym¥n wa
al-nudh‰r. Its chain is the same with the exception of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
direct source. Here the source is Khall¥d ibn Ya^y¥ (d.213ah).62

It is not clear why al-Bukh¥rÏ has included this tradition in kit¥b al-
qadar for it would have been sufficient to include it in the chapter on
oaths and vows. It is likely that he wanted to convey the message that
nothing can cause anything to happen except by way of al-qadar (pre-
determined human destiny).

In terms of the hadith itself it would seem that the Prophet was
instructing people to keep away from making vows due to the frivolous
nature of this act. Essentially, there is no room in Islam for anything
meaningless and when one makes a vow one is apparently in effect
offering a bribe to Allah stating if ‘You do this for me, I will do that for
You’. For example one may plead “O Allah! Please, give me a promo-
tion in my job and I will feed one hundred poor people.” This is not
allowed for it allows one to imagine that Allah might fulfill one’s wish
in exchange for something. In order to implore Allah, Muslims have
been taught to pray earnestly to Him. Whereas invocation is desirable
and indeed rather highly appreciated, vows are not, and definitely rep-
rehensible. Another reason behind the prohibition of vows is their
pagan origin. Arabs in the pre-Islamic era used to give a kind of spiritu-
al bribe to their deities. 

We need to distinguish however, between this type of vow and that
mentioned in verse 76:7 of the Qur’an: “They fulfill their vows and
they fear the day whose evil will be wide-spreading.” This verse not
only allows but it also admires those who fulfill their vows. The refer-
ence here is not to the bribe-like vows mentioned in the hadith but to
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the vows that a Muslim automatically makes as a faithful servant of
Allah. Obedience to Allah and His Prophet, taking care of the unfortu-
nate, honoring one’s words in daily transactions, these are the most
desirable and hence appreciable vows. 

Hadith No. 16 (The Role of Vows)

The Prophet said [that Allah said], “Vowing does not bring to the son

of Adam anything I have not already written in his fate, but vowing is

imposed on him by way of fore ordainment. Through vowing I make a

miser spend of his wealth.”63

The chain of this report is: Bishr ibn Mu^ammad (d.224 ah) from
¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak from Ma¢mar ibn R¥shid from Hamm¥m
ibn Munabbih from Ab‰ Hurayrah. All the narrators are reliable. 

The message in this tradition is the same as that in the previous one
(hadith no. 15). The emphasis here is on the position of Allah’s deter-
mination. Undoubtedly, nothing can happen without the command of
Allah. The wording of the report suggests that it is a ̂ adÏth qudsÏ (the
sayings of the Prophet Muhammad as revealed to him by Allah). But
there is no reference to this in the report. The use of the first person “I”
cannot be in this case referring to the Prophet because he is not the one
who determines destiny. Surprisingly, al-Bukh¥rÏ did not notice this. 

Hadith No. 17 (The Power of Allah)
Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ says: 

We were in a military expedition under the leadership of the Prophet.

Whenever we climbed and descended the valley, we raised our voice in

glorifying Allah. The Prophet came close to us and said: “O people!

Relax, be lenient to yourselves. You are not invoking the deaf and the

absent, but you are entreating the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing.” Then

he said: “O ¢Abd All¥h ibn Qays! Should I not teach you an utterance,

which is from among the treasures of Paradise. The utterance is: ‘There

is no might nor power but with Allah’.”64
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The chain of this report is: Mu^ammad ibn Muq¥til (d.226 ah)
from ¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak from Kh¥lid ibn Mihr¥n al-
¤adhdh¥’ (d.141 ah) from ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Mull Ab‰ ¢Uthm¥n
al-NahdÏ from Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash¢arÏ. All the reporters except Kh¥lid
al-¤adhdh¥’ are reliable. Some Hadith scholars have expressed doubt
about Kh¥lid’s authenticity. Ab‰ ¤¥tim says: “His traditions are writ-
ten but not used for argument. A^mad ibn ¤anbal never paid attention
to a tradition which contained the name of Kh¥lid al-¤adhdh¥’ in its
chain; he never heard anything from Ab‰ ¢Uthm¥n al-NahdÏ.”65

It has been reported by Kh¥lid al-¤adhdh¥’ from Ab‰ ¢Uthm¥n al-
NahdÏ. As mentioned, Kh¥lid never heard anything from the latter. In
this case, the report is not a direct transmission of Kh¥lid from his dis-
closed source. But his name does not render the report unreliable. Al-
Bukh¥rÏ has recorded the same report through different chains in five
additional places.66All the reporters of these chains are highly reliable. 

There are three evident messages in this tradition. First, the faithful
believer has always to remember Allah regardless of the situation.
Second, the remembrance of Allah should not cause any harm to man
hence one’s voice in glorifying Allah should be moderate as Allah can
hear if man remembers Him in his heart. Third, the statement, “There
is no might nor power but with Allah,” constitutes a basic component
of Islamic faith. The wisdom behind the inclusion of this report in kit¥b
al-qadar is not intelligible for there does not appear to be any ostensible
link between this report and the concept of al-qadar as subscribed to by
al-Bukh¥rÏ. 

Hadith No. 18 (Protection of Allah)
The Prophet said: “No successor came to power in succession but he
was surrounded by two kinds of retinues, one advising and encourag-
ing him to do good, and the other advising and compelling him to do
evil; the one who is protected is only he who is protected by Allah.”67

The chain of this report is: ¢Abd¥n ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Uthm¥n from
¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak from Y‰nus ibn YazÏd from Mu^ammad
ibn al-Shih¥b al-ZuhrÏ from Ab‰ Salamah ibn ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn
¢Awf (d.94ah) from Ab‰ Sa¢Ïd al-KhudrÏ (d.74ah). All the reporters of
this chain are reliable. 
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Al-Bukh¥rÏ has also recorded this report in kit¥b al-a^k¥m on the
authority of the same Companion but with a slight difference in the
chain.68

This tradition conveys several messages both to people in general
and to authorities in particular. First, man is normally surrounded by
two categories of people, the good and the bad. Second, good people
help him to do good things and bad friends encourage him to commit
evil deeds. Third, this situation is equally applicable to people in
power. Fourth, man whether ordinary or powerful is too weak to iden-
tify those who bode him well and those who seek to be his enemy. Fifth,
man may easily be deceived by his bad companions. Sixth, man is
always in need of Allah’s help. Seventh, only Allah can help man 
to keep safe from the conspiracies of his enemies. Political history, 
corruption, and intrigue stand witness to the veracity of the Prophet’s
statement. Corridors of power are not immune and kings, monarchs,
rulers and dictators have all succumbed to the deception of evil ele-
ments circulating amongst them, causing them to deviate from the
right path and ultimately lose their lives. True indeed is the Prophet’s
statement that “the one who is protected is only he who is protected by
Allah.” Only Allah can save man from falling into his own people’s
trap. 

Hadith No. 19 (Sexual Pleasure is Predetermined)
The Prophet said: 

Verily Allah has written for Adam’s son [humans] the pleasure of sexual

liaison, which he will definitely receive; the sexual liaison of the eye is

sight, [and] that of the tongue conversation, the human self desires and

craves it and the sexual organ confirms it and rebuts it.69

The chain of this report is: Ma^m‰d ibn Ghayl¥n (d.239 ah) from
¢Abd al-Razz¥q ibn al-Hamm¥m from Ma¢mar ibn R¥shid from ¢Abd
All¥h ibn >¥w‰s (d.142 ah) from his father >¥w‰s ibn Kays¥n from
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s from Ab‰ Hurayrah. All these reporters are
highly authentic. 

The beginning of the report contains an observation by ¢Abd All¥h
ibn ¢Abb¥s that: “I did not find any other example of very minor sin
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more suitable than the one cited in the report narrated by Ab‰
Hurayrah from the Prophet.” The message being given thus concerns
the issue of minor sinful acts committed in relation to an illicit sexual
relationship. Exploring the beauty of a woman other than one’s wife,
becoming involved with her in unnecessary conversation, desiring to
become closer to her, all these constitute forerunners to a final sexual
act. As long as these minor acts of pleasure do not ultimately lead to an
affair, they fall under the category of minor sin, and of course if they do
result in sex, then they all constitute major sin. The sexual act itself,
whether in its minor or major form, is full of inherent joy and pleasure,
elements placed in the human instinct by Allah and it is to fulfill this
natural urge for pleasure that man is attracted to the opposite sex. Any
kind of contact between men and women, whether physically or visu-
ally, brings ecstasy to both. It is this simple fact which has been high-
lighted in the tradition. 

Ibn ¤ajar believes that the act of sexual liaison has been predeter-
mined for man. Hence man cannot escape his destiny and the predes-
tined act of illicit sex will definitely take place in man’s life. In support
he advances Ibn Ba~~¥l’s view that 

Everything that Allah has written for man already existed in His know-

ledge hence man is bound to be overtaken by written destiny; man,

indeed, does not find any way to keep it away from him; when he com-

mits a prohibited act, he stands condemned because destiny is hidden

from him and he is at the same time empowered to act righteously.

Thus, the view of the Qadarites and Jabarites becomes rebutted.70

Ibn Ba~~¥l goes too far in defense of his view and in the refutation of
others. Why does he derive from wherever possible only one message,
that Allah has predetermined man’s life with all its activities and minute
details? The tradition itself simply asserts that pleasure through sexual
behavior is ingrained in human nature. Man derives great pleasure
from looking at, speaking to, and touching a woman. This enjoyment
is not man-made. It is God-made. 

One may ask however why minor pleasurable acts have been
termed by the Prophet as zin¥ (sexual liaison). This is allegorical. Man
is aroused and gains sexual pleasure not only by the final act of 
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intercourse but also equally by all the acts occurring before it. ¢Abd
All¥h ibn Mas¢‰d has said that, “the eyes enjoy sex with sight; the lips 
commit sex with a kiss; the hands delight sexually by touch; the legs
feel ecstatic with walking to the place of sexual liasion.”71

Ibn ¤ajar finds another clue in the report to support the theory of
predetermined destiny. Concerning the statement “the human self
desires and craves it; and the sexual organ confirms it and rebuts it,” he
states: 

what flows from here is that the man himself does not create his act. He

desires, for instance, to have sex but, at times, the sexual organ does not

obey him in this; he finds himself incapable due to an unknown reason.

If man was the creator of his act, he would never fail to fulfill his desire.

It is proven by this that a human act is consequent upon [a] forewritten

destiny, which either enables man to fulfill the act or snatches away his

ability to do so.72

Although Ibn ¤ajar derives this interpretation, this is not the mean-
ing of the statement. The statement initially mentions that the human
self desires and hence does many things in advance to maximize pleas-
ure. These acts prior to sex may or may not lead to copulation. The
reference in this statement is to the final act of sexual intercourse
through which man receives optimum pleasure. In the case of inter-
course the act turns into a major sin; and if the sexual act cannot take
place, all the acts preceding it will remain under the category of minor
sin, which are generally forgiven due to one reason or another.

Hadith No. 20 (The Cursed Tree)
Commenting on ¥yah 17:60 “…and so We have ordained that the
vision which We have shown thee – as also the tree [of Hell,] cursed in
this Qur’an – shall be but a trial for men…” ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s
explained that it referred to “the actual vision that the Prophet saw
with his [own] eyes during his nocturnal journey to Jerusalem and not a
dream; and the cursed tree [mentioned] in the Qur’an [was] the tree of
Zaqq‰m.”73

The chain of this report is: ¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr al-¤umaydÏ
(d.219 ah) from Sufy¥n ibn ¢Uyaynah from ¢Amr ibn DÏn¥r (d.126 ah)
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from ¢Ikramah ibn ¢Abd All¥h (d.106 ah) from ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s.
All these narrators are highly reliable. 

This is not a tradition of the Prophet but a statement attributed to
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s who was a great scholar of the Qur’an. The
report presents his interpretation of ¥yah 17:60 which refers to the
Prophet’s night journey from Makkah to Jerusalem as a dream. Ibn
¢Abb¥s interprets it as a true vision which Allah showed the Prophet.
This miraculous journey seemed unbelievable for people and the
Prophet’s announcement in effect served as a litmus test for many in
Makkah. There were those who believed in the truthfulness of the
claim and those who rejected it as mere concoction. According to the
¥yah, the cursed tree mentioned in the Qur’an – 37:62; 44:43; and
56:52 – as the tree of Zaqq‰m also served as a test for the people. 

The wisdom behind the inclusion of this report in kit¥b al-qadar is
doubtful. Ibn al-TÏn seems to have identified why, writing that the
“reason for its inclusion here in this chapter is [that] it indicates that
Allah takes away from non-believers, due to their rejection of the truth,
the ability to see the truth in the message of the Prophet.”74This expla-
nation contrasts with the concept of test as stated in the ¥yah itself. If
the vision took place with a view to testing people as to whether they
accepted the Prophet as the true Messenger of God, it would not have
been an imposition. A test entails freedom of thought and choice and
one should keep in mind that due to their God-given freedom of
thought and choice the same Arabs who had rejected the Prophet’s
message initially submitted to God later on.

Hadith No. 21 (Adam and Moses Debate)
The Prophet said: 

Adam and Moses argued. Moses said to Adam: “O Adam! You are our

father. You disappointed us and caused our expulsion from Paradise.”

Adam said to Moses: “O Moses, Allah had chosen you for direct 

conversation and written with His hand the message. Do you blame me

for something Allah had determined about me forty years before my 

creation?” The Prophet repeated the statement – “Adam argued with

Moses” thrice.75
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The chain of this report is: ¢AlÏ ibn ¢Abd All¥h al-Mad¥’inÏ from
Sufy¥n ibn ¢Uyaynah from ¢Amr ibn DÏn¥r from >¥w‰s ibn Kays¥n
from Ab‰ Hurayrah. All these reporters are highly authentic. Al-
Bukh¥rÏ has recorded the same report in four additional places 
on the authority of Ab‰ Hurayrah however with a different chain of 
narrators.76

This report is objectionable on several counts. Firstly, Moses
addresses Adam by name and it is not befitting for a prophet to address
his father by his name. This runs counter to the principle of i^s¥n
(excellent treatment) given to all the prophets including Moses (2:83).
Second, a son is not supposed to condemn the father for his error. If he
is bound to refer to his father’s mistake, he has to apply once again the
principle of i^s¥n. Moses’s words are very harsh and unbecoming of a
pious son towards a pious father. Third, why did Moses condemn
Adam for something for which Allah had forgiven him? It is well known
that after repentance a person should not be reminded of his past
errors. Fourth, why did Moses blame Adam? Was he unaware that it
was Satan who lured Adam into breaking the rule? In fact Allah has
categorically mentioned that it was Satan who caused Adam to be
expelled from Paradise: “O children of Adam! Do not allow Satan to
seduce you in the same way as he caused your parents to be driven out
of Paradise” (7:27).

Since Moses received revelation, he must have been informed of
Satan’s role in Adam’s expulsion from the Garden. According to Allah,
Satan is to be blamed for this, not Adam, and yet, according to the
report, Moses blames Adam. This is strange and rather unbelievable. 

In response to objections raised against the report al-M¥zarÏ, a com-
mentator of Muslim’s work, refers to various interpretations.77 1) A
son may be allowed on certain occasions to condemn his father. May
be so, but this does not explain why Moses found himself obliged to
condemn Adam and indeed there is no need to speculate on this either.
2) The law (shari¢ah) of both Adam and Moses differed therefore no
problem existed with regard to a son blaming his father. This is inappli-
cable for the parent-children relationship is an eternal one, inherent in
human nature from time immemorial, and Allah must have revealed
the principles of this relationship to all his prophets. Furthermore, as
we saw earlier the concept of i^s¥n already existed in Moses’s law and
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governed the relationship of the two parties. 3) Moses’s blame of
Adam is ineffective and causes no harm for Adam no longer resides in
the world of responsibility but in the Hereafter. Ibn ¢Abd al-Barr con-
jectures that Moses’s blaming of Adam was an exception to the rule
that “none should be blamed for something against which he has
already repented.”78 This is an oft-applied justification in a situation
where no rational or moral argument exists. It seems that both al-
M¥zarÏ and Ibn ¢Abd al-Barr fail to recall that in the hereafter no one
will ever blame the other because empty talk and frivolous acts (lagh-
wa), are an impossibility in the hereafter (19:62; 52:23; 56:25; 78:35;
88:11).

One might here refer to prophet Abraham, who also argued with
his father (19:41–48), in a bid to justify Moses’s questioning of Adam.
There is an essential difference between the two cases. Moses con-
demned Adam for a fault he had already been forgiven for, whereas
Abraham did not condemn his pagan father for his idol worship but
implored him persuasively to abandon his illogical act of idol worship.
Condemnation (dhamm) and persuasion (na|Ï^ah) are two different
things. Condemning elders is not desirable but persuading elders to
eschew wrong is a highly commendable act.

Al->ÏbÏ uses the tradition to reject the views of the Jabarite school,
on the one hand, and to condemn Mu¢tazilite scholars on the other.79

This in itself casts suspicion on the genuineness of the tradition and it is
not unlikely that it was fabricated in a bid to derail others.

Hadith No. 22 (The Exclusive Rights of Allah)
Mu¢¥wiyah ibn AbÏ Sufy¥n wrote to al-MughÏrah ibn Shu¢bah to write
back to him concerning what he had heard the Prophet saying just after
the prayer. So Ibn Shu¢bah dictated a response to his scribe, Warr¥d,
and sent this to Ibn Shu¢bah stating that “I heard the Prophet saying
just after prayer: ‘There is no God except Allah alone, there is no part-
ner with Him; O Allah! None can intercept what You grant; none can
give back what You withhold; none’s endeavor can be of any help to
him against You.’”80

The chain of this report is: Mu^ammad ibn Sin¥n (d.223 ah) from
Fulay^ ibn Sulaym¥n (d.168 ah) from ¢Abdah ibn AbÏ Lub¥bah
(d.uncertain; after 100ah) from Warr¥d (d. uncertain; before 100ah).
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All the narrators are reliable cxcept Fulay^ ibn Sulaym¥n. Hadith
scholars have expressed their reservation on his authenticity. Ya^y¥
ibn Ma¢Ïn states for instance that “…he is weak. His reports do not
form the basis of argument,” Ya^y¥ ibn Sa¢Ïd avoided his reports and
al-Nas¥’Ï, al-¤¥kim and ¢AlÏ ibn al-Mad¥’inÏ considered him weak.81

This report has been recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ in three other places.82

The chains of these three versions are highly reliable. 
The Prophet’s quoted recitation and utterance immediately follow-

ing the prayer is a serious reminder that Allah’s position in relation to
man is always to be remembered. Unlike most other faiths, Islam makes
Allah’s attributes crystal clear. For instance where in other scriptures
He is at times challenged by man, Islam teaches Muslims never to chal-
lenge Allah; He is All-Powerful, and everything in the heavens and the
earth belongs to Him and is in His dominion. This tradition empha-
sizes that Allah can release as well as withhold His blessings. No human
being can prevent Him from what He decides. But Allah’s granting or
withholding of His blessings is not a blind act for Allah acts consciously.
He blesses those who deserve them and condemns those who do not:
“We bestow of Our mercy on whom We please, and We do not cause to
be lost the reward of those who do good” (12:56). Being grateful to
Allah causes man to increase in His favor whereas ingratitude leads to
suffering: “And remember, your Lord caused to be declared: ‘If you are
grateful, I will increase more favor to you; but if you show ingratitude,
truly My punishment is terrible indeed’.” (14:7)

The last part of the utterance – “l¥ yanfa¢o dha al-jadd minka al-
jadd” – is interpreted variously. Some translate al-jadd as wealth, and
others as worldly comfort, effort, or grand family lineage.83 All the
meanings appear to carry certain weight and in situations where con-
troversy arises over the meaning of a particular word, the best course of
action is to select that meaning which closely maintains the coherence
of the statement concerned. Examining the utterance as a whole, one
may construe al-jadd to mean worldly power and effort thus rendering
the whole statement as coherent. In other words the actual meaning
would then be: “There is no God except Allah alone, there is no partner
with Him; O Allah! None can intercept what You grant; none can give
back what You withhold; none’s endeavor can be of any help to him
against You.”
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Hadith No. 23 (Seeking Refuge with Allah)
The Prophet said: “Seek refuge with Allah from tortuous effort in 
life, destructive wretchedness, a tragic end, and the rejoicing of the
enemy.”84

The chain of this tradition is: Musaddad ibn Musarhad (d.228 ah)
from Sufy¥n ibn ¢Uyaynah from Sumayy (d.130 ah) from Ab‰ ß¥li^
Zakw¥n (d.101 ah) from Ab‰ Hurayrah. All these reporters are highly
authentic.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ has also recorded the same tradition in Kit¥b al-Da¢w¥t
on the same authority but with a slight variation in the chain. Al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s direct source here is ¢AlÏ ibn ¢Abd All¥h al-Mad¥’inÏ, in place
of Musaddad. There is a problem in this report. Sufy¥n ibn ¢Uyaynah
states that “the original hadith contained only three things; I added one
more; I no longer remember which one I added.”85The tradition, then,
suffers from interpolation (idr¥j). Since it is not clear what the addition
is, it is not safe to be relied upon.

Al-¢AynÏ claims that this tradition stands as proof that man is not
the creator of his acts. His seeking refuge with Allah, he further argues,
illustrates man’s inability to prevent hardship and sorrow from affect-
ing him for had he been able to control events around him and prevent
evil or harm from touching him man would never have sought refuge
with Allah. It is for this reason that al-Bukh¥rÏ has quoted verses
113:1–2 from the Qur’an: “Say: ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of the day-
break from the evil of what He has created…’,” under the subheading
under which hadith no. 23 has been recorded in al-Bukh¥rÏ. These
verses plainly show that Allah is the Creator. Is there any Muslim who
could possibly claim to be the creator of anything? Some scholars do
believe that man has been given freedom to act and hence to the extent
of necessity makes his own decisions and acts accordingly. When the
Qur’an and the Hadith are interpreted in the light of theological
debates it is a sad reflection upon the nature of scholarship. Neither the
Qur’an nor the Hadith address philosophers, connected as they are to
the situation prevailing at the time of the Prophet. Man is a vicegerent
of this earth. Fixated in the time and place into which he is born, he
possesses some power and ability to mould his life and develop it for
the better, but his ability to do so is fairly limited. He cannot go beyond 
a certain demarcated line and is required to seek Allah’s help in 
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discharging his duties properly as well as to seek refuge with Allah
from what lies beyond his capacity. In sum, this tradition teaches man
to always invoke Allah the Almighty to protect him from hardship and
evil. 

Hadith No. 24 (Allah the Controller of Hearts)
¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar states: “The Prophet used to quite often swear
[take an oath] with these words: ‘No, by the One who changes the
heart (l¥ wa muqallib al-qul‰b)’.”86

The chain of narrators of this tradition is: Mu^ammad ibn Muq¥til
from ¢Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak from M‰s¥ ibn ¢Uqbah (d.141 ah)
from S¥lim ibn ¢Abd All¥h (d.106 ah) from ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar. All
these narrators are highly authentic. Al-Bukh¥rÏ has also recorded this
tradition in two additional places.87 The chains are slightly different
but the final authorities are the same i.e. S¥lim from his father.

The Prophet invariably took an oath only by Allah and, according
to the sources, on different occasions used different words and attrib-
utes of Allah in his oaths. Ibn ¤ajar has referred to four such phrases
used by the Prophet: (1) by the One in whose Hand is my soul/by the
One in whose Hand is the soul of Muhammad, (2) by the One who
changes the heart, (3) by Allah, and (4) no, by Allah, then.88

The Prophet’s practice acted as a guide for his followers that an
oath should not be taken in any other manner except by Allah or any of
His attributes. There is hardly any apparent link between this hadith as
recorded by al-Bukh¥rÏ and other a^¥dÏth in kit¥b al-qadar. This hadith
rather strengthens the idea that Allah makes decisions every moment
on every matter whatsoever. The predestination theory may not be jus-
tified in the light of this hadith. Such discrepancies in Hadith reporting
give rise to doubt concerning the authenticity of certain hadith.

Hadith No. 26 (Tragic Death Caused by an Epidemic)
¢®’ishah asked the Prophet about the plague. The Prophet said: 

It was a cause of suffering Allah used to send to whom He willed. But

Allah has now made it a source of mercy for the believers. Anyone who

is in a town afflicted with the plague and does not leave it out of

patience and hoping for Allah’s reward; he knows that nothing will
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befall him except what Allah has destined for him, and he also knows

that one who dies of the plague in this situation will be rewarded like

the martyr.89

The chain of this report is: Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm from al-Na\r ibn
Shamayyil (d.204 ah) from D¥w‰d ibn AbÏ al-Fur¥t (d.167 ah) from
¢Abd All¥h ibn Buraydah (d.105ah) from Ya^y¥ ibn Ya¢mar (d.89ah)
from ¢®’ishah. All the reporters of this chain are highly authentic.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded the same report in two more places on the
authority of ¢®’ishah, but with slightly different chains.90

Islam advises its adherents to be patient in all situations. A town
afflicted with an epidemic is often cut off from the outside world and
under quarantine no one may enter or leave it. People live in fear of the
fatal disease. Of course only Allah can save people from this scourge. If
inhabitants choose to flee who would remain to take care of the sick
and dying? Muslims believe that death is bound to overtake them, thus
escaping a diseased town does not guarantee an escape from death.
Humanity matters tremendously in the teachings of Islam. 

This tradition of the Prophet advises believers to place their trust in
Allah and invites them to always remember that the source of life and
death is Allah alone. Undoubtedly, the faithful believer always stands
to gain and never loses. He gains in life and loses nothing in death,
rewarded magnificently and deservedly in the Hereafter. So, one who
dies of the plague whilst bearing patiently and hoping for Allah’s bless-
ing for his suffering will be rewarded on the Day of Judgment with the
reward of a martyr. The word martyr is significant; it implies great self-
sacrifice, one who makes an utmost endeavor to serve Islam and when
the time comes, is prepared to lay down his life for Allah’s message.
This causes him to be termed shahÏd. Believers try their best to help
those afflicted with an epidemic. They do not fear death as they believe
that death and life are in the hands of Allah. Of course whilst taking
care of the sick they may succumb to the disease and this is the great
sacrifice they make. Serving humanity sincerely is a great cause. This is
why one who dies of disease while serving patients deserves special
treatment in the Hereafter. 

This hadith does not fit into the theme al-Bukh¥rÏ has proposed. It
rather goes against that theme. Even great commentators like Ibn
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¤ajar and al-¢AynÏ failed to justify the inclusion of this hadith in the
Chapter. 

Hadith No. 27 (Allah’s Will)
Al-Bar¥’ ibn ¢®zib reports:

I saw the Prophet carrying the soil along with us on a day during the

battle of Khandaq; he sang: “By God, if it were not the will of Allah we

would not be guided to the right path, nor would we be able to pray or

fast. O Allah! Send down to us peace of mind and make us strong in the

unwanted battle imposed by the pagans who have oppressed us.”91

The chain of this tradition is: Ab‰ al-Nu¢m¥n Mu^ammad ibn al-
Fa\l (d.224 ah) from JarÏr ibn ¤¥zim (d.170 ah) from Ab‰ Is^¥q ¢Amr
ibn ¢Abd All¥h (d.129 ah) from al-Bar¥’ ibn ¢®zib (d.72 ah). All these
reporters are highly authentic.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ has recorded the same report in four additional places
on the authority of al-Bar¥’ ibn ¢®zib, but with slightly different
chains.92

These poetic lines represent the true spirit of the Qur’an: (1) “Praise
be to Allah Who has guided us to this felicity: never could we have
found guidance, had it not been for the guidance of Allah” (7:43), (2)
“Allah sent down His tranquility to His Messenger and to the believers”
(48:26), (3) “They prayed: ‘Our Lord! Pour out constancy on us and
make our steps firm: help us against those who reject faith’” (2:250),
(4) “And fight them on until there is no more persecution, and religion
becomes Allah’s in its entirety” (8:39).

These beautiful lines of poetry then reflect the concern of the
Prophet and his earnest entreaty to Allah. The tradition teaches us how
to appeal to Allah. The first part is a du¢¥’ in praise of Allah followed by
a reference to need. Invocations to Allah speak not only of one’s wishes
but also form a practical approach to life. One has to do one’s best to
remain firmly on the true path and must also be aware that guidance is
not earned by man but is exclusively Allah’s gift and a great privilege.
In the same vein tranquility also descends from on high. Victory and
failure are both in the hands of Allah, hence it is Allah alone who is to 
be entreated. Man must not exult or feel arrogant for his faith, his 
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possessions or his achievements, for all that he has, has been granted by
Allah and arrogance and self-righteousness of this sort may cause him
to lose everything as well as his true belief and sincerity. 

When the Prophet stated: “Never could we have found guidance,
had it not been for the guidance of Allah” this is not to be miscon-
strued. When Allah sent down the Qur’an, He already provided the
whole of humanity with what it needed for guidance. Man’s role then
and now has been to read, understand and apply it, indeed Allah has
equipped humanity with the capacity, ability and prowess to do so.
Without the Qur’an, man, however intelligent and powerful he might
be, can never reach the level of guidance that it defines for even if he
were to develop something on his own in the name of guidance, it
would be akin to mere groping in the dark. Persecution is the scourge of
humanity and liberation from persecution at the hands of the persecu-
tor has always been one of the main objectives of all Allah’s prophets:
“We sent Our Messengers with clear signs, and sent down with them
the Book and the Balance so that humanity might stand with justice”
(57:25). The Last Prophet wanted to bring peace and justice to
mankind whilst the pagans insisted on persecution of people. In order
to achieve his goal the Prophet Muhammad had to resort to military
action. Islam has not come to be subdued but it has come to enlighten
mankind so as to ensure justice for humanity.
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In today’s complex and volatile world the consequences of relying on fraudulent and counterfeit
Hadith to legitimise extremist behaviour, issue violent fatwas, and justify blatant abuse,
particularly of women, is not only far too easy but in fact dangerous. Israr Khan addresses the
sensitive topic of Hadith authentication, focusing on the criteria adopted by classical scholars to
maintain that concentration on the continuity and accuracy of the chain of narrators, rather than
the textual content of Hadith, has led to particular Hadith being included which either contradict
other Hadith directly, project the Prophet (SAAS) in an uncharacteristic light, or do not reflect
and/or conflict with the teachings of the Qur’an. The study traces in careful detail the historical
development of the oral and written traditions, as well as the many targeted attempts at
fabrication that took place, critiquing in methodical detail certain Hadith which have come to be
widely accepted as “authentic.” The prominent collections we have today, were made possible 
by the development of the science of Hadith criticism, and Muslim scholars deserve deep
appreciation for their painstaking work, as well as their invaluable contribution towards
preserving the Hadith literature to the best of their ability. However, insists the author, the 
process is ongoing, and the closed door policy which currently surrounds Hadith authentication
needs to be carefully reexamined.
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works in English: Qur’anic Studies: An Introduction (), The Theory of Abrogation: A Critical
Evaluation (), and Understanding the Qur’an: A Reflection (). On the Editorial Board of several
international academic journals, including Intellectual Discourse (by IIUM), he has also published a number of
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